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Georgia Tech

Box 3602

Atlanta 13, Georgia

January 2, 1960

GEORGIA

The President of the United States

The White House

Washington, D.C.

Lear Sir,

I am from ScarsCale, New York, and

I am majoring in nuclear physics at Georgia

Tech. In a restaurant called the Pick-
rick I recently found a small newspaper
called The Agusta courier . I have enclosed

same. A look at just a few articles

should convince anyone that the paper is
trash whose only purpose is to create
unrest between the races. Is there no

way to stop such trash from being distrib-
uted to the -ublic? Thank you for your
attention.

Sincerely 5 ours, /

tennis Cook
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Washington's Integrated Public Schools Have Brought Chaos;
Educational Standards Lowered, Racial Hostility Increased
Congressman Davis
Says U. S. Capital
Is Rapidly Becoming
A Second Harlem

Congressman Jim Davis, of Atlanta,
says, "The Washington fiasco has dem-
onstrated that the surest way and best
way to damage public schools is to in-
tegrate them."

He says the following are the net re-
sults of school integration im the nation's
capital:

1. The standard of education has been
lowered.

2. Hostility between the races has
greatly increased.

3. The Negroes have taken the schools.
4 The majority of the population in

the nation's capital is Negio.
5 Each year, our nation's capital

grows more and more to be a sec-
ond Harlem.

Will Destroy Schools
In effect, if you wish to destroy pub-

lic schools, Congressman Davis guaran-
tees the way to do it is to integrate them.

Congressman Davis' statement fol-
lows:

I want to bring you up to date with
the latest figures issued on the Washing-
ton, D. C. Schools, as shown by the
school census taken last month.

On May 17, 1954, the Supreme Court
issued its school integration decision.
Just eight days later the District of Co-
lumbia School Board ordered the Wash-
ington schools to be integrated with the
beginning of the September term. They
welcomed integration with open arms,
and hurried to mix the white and Negro
pupils im the Washington schools. The
President of the United States issued a
statement that the schools im the Na-
tion's Capital would serve as a model
of integrated schools to be copied by
the rest of the country.

It was claimed that integrated schools
would advance the cause of education,
would brimg harmonious relations be-
tween the i aces, and that one integrated
system of schools would cost the tax-
payers less than segi egated schools had
cost in the past.

The Washington Situation
The exact opposite proved to be true.

(Continued on Page 2)

T CTLY PEAL
By ROY V. HARRIS

The Atlanta agitators are agitating the troubled waters around the
public schools.

The drive is on full tilt to force the governor and the legislate to
legalize race mixing in the public schools

Governor Vandiver has already stated that he promised the people
of Georgia that not a single white child would go to school with a single
Negro child during his term of office and he expects to live up to that
pledge.

In speaking at Marietta, Georgia on Tuesday night, December 15,
1959, Frank S. Twitty, of Camilla, Georgia, the administration floor leader
in the House of Representatives, told his audience that, "As long as we
have our present governor, as long as I am floor leader of the House and
as long as we have the present members of the legislature, there will
be no integration in Georgia-token or otherwise."

A careful survey of the legislature shows there has been no change
in the legislature. Those who have stood against race mixing in the past
ale still against race mixing Those who were opposed to legalized race
miximg are now opposed to legalized rcc mixing in the public schools.

Just a little handful of members have spoken out and say they favor
integration now.

But those who favor race mixing now have not changed their colors.
They have worn these colors all the way through. The only difference
is that they have stayed quiet in the past and now they are vocal.

The lace mixers aie now showing up im their true light, but they
have not changed

Judge Frank Hooper says.
"The decision of closing the schools is on the people of Georgia,

and not on this court."
Now, the Judge is wrong. It is up to the judge. He is the man

who must make the decision.
The Judge knows that if lie orders integration in the public schools

in Atlanta it will destroy the public school system in the City of Atlanta.
The Judge knows there is no such thing as token integration. Token

integration isn't any more possible than being a little bit pregnant.
Token integration isn't any more possible than being a little bit guilty

of murder. Token integration is just as impossible as token murder, oi
token adultery, or token rape.

It is either murder, rape or adultery, or it isn't. Theie ain't no half-
way ground.

If the separation of Negroes from whites in the schools is illegal,
then it is just as legal to separate one Negro from whites as it is another.

If one little Negro is entitled to go to Henry Grady High School in
Atlanta, then all Negroes are entitled to go to some high school with the
whites.

You can't say that it is legal for one man to make moonshine liquor and
another is to be denied that privilege.

You can't justify a position which says that one oi two people should
be permitted to commit adultery, but all others should be forbidden.

Neither can you say that one oi two little Negroes shall be per-
nutted to go to school with the white children and the others forbidden
to do so.

The Judge knows this andl he knows the consequences of race mixing.
There is one question on this school-race mixing issue that has never

(Continued on Page 3)
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BrillianttAnalysis
Of Emotional Orgy
Is Made By Noted
Georgia Lawyer

The last five years have proved con-
clusively that there can be no healthy
public school system based on the en-
forced association of children of differ-
ent races, according to Charles J. Bloch,
the distinguished Macon lawyer.

Bloch, writing in the November, 1959
issue of the GEORGIA BAR JOURN-
AL, said:

"If the events of the sixty-odd months
which have ensued since May 17, 1954
have taught the people of America any-
thing, it is that there can be no healthy
public school system based on enforced
association of children of different
races.

On The Altar of Politics
He also declared that those who are

proposing the so-called "civil rights"
seek to sacrifice the children of America
on the altar of political expediency.

And, in this connection, he said.
"After experiences of sixty-odd months,

the people of America ought to be con-
vinced that the futures of their children
must not be sacrificed on the altars of
political expediency."

The Civil Rights Fight
In this article, Bloch also said.
As this is written, the 1959 "Civil

Rights" battle is about to begin. Sena-
tor Hennings of Missouri, who seeming-
ly aspires to be a modern Charles Sum-
ner or Thad Stevens, has just introduced
a vicious so-called Civil Rights Bill.
Southern Senators have given notice that
they will fight it to the death.

Previously, on July 15, 1959, Senator
Hennings, along with Senator Carroll of
Colorado, had submitted a concurrent
resolution which was referred to the
Committee on the Judiciary.

With eight "Whereas" clauses as a
preamble, the Senators would have the
Congress resolve-

(1) That "a healthy public school sys-
tern is an essential element today ii
American ife,

(2) That "in the held of public edu-
cation the doctrine of 'separate but
equal' has no place, separate facilities

(Continued on Page 2)
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ANTI-SOUTH TV RIGGING CHARGED
Shreveport (La.) Journal

A Little Rock man who was a contestant on "The $64,000 Question"
TV quiz show in 1957 has absolved the show's produced s of any question-
and-answer rigging in his own particular case, but has accused them of
what most Americans will consider an even graver offense.

Arkansas Congressman Oren Harris and his special committee in-
vestigating the TV frauds should find especially interesting a claim by
G. W. Blankenship that the producers tried to get him to read a prepared
statement against Gov. Orval E. Faubus and the state of Arkansas as a
whole.

Blankenship, now a member of the City Manager Board in Little
Rock, appeared on "The $64,000 Question" in October of 1957-immedi-
ately after Governor Faubus had prevented integration at Cential High
School and President Eisenhower had invaded the state with armed para-
troopers to impose his own will over that of the governor. In a news
story which appeared in The Arkansas Gazette the other day, Blankenship
was quoted as saying:

"I'm under no illusions whatsoever as to why I was wanted on 'The
$64,000 Question'-they didn't send for me because I was expert in my
category, although I'd made many speeches on the subject. My name was
picked out of the list, I'm sure, because Little Rock was in the headlines
at that time. The National Guard had been called out and they apparently
wanted somebody from Little Rock on the program.

"Frankly I do not believe they cared whether I won or lost. The
managers of 'The $64,000 Question' appeared to be some of the nicest
people I have ever met. They paid all my expenses and showed me
every courtesy. "A prepared statement had already been written for me
concerning the Little Rock situation.

"This I refused to read or memorize as it contained a tnade against
Governor Faubus and reflected discredit upon the state in general. They
then asked me what sort of statement I would make. I prepared the
statement which contained my own thoughts and only one change was
asked in this. This was the only coaching that was given me at the time."

Blankenship, who was quizzed on the show as an authority on
Abraham Lincoln, said he received the keys to an automobile as a result
of his efforts, but elected to take cash for the vehicle.

It is no secret that the American entertainment industly-includimg
television, radio and motion pictuies-is one of the South's gicatest foes
in its fight to maintain racial segregation. Scenes in motion pictures and
on television have apparently been rigged dehboiately to show whites and
Negroes in mixed company. In a number of cases, facts of history have
been altered in order to show whites and Negioes together, with the
Negroes in positions of "superiority."

Southerners have long recognized this subtle, sinister propaganda
and have been on guard against it. They know they must be evei vigilant
if they hope to prevent their young sons and daughters from falling
under its sway.

But the offense of which the produces of "The $64,000 Question" have
been accused represents-if true-a new low in the integrationists' hate
campaign against the South. In effect, it would amount to an attempt
to bribe a Southerner to besmirch the South and one of its greatest leaders.

Congressman Harris and the Federal Communications Commission
should make a thorough investigation of Mr. Blankenship's charges. If
substantiated, the accusations will have indicted the quiz show producers
of a dishonesty far more evil than that of "fixing" their money-giveaway
contests.

WE NEED YOU
AND YOU NEED US

Wherever THE AUGUSTA COURIER goes, it makes converts to
our cause. It furnishes our friends with ammunition and keeps our
readers working together.

It is one paper which, week after week, never falters in its
Light to preserve our civilization and our way of life.

Won't you stop now and get us one new subscription to the
Courier?

This will help us win this fight.
Roy V. Harris, Editor

Congressman Davis
(Continued from page 1)

The Washington School system immedi-
ately began to deteriorate. Educational
standards were lowered. Relations be-
tween the races steadily became worse.
Juvenile delinquency increased. School
expenses increased substantially.

All these facts were shown by a Con-
gressional investigation of the Washing-
tOn schools held in 1956, by a Subcom-
mittee of which I served as Chairman.
The Committee, seeking testimony only
from the best qualified and best inform-
ed witnesses, limited the witnesses to
school officials, principals and teachers.

The testimony showed that white par-
ents of school-age children began a mass
exodus out of the District of Columbia,
that in 1954, the first year of integrated
schools in Washington, the white pupils
in the public schools decreased by 7.8
per cent, by 6.3 per cent in 1955, and
10.4 per cent in 1956.

First Mixed School
In June, 1955, the end of the first in-

tegrated school year, there were 61 per
cent colored pupils and 39 per cent
white pupils in the Washington schools.

The Washington school officials take
an annual school census in October. The
school census taken last month gives
the picture in Washington five years
after segregated schools were abandon-
ed. The Washington elementary schools
now consist of 80.6 per cent colored and
19.4 white children. This year there were
4,030 more colored pupils than last year,
and 1,595 less white pupils than last yeai.

The percentage of white pupils in the
Junior High Schools and Senior High
Schools is just a little larger than in the
elementary schools. Throughout the en-
tire school system, both elementary and
high schools, the percentage over-all is
76.7 per cent colored and 23.3 per cent
white.

The Net Results
In the same five year period, 123 thou-

sand white residents have moved out of
Washington, and the Negro population
has increased by 98 thousand.

So the net results of the school inte-
gration experiment in Washington is that
the standard of education has been low-
ered, race relations have deteriorated,
hostility between the races has greatly
increased, the pupils in the schools are
overwhelmingly colored, and becoming
more so year by year, the majority of
the population, adult as well as chil-
dren, is colored, and becoming more so
each year. As each year passes, our Na-
tion's Capital grows more and more to
resemble a second Harlem.

School Census Report
The school census report issued Octo-

ber 22 shows that many of the elemen-
tary schools in Washington, which were
completely integrated in 1954, have
again become completely segregated be-
cause of the exodus of white people fi om
Washington. Thirteen of these formerly
integrated schools are now completely
colored. There are three schools which
have only one white student, 12 schools
which have only two white students, and
31 schools in which there are ten or
less white pupils in each.

The over-all trend in Washington is
that ini schools which were completely
integrated five years ago, many of them
are completely segregated again, many
are almost completely segregated, and
because of the exodus of white people
from Washington and the influx of col-
ored people, Washington has already be-
come a city whose population now is
pi edommuatel y colored, and becoming
more so year by year.

The Washington fiasco has demon-
strated that the surest way and best way
to damage public schools is to integrate
them.

I
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Brilliant Analysis
(Continued from page 1)

on the basis of racial discrimination are
inherently unequal, and racial discrim-
ination in public education should be
eliminated with all deliberate speed."

A Healthy School System
There can be no doubt about the fact

that a healthy public school system is
most desirable, and perhaps necessary.
It is not indispensable.

If the events of the sixty-odd months
which have ensued since May 17, 1954
have taught the people of America any-
thing, it is that there can be no healthy
public school system based on enforced
association of children of different races.
After experiences of sixty-odd months,
the people of America ought to be con-
vinced that the futures of their children
must not be sacrificed on the altars of
political expediency.

We should know now that all wisdom
did not rest in the minds of the nine
men who on May 17, 1954 attempted
to foist on the people of America their
opinions and beliefs as a substitute for
the law of the land.

Benefits and Burdens
We should know now that Justice

Harlan, the elder, and his colleagues on
the court of 1899-Chief Justice Fuller,
and Associate Justices Gray, Brewer,
Brown, Shiras, White, Peckham and Mc-
Kenna, knew what they were talking
about when they said:

"We may add that while all admit
that the benefits and burdens of public
taxation must be shared by citizens with-
out discrimination against any class on
account of their race, the education of
the people in schools maintained by
state taxation is a matter of belonging
to the respective States, and any inter-
ference on the part of the Federal au-
thority with the management of such
schools cannot be justified except in the
case of a clear and unmistakable disre-
gard of rights secured by the supreme
law of the land." (Cumming v. Board
of Education of Richmond County,
Georgia, 175 U.S. 528, 545)

That case was decided December 18,
1899, Counsel for Cumming and the
other colored people, was Mr. George
F. Edmunds. Mr. Edmunds was a na-
tive of Vermont, and for many years
represented that rock-ribbed Republi-
can State in the Senate of the United
States. At the time of the ratification
of the Fourteenth Amendment to the
Constitution of the United States in 1868,
he was a member of the Judiciary Com-
mittee of the United States Senate. He
was chairman of that committee in 1833
when the Court of Appeals of the State
of New Yoik decided the case of The
People, ex rel. King, by Guardian, etc.
v. Gallagher, 93 N.Y. 438.

Fourteenth Amendment
In that case, this court of last resort

of New York held that all that was re-
quired by the Fourteenth Amendment
"is the privilege of obtaining an educa-
tion under the same advantages, and
with equal facilities as those enjoyed
by any other individual. Equality, and
not identity of rights and privileges, is
what is guaranteed to the citizen."

In that case, at page 448, the Court
of Appeals of New York said: "In the
nature of things there must be many
social distinctions and privileges remain-
ing unregulated by law and left within
the control of the individual citizens as
being beyond the reach of the legisla-
tive functions of government to organ-
ize or control. Thme attempt to enforce
social intimacy and intercourse between
the races, by legal enactments, would
probably tend only to embitter the pre-
judices, if any such there ame, which
exist between them, and produce an
evil instead of a good result (Roberts v.
City of Boston, 5 Cushing 198). As to
whether such intercourse shall ever oc-
cur must eventually depend upon the

(Continued on Page 4)



NAACP Turned Public SchoolGroundsInto PatchesOf Weeds
Success Of Private
Education For White
Children Reported
By CarolinaLawyer

The story of the schools in Farmville,
Virginia will go down in history as one
of the most heroic efforts of a people
to save their civilization.

Beverly Herbert, a distinguished law-
yer, of Columbia, South Carolina, has
recently made a trip to Farmville and
written an account ot the Farmville situ-
ation.

His story was printed in THE COUN-
TY RECORD, at Kingstree, South Caro-
lina, on December 3, 1959.

Grass and Weeds Return
Herbert began his story by saying:
"Tall grass grows in all the public

school yards in Prince Edward County,
Virginia, and weeds and briars are
springing up."

Here is the story as lie told it:
Those schools are as silent as a tomb

and as empty as a last year's bird's nest.
No children enter them. The 1,600 white
children who attended them last year are
now going to school in churches in the
community and the 1,700 colored chil-
dren are not going to school anywhere.

What brought about this condtion?
Prince Edward County is in Southern
Virginia and it is one of the counties
the NAACP selected for forced mixed
schools. It is the first county having
nearly equal numbers of both races
where the courts have forced the issue.

Judicial Interference
Federal Judge Sterling Hutchinson

heard the case. fle knew the conditions
and ordered that the people have ten
years before they would be forced but
the Circuit Court of Appeals with a ma-
jority of outside judges who did not
know the local conditions overruled
Judge Hutchinson, and the County Com-
missioners levied no school taxes so there
was no money to run the schools and
they are now closed.

The closed schools cry out against the
intolerance of those Americans who have
no lace problem in their commumties
and who are unwilling to believe that
their fellow Americans who do have
such a problem are doing their best to
solve it. They also cry out against judges
who are so foolish as to think they can,
by ordei of coui t, change human nature
and wipe out a race problem.

Prince Edward County
What have the people of Prince Ed-

ward County done to deserve this fate?
They taxed themselves to build those
schools. The population of that county
is about half colored and half white. The
colored people have been paying about
15 percent of the taxes and have got-
ten about 50 percent of the benefits.
They all were getting along all right
until the NAACP came in and brought
their law suits.

The people decided that if they can't
run their own schools they will have no
public schools so they closed them. They
are violating no law because there are
no public schools to go to. Everybody
is equal. The 1,600 white children are
going to schools in churches and are
being taught by white teachers. The
1,700 colored children are not going to
school anywhere and the 70 colored
teachers have no jobs.

NAACP Ran Out
The NAACP has not helped either

the colored children or the colored teach-
crs. In fact the white people tried to
help the colored people arrange schools
like the white schools, but the NAACP

STRICTLY PERSONAL
(Continued from Page 1)

been determined by the courts. The Supreme Court said it was psycho-
logically damaging to a Negro to deny him the right to go to school
with whites.

In the cases decided by the Supreme Court, the issue was not made,
no testimony was offered and nothing was said about the damage it
would do the whites to go to school with Negroes.

It has been conclusively proved that wherever the Negroes and whites
are mixed that a deterioration takes place in the school. The efficiency
of the school is destroyed and the whites are denied the same type of
education that they had received before.

Wherever integration comes, rape, murder and beatings, racial hatred
and racial tension follow.

Nobody has ever yet made the issue as to how little white children
are affected when they are thrown into the classroom with a bunch of
Negroes who are mostly illegitimate and who have been raised in an
atmosphere where there is an absence of morality.

No one has ever yet presented the picture to the court as to the
prevalence of venereal diseases and pregnancies among the Negro girls
in school and how it would affect young white girls to be subjected to
this kind of influence.

No one has ever yet painted a picture to the courts as to why the
people of wealth place their children in private schools and those who
are able, move out and leave the community where there has been
race mixing.

In no court so far has the welfare of the white child been considered.
In every case so far, the welfare of the white children has been sac-

rificed on the altar of political expediency.
Now, Judge Hooper has an opportunity to go into these matters in

this case in Atlanta. Judge Hooper has a right to hear testimony as to
the evils of integration and Judge Hooper knows enough about Atlanta
and the Negro problem to, as a matter of fact, know of these evils.

These evils are so much a part of history and human knowledge
until the courts can even take judicial cognizance of their existence.

I would like to see one federal judge with the nerve and courage to
go into facts such as these, have the testimony incorporated in the record
and make a judicial finding as to their correctness and then write a deci-
sion based upon the rights of the white children and protection of white
children.

I would like to see one judge with the courage and the intelligence
to write a decision saying that he will not destroy the opportunities of one
set of children for another set of children.

I think it is axiomatic that the Negro's rights end at the tip of the
white man's nose.

The Negro has his rights. He has rights to advantages, but Negro
children do not have an inherent right to destroy white children just for
the sole purpose of satifying their own desires.

Now, this issue has never yet been determined in the federal courts.
No judge has ever yet had the nerve or the intelligence to go into it.

Now, Judge Hooper has an opportunity to do this in the Atlanta cases
and the Atlanta lawyers ought to make this issue before Judge Hooper.

You can't tell me that if the district courts will, on competent evi-
dence, develop the evils of integration, make judicial findings of these
evils and write an intelligent opinion based upon the evils proved beyond
any doubt in a court of law, that the public opinion of the nation will
not rally in its support.

Even the members of the Supreme Court of the United States, regard-
less of how mentally-warped they may be, could never satisfactorily justify
a decision which is absolutely destructive of little white children

We need a new approach to these law suits in these segregation cases.
We need to get out of the position of fighting delaying tactics.

(Continued on Page 4)

would have nothing to do with any
schools unless they were mixed. No one
wanted to close the schools but it all
shows what happens ina community
where there are large numbers of both
races and you try to force mixing.

The offense of the people of that
county is that they want to protect their
children. They know, as white people
in the South know, that in sections where
there are large populations of both races,
and where race tension and friction ex-
ist that colored children will not take
discipline from white teachers and white
children will not take discipline from
colored teachers.

Breakdown of Discipline
They know it is natural that if a col-

ored child is disciplined by a white
teacher, the child feels that it is because
of race. Southern white people look at
the breakdown of discipline and the
gang warfare in the gieat cities where
mixed schools are being tried and they
shudder to think what would happen to
both white and colored children in theii
commumtr with mixed schools.

No right thinking person wants to run
down the race of any other person or
make them feel inferior, but different
races differ and some are more controll-
ed than others. I cite the following:

Carl Rowan, a Negro writer, in The
Saturday Evening Post said that the na-
tional illegitimacy among Negroes is
eight times as great as among whites.

Time Magazine
Time Magazine (21 April, 1958) said.
"In 1551 United States Cities, accord-

ing to F. B. I. tally for 1956, Negroes
making up 10 per cent of the United
States population, accounted for about
30 percent of all arrests and 60 percent
of the arrests for crime involving vio-
lence or threat, of bodily harm-murder,
non-negligent man-slaughter, rape, rob-
bery and aggravated assault. In one city
after another the figures, where they are
not hidden or suppressed by politicians,
reveal a shocking pattern."

WVilmam 0. Walker, a spokesman for
the Negro Press at its 1958 meeting said.

"The Negro must be made to realize
that freedom is more than a bottle of

whisky and an automobile."
Illegitimate Children

The Rev. Martin Luther King told his
people that they must act better if they
hope to have white people associate witn
them.

Dr. Henderson, prominent Negro of
Richmond, gave as one reason there is
eight times as much illegitimacy among
Negroes as among whites:

-Many Negro boys and girls do not
want strongly enough to avoid produc-
tion of illegitimate children."

What does the above have to do with
segregation? St. Paul told the Corin-
thians 2,000 years ago: "Be not de-
ceived evil communications corrupt good
manners.' (Good morals in the revised
edition). That is a truism that has guid-
ed the people in all generations. It the
NAACP tried to help their people to be
more restrained and more worthy we
could put more confidence in them.

Preachers jump In
The above is set out in no spirit of

malice or hatred. Colored people just
have not had time to acquire those hab-
its of discipline which white people have
only in part acquired after many hun-
dreds of years, and where there are large
numbers of each race present mixing
nurts both and helps neither.

I know many well intentioned minis-
ters have tried to tell us our Christian
duty is to mix. Surely it is not our Chris-
tian duty to subject our children, color-
ed or white, to strife and hatred and
contention.

how can anyone blame parents for
wanting to protect their children?

Visited Farmville
This writer visited Farmville, the

County seat of Prince Edward County.
I say unhesitatingly that I never saw
liner people with tiner spirit. Not one
word did they say against their colored
neighbors anci friends. They deplore the
tact that the little colored children have
no schools to go to and they tell how
they have tried to get the colored par-
ents to help in arranging schools but
that the NAACP will not cooperate.
They believe that mixed public schools
are worse than no public schools.

These people explain that they aie
not willing to have the NAACP in New
iork run their schools and that liberty
to them means the right to run their
own schools and their own affairs. Old
Patrick Henry who said, "Give me lib-
erty or give me death", lived in an ad-
joining county and the people of Prince
Edward know what he was talking
about.

Private Schools Operating
How are the "independent" white

schools now operating serving the peo-
ple? One of the ladies working in the
Central Office which organized these
schools told me with pride of the sacri-
fices the white people have made, how
in that little county they have subscribed
over $100,000 in cash and even more in
pledges, how they have turned out and
made desks and gotten chairs and books
and arranged school rooms in churches.
They have touched no dollar of tax or
public money. They have not even tak-
en the pupil allotment provided under
Virginia law because they know the
NAACP would use it against them to
try to force mixing.

I asked what about the schooling of
the children? "Mr. Herbert, it is little
short of a miracle. Both children and
parents no longer look upon education
as something that comes as a matter of
course. They know they must make a
real effort. Patients help their children
with their homework, and it is a matter
of pride to have it properly done."

THE AUGUSTA COURIER, DECEMBER 28, 1959 Page Threv
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Ghosts Of The Past Are Returning To Haunt The Race Mixers
Massachusetts Court
Ruling 109 Years Ago
Justifies Position Of
South, Writer Says

The ghosts of the past are beginning
to haunt the race mixers.

The Supreme Court of the State of
Massachusetts one hundred and nine
years ago, in a school segregation deci-
sion, held the law to be as Southerners
contend today.

In an article appearing in THE
BOSTON SUNDAY HERALD, on Sep-
tember 28, 1958, Fred Wheeler, in a
special article, contended that the de-
cisions in the courts of Massachusetts
absolutely justify the Southern position.

109 Years Ago
He takes the flatfooted position that

the public school is "a subject wholly
within the control of the taxpayers" of
each state and not of the federal gov-
ernment.

In his article, he reviews a decision
rendered in Massachusetts 109 years
ago, and said:

Segregation in public schools is the
violently disputed issue today in Little
Rock but 108 years ago it was a pi ob-
lem here in Boston.

Tucked away in an early edition of
the Massachusetts Reports is a decision
of the Supreme Judicial Court involv-
ing public schools and segregation - a
decision that could well have been used
as a model in the closing of the four
Little Rock high schools by Gov. Orval
E. Faubus.

Court Upheld Segregation
A31;, ih riltha-A1 iaha Qwl1J1mheh1.

-egregatiofi oVwlife and colored chil-
dren in Boston's grammar schools.

And as though it foresaw today's prob-
lems in Little Rock, the Massachusetts
court pointed out that no legal remedy
wouldbe available to children or their
parents if the Legislature decided to
close all public schools.

The case, decided by the full bench
and written by the revered and respect-
ed Chief Justice Lemuel Shaw, was Rob-
berts vs. the City of Boston, 59 Mass.
198.

The Facts Involved
The facts were as follows.
A five-year-old Negro girl, Sarah G.

Roberts, contended through her father
that she had the right to attend a public
primary school near her home, rather
than one of two schools set aside for
the exclusive use of Boston Negro clul-
dren.

Board Refused Permit
The Boston School Committee ief used

to permit Sarah to enroll in the school
of her choice, declaring she had to at-
tend one of the colored schools-or no
school at all.

In upholding the committee's stand
on segregation, the high court pointed
out, "It is urged that this maintenance
of separate schools tends to deepen and
perpetuate the odious distinction of
caste, founded in a deep-rooted preju-
dice in public opinion. The prejudice,
if it exists, is not created by law and
probably cannot be changed by law."

The court also said that should the
Legislature "repeal all laws on public
schools, the state constitution would af-
ford no remedy or redress to the thou-
sands of the rising generation who now
depend on these schools to afford theni
a iost valuable education."

Governor Faubus
Cov Faubus has done in Arkansas

what Chief Justice Shaw said could be
clone here in Massachusetts 108 years

Hgo The governor's defiance of the fed-

STRICTLY PERSONAL
(Continued from Page 3)

We need lawyers and courts whose attitudes are not cowardly, bow-
ing and scraping to the judicial rantings of communistic psychology.

Judge Hooper has an opportunity of rendering the people of the nation
a great service. It would be to the best interest of the Negro people,
as well as to the white people.

The Supreme Court heard no evidence on this subject one way or
the other and their findings that to deny a Negro the right to sit in
school by a white child would do reparable damage to the Negro child
was based upon the Communistic writings of Gunnar Myrdal, which was
paid for by the Carnegie Foundation.

No opportunity was ever given the other side to reply, to introduce
any evidence, or to make any showing to the contrary.

That issue should be made now in the Atlanta cases.
The evils of race mixing in the public schools have been conclusively

proved. They were conclusively shown by Jim Davis' committee investi-
gatmg the situation in the nation's capital.

The evils of mixing the two races in the public schools is now a
matter of history and is so well known until even a man with one eye
and half sense can fully understand.

Now, neither the legislature nor the governor is going to budge.
They know the evils. They know that race mixing in the Atlanta

schools will destroy the schools themselves.
They are not willing to submit to these evils.
So, it is now up to judge Hooper. He ought not to be willing to

inflict these evils upon the people of Atlanta.
Judge Hooper ought to re-open this case and give the people of

Georgia an opportunity to prove the evils of race mixing in his court.
As a matter of fact, he took judicial cognizance of a lot of things in

his order and he could take judicial cognizance of these evils just as easily
as he did before.

As a matter of fact, Judge Hooper rendered his decision before hear-
ing any evidence in this case whatsoever.

He did a most remarkable thing in this case. When they met to
try the case, he read an opinion before the trial in which he judicially
recognized that Atlanta schools were segregated, without hearing any
evidence and without any argument on the subject, and stated that they
must be race mixed.

Now, if he can take judicial cognizance of the fact that the schools
in Atlanta have no race mixing, he could take judicial cognizance of the
evils of race mixing.
t "rst 1 A 1 yeiYe as nuch a matter of history as is
the fact that the schools in Atlanta jveic segregated.

The issue in Atlanta is whether or not we shall surrender.
The word has spread over the nation to the effect that the State

Government in Geoigia is ready to surrender and is looking for a way
to back down with honor.

This word is being spread froni Atlanta by Atlanta's leading race
mixer. Some of these race mixers have gone so far as to say that Senator
Talmadge is ready to back down and is ready to advise the State of
Georgia to surrender.

I think I am in position to deny these rumors. I think I am in posi-
tion to say that the Governor of Georgia will not surrender, neither Senator
Talmadge, nor Senator Russell will hui render, and that the legislature
will stand pat.

It is going to be up to Judge Hoopei to say w hether the schools
of Atlanta will be closed or n hat shall happen to them.

I hope that Judge Hooper will see fit to review the Supreme Court's
psychology in these school cases in the light of the experience of the
nation during the last five years.

eral goveinmnent's ruling on segregation,
taken with the Massachusetts decision,
serve to focus a sharp beam of inquiry
on the mechanics of public education.

Is public education - taken so much
for granted today-a benefit that derives
to us from the U. S. or state constitu-
tions, or is it a "creature" of the legis-
lature?

Examine The Law
Let's examine the law, the pios and

cons, and you act as judge and suppl)
your own answers.

A close scrutiny of the federal consti-
tution will fail to unearth a single refer-
ence to education per se. The subject,
then, under the "States Rights" provi-
sion of the constitution (10th amend-
ment) is reserved to the states and the
public.

In the state constitution, a vague ci-
erence to education is made in Chapt
5, Sect 2, which reads as follows. "It
shall be the duty of legislatures and
magistrates in all future pcinods of the
Commonwealth to cherish the mii ests
of literature and the sciences

Specific Reference
A moe specific reference can be hond

in Article 46 of the aunendmnents The

gist of this amendment is that taxes col-
lected for public schools must be used
for schools in the city or town wheie
he taxes are obtained, and cannot be
ised for schools that are denomination-

fl. There are no other references to edu-
ration n the state constitution.
1 Turnig to the annotated laws, per-
baps the first law we might find would
be an old one, dating back to 1855, and
overruling the Roberts case as far as
segregation is concerned.

Chapt. 76, Sec. 5 states "no child shall
be excluded from a public school of any
town on account of race, color or relig-
ton.

Chapt. 7! is entnely devoted to pub-
lic schools, school committees, regional
school distiicts and the powers of school
committees.

Schools Established
Schools, therefore, have been estab-

lis hed by the Legislature. The legisla-
ture in tuin derives its authority fiom
the public, So a veiy potent ai gument
can be made that public schools are
controlled by the puibbe by means of
1he legislatures of each state.

Chapt 71 requires every town and
citv to maintain public grammar schools

Brilliant Analysis
(Continued from i-age 2)

operation of natural laws and the merits
ot individuals, and can exist and be en-
joyed only by the voluntary consent of
the persons between whom such rela-
tions may arise, but this end can neither
be accomplished nor promoted by laws
which conflict with the general senti-
ment of the community upon whom they
are designed to operate. When the gov-
ernment, therefore, has secured to each
of its citizens equal rights before the
law and equal opportunities for improve-
ment and progress, it has accomplished
the end for which it is organized and
performed all of the functions respect-
ing social advantages with which it is
endowed."

for all children who are legally entitled
to attend. Towns with more than 500
families must establish a high school.
Towns with fewer than this number can,
with other towns of the same size, es-
tablish a regional school district with
one high school serving all the members
of the district.

In this chapter, school committees are
given general charge of all schools in
their respective communities. This sec-
tion of the statute has been interpreted
by the high couit to vest complete au-
thority in the committees.

Decision Final
"The decision of a school committee

acting in good faith in the management
of senools on matters of fact directly
affecting the good order and discipline
of the schools, is final so far as it re-
lates to the rights of pupils to enjoy
the privileges ot the school and is not
subject to revision by a court," it was
held in 157 Mass. 561.

In 181 Mass. at page 127, the high
court held that under the power con-
ferred by Chapt. 71 the school commit-
tee "has general charge and superinten-
dence of all public schools, and as pub-
lic officers, so far as the performance
of their duties involves the exercise of
judgment and discretion, they are ac-
countable to no higher authority."

It appears, thereloic, that the Legis-
lature has delegated to school commit-
tees the power to regulate and conduct
schools. But suppose the Legislature, as
the tool of the public, revoked all laws
relating to public schools. What would
happen then?

Many Legal Authorities
We'd be in the same position as the

inhabitants of Little Rock. There
wouldn't be any public schools.

Would this be an open defiance of
the mandate of the U. S. Supreme Court
that segregation in public schools is a
violation of the U.S. Constitution inso-
far as it deprives Negro students of equal
rights and opportunities?

Many legal authorities contend it is
not open defiance, but rather a use of
the law to circumvent the Supreme
Court decision. Where there are no pub-
lic schools, the mandate does not apply.

Some legal authorities point out that
U. S. Atty-Gen. William Rogeis' appar-
ent reluctance to institute court action
against Gov. Faubus and the Arkansas
legislature tends to prove the proposi-
tion that education is a creature of the
legislature-a subject wholly within the
control of the taxpaycis of Arkansas,
and not the federal government

It seems that with respect to educa-
tion, you have the power to cut off
your child's nose to spite your face.

"T OUH OB MPAH

Page FQur
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January 18, 1960

Dear Mr Allen:

The President has asked me to acknowledge and thank you
for your letter to him of January thirteenth. Your interest
in writing and expressing your point of view is appreciated.

The Supreme Court decision did not, as some suppose,
require theStites tohailfhcscha4t It merely hid
that if a state or locality did operate public schools, it
could not deny admission to such schools solely on the ground
of race or color. While the President depleas the action of
the Board of Supervisors in depriving the children ofQPnst
Edward CountyAf opportunity for public education, he is
powerless to take any action since public education is excu
lively within the jurisdiction of the states - - subject only to
the requirements of the United States Constituton.

The President is fully sympathetic with the reasons that
prompted your letter.

Sincerely,

E. Frederlo Morrow
Administrative Officer
Special Projects Group

Mr. Edward B. Allen
Post Office Box 322
Farmville, Virginia 1r s



P. 0. Box 322
Fanaville, Virginia
January 13, 1960

Honorable, Dwight D. Eisenhower
President of The Uhited States
The White House
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Eisenhower:

Although I realize you are a very busy man and have many problems con-
fronting you - I am writing hoping that you might get this letter, or the proper
persons who have authority to enforce the Laws of The United States.

I too, realize that this is a touchy problem:- but in 1954 the Supreme
Court ruled that segregation was un-constitutional in public schools. Later the
Supreme Court of the United States handed down a decision authorizing Intergration
in the Schools of Virginia. Most of the communities through-out the Nation are
complying with this order to some degree, except this LTTLE COMUNITY of PRINCE
EDWARD COUNTY, VIRGINIA. Rather than comply with the Courts order they closed all
Schools.

The folks down here have been hEving their way for so long, they think
they can always do as they want to and get away with it and seemingly, you people
are goinqto let them. They make the laws and enforce them and if they don't suit
theta they just change them to suit their own wishes.

Now they are defying the Supreme Law of the Lad - The Supreme Court of
The United States - Rather than obey it , they made lawoAget around the issue
after the order had been given, now, they are trying to get the School Board to
declare the School-Buildings Surplus, so that they can buy them and use them for
Private Schools- Bpildings which were built with the citizens money and taxeszand
one up ther seems interested at all. Mr. Eisenhower, if you let these folks get
away with this you just as well do away with the Constitution'Bupreme Court and
all the Laws of the Nation, thenywon't be any need for them any more.

I thank you for your consideration, and may God help you solve the many
problems confronting you , and I hope that you will give this situation down here
a little thought and that you will put some effort forth to make them comply vith
the Court's Ruling and re-open the Public Schools.

RespectfulLy yours,

Edward B. Allen



January 19. 1960

Dear Kwny:

The President has asked me to acknowledge and thank you
for your letter to him of January thifleenth. He appreciate
your itorest in writing concerning the oiffwulty bing ex-
perienesd in respect to 5  Integration of the pulg..shapl.

The Supreme Court 4;ci!A did not, as some suppose, require
the $tatesT#1IWfrphc shls. It MIerly held that U a
State or locality did operate public schools, it could not deny
admission to such schools solely en the grand of race or color.
While the President deplorns any action depriving chidren of
opportunity for public edutatioa, he is powerless to take any
action since pubit education is exclusively within the jurts
dietion of the State - subject only to requirements of the
United States Constitution.

We in the United States have come to regard the right to a pub-
tic education as a fundamental one. The President is fully
sympathetic with the reasons that prompted your letter.

Sincerely,

E. Frederic Morrow
Administrative Officer
Special Projects Group

Kenny Mirvis-
929 Plymrout Road
Atlanta 6, Georgia

C
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THE WHITE HOUSE OFFICE

ROUTE SLIP
(1 'o Remain With Correspondence)

I , - 1 PROMPT HANDLING IS ESSENTIAL.
WHEN DRAFT REPLY IS REQUESTED
THE BASIC CORRESPONDENCE MUST
BE RETURNED. IF ANY DELAY IN
SUBMISSION OF DRAFT REPLY IS
ENCOUNTERED, PLEASE TELEPHONE
OFFICE OF THE STAFF SECRETARY.

FROM THE STAFF SECRETARY

ACTION: Comment

Draft reply

For direct reply

For your information

For necessary action

For appropriate handling

See below

Remarks:

~A ic&"

;I~

Oi.Josieph. D., WardSecretary of the
GfOrxnnonwealthi, State Rouse, oton.3.j,

senids in certified copi~s of resola-

tious arL*ing passage of legislation to implement
the decisions of the Supreme Court of the U. S.
ujtlawin- segregation in the public school system;
au covering Itr.

By direction of the President:

A. J. GOODPASTER
Staff Secretary

elb

(1
/

TO

Date - e," 0 C -, 41 1' ,, . J ., -, I z



&catay 15, 1960

Dear jMr. Jecrotary:

This will acknowledge the receipt of the cer-
tified copies of resolutions adopted by the
General Court of Machsachsetts, which you
recently forwarded to tho President. Your
courtesy in the transmittal of these resolu-
tions is very tnuch appreciated.

ancerely yours,

vvilton B. Persons

Honorable Joseph D. Ward
Secretary of the Conmmonwealth
Aate House
Boston L3, Masachusetts

cc: Justice

JUSTICE - by route slip elb



v' ebrary 190

Sear r.atterson:

president has asked -ae to adiwowledcte you r tette r to hi ;-
of t ebruary fifth. Youvr interest in wcitirng and sha cin your
views is appreciated&

tease be assured the isresidert s doinc; everythi v; he oztne to

adx ance t anerica toward the goal of equal opportutnitj for al',
re;artiees of race, color or creed It has become inherent in
every xsmerican citizen to reward the right to a public ecucatiox
a funarentai one Under the ;ontiLution, however, each state
nas the right to set up and *naae its school system The ruling
of the t1supre neg Court in 1954 dd not Interfere with this state
riwht. Its interpretation was that irn any pblic system the :ci;ht
of opporttunity could uot be te 3ieC to any Am-erican, regariesi
of race, color or creet.

in thi respect tae V ceside t 5reatly deplores the difficulties
that have arisen and trusts that patient, persistent effort toward
goals which we know to be right will advance our society so that
it will be a better one in which to live, At the same thne, he is
under oath as PArecident to uphold thie -Constitution ana the aw3s
of the Land.

he desony of a-ny democracy is Cana th-e V-ands of its cIizens w'o
Lhink correctly and who try to act correct-y. It is rewareli to
note f&om-O- your connaunicatioa that you arc tryun ,- to be such a
ct Cfl-n

incetrzy,

0:c recteric :orro-
7:rdalstrative Officer

pacial. Projects Groyop

Vt. 01A§ 1ttetr$o., .7 r

assor
z-it h

Bo) 5, MAlo, -',corJa I



MENLO BAPTIST CHURCH
GUY PATTERSON,.JR., PASTOR

BOX 95, MENLO, GEORGIA
february 5, 1960

Dear President kisenhower;

whis is my first and only letter to a President of the Uniteo. States.

I am sure, however, that my letter conveys a cross section of the thought

of people in Georgia who wish to see our public schools continue to operate.

Caught between the pressures of local politics and Federal Courts,

our Governor and Legislature seem bent upon closing the public school system

in Georgia.

I am aware that you feel that the people of a state should work out

their own problems. However, if Georgia schools close for one day, it will

be a national disaster which we can ill afford.

Many ministers feel this strongly, because many of us might be called

upon to foster so called "private schools" as have certain £aptiins in

Arkansas. This would give our constitution short shrift, and as an American,

Loyal to the laws of our land, I coulu not sanction such an evasion of court

orders.

You are aware that you, and you alone, as our President have the power

to act quickly to save our schools and to preserve our laws from abuseas

Little iock well attests. It is my plea, therefore, that you use our

Justice Department to hold our State and its Governor responsible for

for any blocking of Federal laws. If a state cannot stop the draft or the

Federal Income tax, neither should it block the orders of a Federal court.



As one white minister, I can see that what is now only state talk

will soon become national news. This is no mere county which is seeking to

take away the civil rights of white and colored children. It is a whole

state. If Georgia gets by with this evasion of the court' orders, our

national reputation will be undermined at home and abroad.

I pray that you will act in this matter firmly when the time is ripe.

This is much more of a national emergency than a crop failure. The crop

which will fail will be the future crop of young Americans shut out of

public schools. This proves that the riqhtE of every citizen are tied up

with the rights of any person who has been shown discrimination.

I extend to you every good wish for a long life and a fruitful final

year in your high office.

A dev ted cit n,



February ?A5 1960

ear :ari

The I resident has asked ne to actknowlede and thank
you for your good letter to him . Your interest in
writin; is appreciated.

Please be assured he is o everything he can to
advance Anerica toward the goal of equal opportunity
for all, regardless of race, color or creed. Patient,
persistent work toward goals we kow to be right will
nake our society a better one in which to live.

In A;nerica we have come to regardl the right to a pub
lic education as a fundamental one. Each state has
the right to set up and maintainn its own public school
system. It cannot, however, under the Constitution
deny adzrission to any citizen because of race, color
or creed. It is the President's deep trust that school
situations will improve so that no child or young person
will be deprived oi education through no fault of their
own.

in-1cerely,

e Al eeric Morrow
r cxainistrative Officenr

speciall P-ojectsGroup

. arl Tiifor&, Jr.
500J 'Jolhunbia 1 i&e
Lecatur, Geornia rsIrs
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I'ebruary 29, 1960

II ear Beth:

The President has asked sie to acknowledge your letter to
him of February twenty- second. He appreciates your in -
terest in writing to express yourself concerning the serious
school situation which you face.

In this country we have come to regard the right to a public
school education as a fundamental one. The President greatly
regrets the difficulties that have arisen in this connection.
Each state has the right to set up and operate its public school
system. The Supreme Court ruling did not interfere in this
but did say that no person could be denied admittance to any
public school because of race, color or creed.

It is the sincere trust of the President that the states will make
every effort to work out this situation so that no youn- A caerican
will be deprived of a public school education through no fault of
his own.

Sincerely,

LA Frederic Aorrow
Adaministrative Officer
Special Projects Group

"iss Beth :,vans
3000 Argonne Prive, N.
2 tlanta 5, Georgia irs
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.arh , 1,60

C-ear .r. Brother:

The President has asked o-e to acknowledge and
thank you for your letter to him of January thir -
tieth. He is glad to hear fromr you and to have
your expression in connection with Georgia'e
dilemnma.

The points you present in your letter are apprecia-
ted. The Supreme Court ruling of :Iay, 1954, was
not intended to interfere in the right of any state
to set up and operate its school system. The in-
terpretation was that the right of Americans to
enter any public school could not be denied because
o& race, color or creed. The Administration is
well aware of the difficultie a that have arisen in
this connection. The citizens of /.-neica have
corne to regard the right to a public school educa-
tion as a fundamental one, and it is an unhappy
situation when any American youth is deprived of
a public school education through no fault of his
or her own.

F atient, persistent effort on the part of all of us
au st be exerted until all aspects involved can be

worked out.

Sincerely,

t§. Frederic %~Orroxv
Administrative Officer
Special Projects Grour

r..illiamu z5. Dr on}pe r
935 Springdale Rtoad, N. L.
Atlanta 6, Geor cia 1r s
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THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES

January 30, 1960

Dear IKE:

As an old Army friend, and one who has watched your
matchless career with affectionate interest and (generally) enthu-
siastic approval, dating back almost to "shavetail" days, I am
claiming the privilege of writing to you personally about some
things which are vital to the future of Georgia (my adopted State
and your favorite holiday State), but which I feel very deeply
are importantly related to the interests of our beloved Country.

GEORGIA'S DIIEMM1A

I wonder if very many people who live outside of the South
are aware of the tragic dilemma in which every loyal American who
lives in the State of Georgia now finds himself? He finds himself
in a situation, not of his own making or choosing, {IEI DEMANDS THAT
HE TAKE SIDES one way or the other, but which offers him no option
that will keep the public schools open in Georgia!

To illustrate: O old friend, General Alvin C. Gillem,
U. S. Army, Ret., former Commanding General Third Army, has recently
been honored by being made Chief Purchasing Officer for the State,,
a job that was given him for the specific purpose of cleaning up one
of the "scandal spots" in the State Administration. In accepting the
job, Van had to swear to upholdd and defend" the Constitution of the
State of Georgia, which permits public tax money to be used only for
the sunnort of separatee but erual" schools in Georgia. Repeatedly,
during a long career of devoted service to his Country, Van has sworn
to "u-nhold and defend" the Constitution of the United States. A subse-
quent decision of the Supreme Court in 1954 has created a conflict
between the State and Federal Constitutions that makes it impossible
for General Gillem to accept a post on the Governor's staff which
honors him and the United States Army---except at the risk of false
swearing!

I have always felt that a good law is one which a definite
majority of the good citizens of the State approve. I was born and
reared and educated in Mississippi, I chose Atlanta as my home when
I retired from the Army eleven years ago, and I have lived in Louis-
iana, Alabama, and South Carolina. I do not hesitate to say that
a vast majority of both races do not (at this time) favor mixing the
races in the nublic schools. WHY? Well, it is really very simple.
The white people of the South correctly feel that mixing the races
in the schools (perhaps also the Churches) is the equivalent of mixing
in the hones, and they do not want the white boys and girls exposed
to mixing with members of the Negro race at pre-mating and mating age.
Why don't the Northern newspapers publish this simple truth?



Since my return home in September 1945 from almost 3-
years in Japanese prison camps---one of a pathetic remnant who
survived---I have felt that perhaps the Good Lord spared me for a
special mission, namely: To hel) make firm believers out of young
Americans in the great things our Country stands for in the world.
During the final days of fighting in Bataan, when we were cut off
completely from all contact with our Country, the boys had a little
jingle that expressed our sad situation: "We are the battling bastards
of Bataan; no mamma, no pappa, no UNcle Sam!" In more than 800 speak-
ing engagements since I became a free American again, my message to
thousands of high school and college boys and girls has been: "God
pity you if the time should ever come when, for you, there is no longs'
any UNCLE SAM!1"

And now, imagine my distress to find myself in a situation
in which an admirable young Governor and a large majority of the
leadership of the State of Georgia see no way out of their dilemma
but to advocate last ditch defiance of the United States Government.
I can think of nothing that I would deplore more than a trend toward
a time when the young American in Georgia would lose his deep sense
of pride in being, first of all, an American! You and the Attorney
General may not realize it, but there are many dowAn here now who
openly say that the South is still being punished for losing the Civil
War.

Bear with me for a brief analysis of the origin and nature
of the problem. In the South, ne still have a large percentage of
WHITE rural and slum population who have not moved as far and as fast
since the Civil War as has the Negro. A considerable proportion of
them have had a tradition of contemp# for learning and law, and their
economic, social, moral, and ethical standards are not much, if any,
higher than th6se of the Negro. On the other hand, the Negro has pro-
gressed a long way out of slavery u- to his present level of well-beig.
(There are seven institutions for Negros of collegiate level in Atlanta).
Relationships between the races in the South are now and have always
been characterized by friendliness and affection. Apparently, if let
alone, the Whites and Blacks of the South will continue to live together
in a relationship of mutual friendliness and helpfulness. Under the
great democratic principle of "individual recognition and reward for
individual merit", which Americans in Georgia believe in as much as
they do in New York, thousands of worthy individuals of the Negro race
have attained distinction and wealth in the professions, in business,
spitts, and the entertainment field. At the same time, thousands of
Whites in the South have no claim to superiority except the white skin!
What to do? Give us ten more years; a chance to cheer a few more Hank
Aarons, and Floyd Pattersons; a chance to educate and lift the level
of our White population. The imprrovement of the Negro has always been
more than proportionatee to the improvement in the economic and educa-
tional status of the White people in the South. Let all good citizens
of Georgia still be Americans first!

Vlith the deepest respect and all good wishes,
Sincerely,



GENERAL WM. E. BROUGHER
(U. S. A717ny, Retied)

935 Springdale Road, N.E., Atlanta, Ga.
Writer - Speaker - Baseball Executive

(Vice President-Publc Relations THE ATLANTA CRACKERS)

Thirty-seven years in the ARMY
Three years in Japanese prison camps
Seven Hundred speaking engagements

CONVENTIONS -- COLLEGE ASSEMBLIES
CIVIC CLUBS- WOMEN'S CLUBS

CHURCH GROUPS

If you are looking foi a speaker who will
be a sure-fare bFt acnd easy on your budget,

LOOK NO FURTHER'



Here's What People Say

About General Brougher:

"The greatest ovation any speaker has ever re-
ceived from our Kiwanis Club. He was simply
superb."

Guy V. Keeler, Univ. of Kansas,
Lawrence, Kansas.

"Your address last Saturday was a great suc-
cess.

Roger W. Babson, Babson Park, Mass.

V/ "I have never seen such intense interest on the
part of a large cadet audience before. They even
forgot to cough during the fifty minutes of his
talk."

Col. L. G Dugger, USAF, Univ. of Georgia

"You came late on the program; people were
tired. And yet I heard many say that they could
listen to you another hour-"

National Convention Exchange Clubs,
Myers Y. Cooper, Piesident.

"General Brougher is, unquestionably, the most
inspiring and moving speaker that I have ever
heard."

Albeit A. Cree, Dept. Comdr.,
American Legion, Vermont.

"Rarely have we had a chapel speaker who im-
pressed his audience as forcefully as you did."

Miss. State College foi Women,
B. L. Pakinson, Pies.

"Your address to The Men of the Church leaves
us in a difficult situabon-Naving had the top, we
do not know where to tfirr or our next speaker."

I. W. Storei,
Paer!r, Firt Baptist hiurch, Tuilsa, Okla.

"His 'address made the profoundest impression
that any speech has ever made on me in my life."

A. G. Cleveland, A.B., A.M., Supt. of Schools,
Valdosta, Ga

"I don't believe we have ever had a speaker on
one of our programs who made such a tremendous
impression. * * * It is indeed gratifying to a secre-
tary to have supplied such a successful part of our
program.

Convention, Southern Wholesalers Assn.,
E. L. Pugh, Secy

"No one has ever in the history of Rotary de-
livered an address which could be considered finer
than yours of today."

New Orleans Rotary Club,
C. W Cooper, Program Chairman

"You may feel proud to have him appear before
any and all of your Town Hall audiences."

Town Hall Assn., Hillsboro, TeAas,

I. R. Marshall, Chairman.

"When I hear a talk such as yours Saturday I
always wish that our students could have such an
inspirational experience."

Woman's Pan-Hellenic Society, Atlanta.
Dean Stallings, U. of Ga.

"The response to your address was quite heart-
warming. Many have indicated their enjoyment of
your fine talk."

National Convention, T A.P.I.,
R. G. MacDonald, Secy.



Lecture Subjects:

"WHAT AMERICA MEANS TO A BATAAN
SURVIVOR"

(For Armed Forces Day; all patriotic occasions).

/ WHAT DO WE MEAN BY "EQUALITY" IN
AMERICA?

(Many Americans are unhappy about
INEQUALITIES that they are thinking of as
INJUSTICES).

"BASEBALL, SYMBOL OF DEMOCRACY"
(In baseball, every man stands or falls on his
own batting average).

"THE FAITH OF THE CENTURION"
(A program that will make firm believers and
staunch advocates of our Christian Religion
out of lukewarm or indifferent young American
men).

"WHY WOULD A GENERAL WRITE POETRY?"
(This one has always been a great hit with
students and with women's clubs-men's clubs
also).



March 1, 1960

ear~ wr. Byerly:

The President has asked me to acknowledged
your letter to him of March tenth. Your in
terest in sending him yo7r comnaunication
is appreciated.

All Negroes born in this country are Aueri-
can citizens and therefore have to be con-
sidered in our society here. The Suprezne
Gourt ruling of May, 1954, that no American
citizen could be refused admittance to a pub -
lic school because of race, color or creed
has brought an aftermath of difficulties in
come areas of our country. The situation
is one ;vhich calls for a great deal of patience
-n the part of all of ua.

Ith al cod wishes, we are,

Sincerely,

F. Frederic borroww
Ada inistrative Officer
Special Projects Group

. j. .Byerly

Soute ±

in woodi, North Jaroliza Irs
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June 2, 1960

Lear Vr. Krts:

The President has asked -ne to acknow-
Ledge your letter to himof May twenty-
eighth.

He wishes you to Imow that your interest
in writing is appreciated and your expres-
sions carefully noted.

Sincerely,

>. Trederic Morrow

Administrative Officdr
Special Projects Group

Ar. 1. Kurtz
Route 1, Box 99
xeesburg, Florida 1r s
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September ZI, 1960

'car re s.dGlbert:

The } resident has asked me to acknowledge your
letter to him of September first. He wishes you
to know that your interest in writing is appre-
ciated and your cornments have been noted.

You -nay be sure every effort is being made to
help with school integration. The Supreme L-ourt
ruling of 1954 that an American citizen cannot be
denied ad nission to a public school because of
race, color or creed must be obeyed. There
was no tirne limit set by the ruling but it stated
the compliance must be within a reasonable timue.
In areas where there is objection the problem n is
resolving slowly.

The situation calls for constant, earnest effort
on the part of all toward goals which we know to
be right.

Sincerely,

.rederic M'orrov
Administrative Ifficer
Special Crojects Croup

cs. Jesse ). gilbert

.tamford
Ncwv York irs
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October 10, 1960

,,ar :'anny:

The President has asked ne to acknowledge

your letter to him of September first. H)e
wishes you to know that your interest in
writing concerning education of Indian chil-
drea is appreciated and your co xnents have
been noted.

You may be sure the President is doing every-
thing lie can to achieve a moral climate in our
country whereby prejudice will give way to
fair play for our minority citizens. In areas
where social mores are deeply rooted it takes
time. Eventually, however, the May, 1954,
rulinA of the Supre rne Court that admittance
to a public school cannot be denied an American
citizen because of race, color or creed must
be obeyed. The Court did not set a time limit
for the carrying out of this ruling but it did
stipulate it .aust be done within a reasonable
time.

Sincerely,

iA. rrederic Morrow
Administrative Officer
Special Projects Group

Daany 11l1
16253 i4eenth, S. .
Seattb, ashinton lr s
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Jetober 10, 1960

I ear Am,:

The President has asked ne to acknowledge
your letter to him of September first. He
wishes you to know that your interest in
writing concerning education of Indian chil-
dren is appreciated and your comments have
been noted.

You nay be sure the Presi6ent is doing
everything he can to achieve a moral climate
in our country whereby prejudice will give
way to fair play for our minority citizens.
In areas where social mnores are deeply
rooted it takes ti ne. eventually , however,
the May, 1954, ruling of the Supreme Court
that adraittance to a public school cannot be
denied an American citizen because of race,
color or creed must be obeyed. The Court
did not set a ti ne limit for the carrying out
of this rulin, but it did stipulate it must be
done within a reasonable time.

incerely,

J Frederic Morrow
A administrative Officer
Special Projects Group

iies Ann Shearing
2 SouthRoad
R. D. #1

Brooktondale, Ne w York Irs
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October 22,1960

Dear Mr. Ybos:,

The President hais asked rme to respond to your letter of August
twenty-eighth constratag the doesao handed down on August 27$
1960. in regard to New Orleans schooldodeseggtion.

This dovtion, as you tadicato, was tendered on the day fallow-

ing a hearing on the Constitutionality of recent state legislation
which had been used to obstruct an earlier desegregation order.
It was also rendered almsetexactly eight years after the original
filug of the deseigregation suit. FoLlowlyg the institute of that
lawsuit in Serptembers, 1962, anmerone proceedings were had in
several federal courts., but instead of compliance with the courts'
ordwe, the result was merely further Iftigatten and the enactm-ent
of addt"na state laws designed to perpetuate segregation. The
decision of August 27, 1960, finally forrualised the obvious uncon-0
stitutionality of the rmast recent of these laws. Thus, the decisions
conoersag the desegregation of the New Orleans sabooks were
neither hasty nor illeensidered.

We feel ceartain that yee will agree that any imaputation of eternal
pressure or collusive ateon in connection with our courts is roeet
harratul to eur Amatt4an heritage of respect fox law and the orderly
judii process of entering that law. The framrssof our Coastift
tution well understood tha all aitizens muet be protected against
postMe deprivaion of thelt rights by perons of 4ttlering views.
The fact that sucb protection may seem to be a "Judgment for the
few against the roany" bears eloquent teethnonay to the wisdom of
our forefathers in eating a government of laws and not at men,

Sincerely,

E, Frederic Morrow

Administrative Officer
Special Projects Group

Mr. L. 1. Ybes
4871 CeriseAvenue
New Orleans, Loeisala s o

Thisdecsion asyou ndiate wasreaerodon he dy1r ow

k. I I



ASSISTANT ArrORNEY GENERAL

feprtment ofUStirt
askinston

OCT 21 1960

Mr. E. Frederic Morrow
Administrative Officer
Special Projects Group
The White House
Washington 25, D. C.

Dear Mr. Morrow:

Attached, per your request, is a draft

reply letter to Mr. L. I. Ybos, 4871 Cerise Avenue,

New Orleans, Louisiana,

HARO R. TYLER, R
Assidtankt Attorney General

Civil Rights Division



Mr. L. I. Ybos
4871 Cerise Avenue
New Orleans, Louisiana

Dear Mr. Ybos: ( ' , (I - C ,4

T4ki&a.cknowledges your letter of

August 28 .1969, concerning the decision handed

down on August 27, 1960, in regard to New Orleans

school desegregation.

This decision, as you indicate, was

rendered on the day following a hearing on the

constitutionality of recent state legislation

which had been used to obstruct an earlier deseg-

regation order. It was also rendered almost

exactly eight years after the original filing of

the desegregation suit. Following the institu-

tion of that lawsuit in September 1952, numerous

proceedings were had in several federal courts,

but instead of compliance with the courts* orders,

the result was merely further litigation and the

enactment of additional state laws designed to

perpetuate segregation. The decision of

August 27, 1960 finally formalized the obvious

unconstitutionality of the most recent of these

laws. Thus, the decisions concerning the



2

desegregation of the New Orleans schools were

neither hasty nor ill.-considered.

" feel certain that you will agree that

any imputation of external pressure or collusive

action in connection with our courts is most

harmful to our American heritage of respect for law

and the orderly judicial process of enforcing that

law. The framers of our Constitution well under-

stood that all citizens must be protected against

possible deprivation of their rights by persons of

differing views. The fact that such protection may

seem to be a "judgment for the few against the

many" bears eloquent testimony to the wisdom of our

forefathers in creating a government of laws and

not of men.



New Orleans, La.
August 28, 1960

Mr. Dwight D. Eisenhower
President of the United States
Washington, D.C.

Mr. President;

I have serious doubts that this letter will ever reach your eyes,
but as one citizen I am at least trying.

My subject is one of interest and consequence to myself, the citizens
of Louisiana and the entire South,

On Saturday August 27, 1960, Federal Judges Wright, Rives, and Christenberry
handed down a disastrous decision on the constitutionality of Louisiana laws
concerning the operation of it's public schools. This decision took less
than twenty-four hours to be rendered. This whole issue has taken on the aspect
of a decision made higher up in the federal government and forced upon

the people of the South with utter disregard of the effect to the white and
negro population. It has also the look of collusion between the federal courts
and the N.A.A.C.P. and of subversion frcm within.

I know how much you have on your mind in these dire days, but I beg of
you to give this matter urgent attention before it's disastrous results are
both felt here and abroad.

These decisions are ones that the majority of both white and colored
people are not in favor of and are being forced upon us all by fame seekers
fran other parts of this nation out to suit their own ends for political
or power-grasping reasons with no regard for the welfare of those they. clim
to represent and with less regard for the harm they are doing all of.A1e,
people and the nation.

To use a quotation I have often heard you use, "A -overnment of the
people, by the people and for the people", this decision clearly fits none of
these requirements and is in fact a judgement for a few against the many.

Respectfully



November 15, 1960

ear Misr Dreyfous:

The resident has asked ;ne to acknowledge
your letter to him of November fifth and en-
closures. lie wishes you to know that your
interest in writing is appreciated and your
coanxnents were carefully noted.

P^ a you kmow, through the efforts of the D1e -
partmnent of Justice integration began in the
public schools of Vew Orleans yesterday.
The tuipre ene Court ruling of A ay. 1954, on
our Con stitution, that ad mirsion to a public
school cannot be denied on the basis of race,
color or creed nust be obeyed.

Fith all -od wishes to you, we are,

Sincerely,

SFrederic Morrow
Ad ainistzative Officer
Special ,rojects Group

.iss Ruth Dreyfout
1-1,3 onery Street
'ew Orleans 15, L ouisiana Ir a
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LA. HOUSE GETS
BILLS TO RESIST

SCHOOL MIXING
Legislature to Interpose

State 'Sovereignty'

By JAMES II. GILLIS
and ROBERT WAGNER

(Times-Picayune Staff Correspondents)

BATON ROUGE, La.-Bills to
Place control of the New Or-
leans public school system un-
der the Legislature and to inter-
pose the sovereigntyy" of Lou-
isiana against "unvlawful en-
oroachments" by the federal
government hcadced up 30, which
wNere introduced in the House
of Representatives Friday after
opening of the Legislature's 12-1
day session.

The bill to take New Orleans
schools from under control of
ihe Orleans parish school
board is aimed at avoiding
token integration of the first
grade In New Orleans public
schools. The school board,
utilizing a placement law, has
authorized admission effective
Nov. 14 of five Negro girls to
two white schools in conpli-
ance with a federal court
order.
Another bill provides for re-

pealing of Sec. 121 of title 17 of

OTHER STORIES
ON LEGISLATURE

Explanaion of the interposi-
lion bill, the key measure,
biection 3. Page SE.

NewN' 0 r I e a n s delegation i
holds meeting tn stud3 legis-
lation, Section 3, Page 2.

the 1950 Louisiana revised stat-
utes "relative to the nornina-
tion and election of members
of the Orleans parish school
board; qualifications, compen-
sation, and vacancies " This
section sets oujt the comipusition
of the school board and liNes
i heir terms. The repealing bill,
if passed, isould leave no pro-
oedure for electing successors
to school board members when
their terms e:\pire.

The bills, constituting a pack-j
._, of proposed legislationI
simed at preserving the state's P
racially segregated school ,y,-
i-ni, were authored by Reps.
1'. T. Fields of Union parish,

wryan J. Lehmann Jr. of St
Charles parish, and Risley C.
Triche of Assumption parish,
floor leaders for Gov. Jimmie d
I. Davis' administration.

Shortly before the opening of

Cont. in Sec. 1. Page 18, Col. I

5*( Op



PAGE EIGHTEEN-SECTION ONE THE TIMES-PICAYUNE, NEW ORLEANS, LA., SATURDAY MORNING. NOVEMBER 5. 1960

LA. SDLONS GET 30 MEASURES Women Parade in Baton Rouge with Signs i- oefecogmooiat nofLA. OLO S GE 30 MEAS RL tendnce and rooicn ofwNhich wil
:school children and the disposi- precedent.

Continued from Page 1 ton of property used in connec-: stances o
non wNith schools. back to+(the session at noon, Gov. Davis, the governor is only acting as 't 36 of the 1958 ackero aissued a statement asserting, the agent of the L f.ixalture." Act6se o r t losi a bes vanduthat tne special session was triche expressed a belief that thegonroasto racial-'thelast

called "at the urgent request of "interposition will be most help. ly mixed or under coureordia tesit
the state sovereignty commis- ful to use in preserving our seg. sotoso mit orndero andehit intr
sion, the Louisiana joint legisla- regated public schoolsA" :racesmthe closing of certain oth-bills wi r
tie commission on segregation The interposition bill, Triche er schools to prevent friction the federaland the state superintendentofl explained, "makes it a crime t protection and declareeducation, b e s 1 d e s varioustfor anybody in Louisiana to try andisiioer, hoprotion ndecoarmebrso teLeilaue n 1 to enforce the supreme court's tipsto of schoolprpyey nt orec
petitions and letters from thou- school integration decision "ealarieso schoolspayment isions .resands of people throughout the TAX POWER REMAINS ton of rights and privileges of T) more*.Triche expressed a behef that school personnel affected by preservePAY BILL OK "it will work and will keep the closure, and recognition of at- to operate

The interposition bill, the gov-' schools open and segregated." tendance and promotion o 'straditic
ernor said, will "interpose the He added that Gov. Davis "has school children. state Legis
sovereignty of the state of Lou- done nothing which technically I Act 333 of the 190 regular directed fr
isiana a g a 1 n s t unlawful en- could put him in violaton of the session, prohibiting the turnish- "Other
croachment by the federal'federal court in- of books, supplies, funds or, for the
courts in the management of Triche explained that the bill assistance to or the recognition whatever
our state public schools " placing the city school sy stem of schools which are integrated needed byThe bills were introduced in under the Legislature will not or in which both white and Ne- agencies tta House which remained in ses- alter the power of Orleans par- gro children are taught, and' f public esion for an hour and a quarter, ish to collect school taxes How- penalized for \iolation ner i whichduring which 28 of them were ever, he s a i d "The school Act 555 of the 1954 regular; in the best
referred to judiciary "B" com- board's employes v ill be em- ,session. relative to separate Op- ple of ourmittee, which will consider themploves of the Legislature " -Pnatoo The ir rei P,-u-e e.ation of schools for white and
at 9.30 a. m Saturday. The re- Lehmann said: "Hle are the URGING THAT SCHOOLS BE liEPT OPEN, women from New Orleans and Baton Rouge Negro under the state police
ma i n i ng bill, appropriating first state that is going to try in- carry signs in front of the state Capitol building in Baton Rouge as the Louisiana Legisla- pow er. non-approN al of and non- SovieS168,000 to defray the cost'of, terposition to keep our schools ture met in special session. recognition of graduation from t
the 12-day session, was referred; segregated. I feel that it is high Ischools which violate the act. tO V
to the appropriations commit- time that the supreme court of pes to schools which operate in lens schools stipulate specifi-'unconstitutional by the federal prohioition against furnishing of
tee, of which Lehmann is chair- the United States stops being a a manner contrary to state law cally as follows courts would repeal the follow- b oo k s, supplies or funds to' WASman I wa rporedou faor leisatie od an laie lg. Denying accreditation to any1 'Sec. 1 All powers, duties, ing acts,' schools which violate t he act WSI
ably by the committee immedi- islation to the United States Con- public school which operates inland functions of all parish c 19 of the and penalties forviolation of the stateately following Friday's House gress and the legislathe bodies a manner contrary to state law Ischool bad nprse vrIAt39o h 96rglrIact. to wale
adjournment of the various states." Aut parishes over session of the Legislature rela-! The statement regarding the allow

D a v i s leaders apparently Asked if the proposal to havel 1 eaer sueta goardcere t-h,000 population granted bylfe to the classification ofgt uplanned a quick pace for pas- the Legislature take over New hoeea in teistat adloa wLegislature are herebyschools Ileeislation which Gov. Davis is- serve t

TheSentemetbrefl Fi- vaionofhom rle.Kepmg Ahrzin the state oasrewthrd Se .Teclempoes, dof l eontinmatndneadsidso va r s mebeofthel portedAFl

sage of bills through the Leg. Orleans schools (all schools inwerarrants or other processes. susendd eh po t Actr 542 of lef1960sudtoressthoaod fof pl bislature. Those bills reported panshes with populationofmore Rpelig a t ate d ardSu 5 4 and 8cTts l session, relative to the closin-i "hatesio folls w b invited 
out favorably are scheduled than 300,000) might notbet con-fuedutonn any ecyin o ad co tile, orfcao of schools governoiin "This special session of the owermrton eadetthrugh seondvrea u e a vlaongf stae P of shat bosc there s o eLuin event of disorder, rotsoi'Lesislatureo das called at the resentatsIng at a 1 p. m. session Satur- cpe of home rule as trplaeurers taxes, the disposition of the pro- %iolence or for the protectiondced u t al ed- toCreating a board of trusteesceeds thereof, and incurring of buigent request of the state soy- Amerlnday and to be up for their al Gns, Lehmann replied thereof, the payment of salaries' t commission ouca-dmin-debtcomissaction 

Loianoo take into custody and adany shool und the issuing of bondsctl and the protection of rights and th legal counsee sposiw n ofaoepeasbc theselawsIst"Sohas ju icn ha beeoarded nreal ctioreingandS RESRT no scos reogz a segregat c. t refunds of a school boardand other evidences of debt and privileges of school annseont gai saotGetcIrsThe ohlouisiantr whehceheneorschoobo "ceasesthorized by the constitutional eton segregation and the state su-

ma o te 01t egsltieo -tA so olulsifnwicincbllutoprotct heapbhecnteest nybythehegilatue.uchrme,

mion sgeap. m. Sunday, legally to exist a laws ot this state o' perintendent of education, be- TheSFields said. this legislative body This isno ofne olreopening.n schools andotr s
invasion of home rule. Keeping Authorizing the state board eSer. 2. The eio cesofan sides various members of the ported

he o enato e r bealy ri - clsescholsincas o vileneiatinaotteesatasuerete-atre

ay an ou mour schools segregatedd n of education to refuse aceredi- parish school boards In parspromotion of school children" Legislature and petitions and bassles

dasked dj o.D JI torizingunthe goven or to tefcatestofteacherswhohon-wathdrawfmpcomphnce wit

feday whe is eece to violation of home bfle any- station to publ c schoolsthich ishes of over 300,000 populationSeay eirst resungtho pse couret the Suth or her n-operate contrary to state law or selected in accordance arite Act 496 of the 1960 regular throughout the state. diplotsbillG a eto by l tepose I tion t or policy of the state board See. 54 and 84 of Title 1 7 and session
State administration and tghi Included in bills introduced I of education, any section of said title, or produced were drawn as a re- Norareaio eaes ae tpli 1 were seven repealing state laws' Providing that no school other titles of the Louisiana sumntion of contr-ol of schools stilt of group discussions be- diplomat

fede-Iueto fho a uhriigte, oenrt pupelewhoattenescholsmp-teSc.s4aAlllawinr patsoo

riayti h later aeplaesideclared unconstitutional by fd-board, or member thereof, revised statutes of 19.50 shall bi the goicrnor. -,ue intedenmteeof nda- apitlheavily otna llenvkengrtwieeroe cool Gop D ineh eshallexercise their functions be eniilo)es of therLegisl . e ," of the 1360 regular theiin his statement that the purpose when any school under their I t e subject to the rexclusivesie,
oeidisoute doctinegointe t' 

al bills will restroctLc
oftn-dspued ocrin ofintr-of repealing these laws is "So as jurisdiction has been ordered control of said Legislature and o,aposition not to recognize those court deci- to carry on a program con. shall perform such duties in. ;pr
'LAST RESORT' I10ions trary to state law. cumbent upon them as may Sc to

"Inerostin s helat e-The other bills introduced were: Authorizing school boards to be immune from any required I
-- sort," said John Garrett, chair- A school classification bill to protect the public interest In by the'Pel-siature. Such em.'Pman of the joint legislative com- maintain the status quo and closed schools and authorizing1 ploys shall be immune frommittee on segregation. "I don't present school operations In ac- the sale of abandoned school any liability for acts arisingthink there is any question but cordance with state lawN. properties out of the performance of any

that interposition will work in Authorizing the governor to Authorizing the board of edu-I duty imposed by the Lcgisla.this case Historically when in-, close schools in case of violence cation or the state superinten- hire.
terposition has been used the' and disorder, Ident of education to revoke cr- "Sec 3. All powers and dutiesstates won out." Authorizing the governor to Itificates of teachers who in-1withdrawn in compliance WithAsked if Goy. Davis will face close schools directed by federal strictt classes in violation Of Sec 1 hereof are reser ed byfederal arrest as a resull of pas- courts to operate In a manner state law or policy, the Legislature to itself and aresage of an interposition I a w, contrary to state Jaw or policy Authorizing denial of promo- passed on to the employes asGarrett replied: of the state board of education. tion or graduation credit to the Legislature may direct"It's a question of how far Authorizing the,. governor to pupils wvho attend schools op- "Sec. 4. All laws, or parts ofthe federal government wish- protect school prop' - In the crated contrary to state law and laws in conflict herewith bees to go In this fight. Under event of closing of sch Is and policy, and the same are hereby re-Interposition, the Legislature to reopen schools. The bill providing lor the Leg- pealed."

s he olcy akig odyan Prhibt urnshn g Jo ature to take ov r New Or-I ills repealing acis declared
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S GET 30 MEASURES Women Parade in Baton Rouge with Signs
Continued from Page 1 't

n, Gov. Davis the governor is only acting as
ent asserting tly agent of the Leislature."

session was Triche expressed a belief that
ent request of "interposition will be most help-
gnty commis- ful to use in preserving our seg-
a joint legisla- regated public schools."
n segregation The interposition bill, Triche
erintendent of explained, "makes it a crime
d e s various for anybody in Louisiana to try
gislature and to enforce the supreme court's

rs from thou- school integration decision."
throughout the TAX POWER REMAINS

Triche expressed a belief that
L OK "it will work and will keep the
n bill, the gov- schools open and segregated."
"interpose the He added that Gov. Davis "has

state of Lou- done nothing which technically
t unlawful en- could put him in violation of the

the federal federal court "
anagement of Triche explained that the bill
chools." placing the city school system
introduced in under the Legislature will not

mained in ses- alter the power of Orleans par-
and a quarter, ish to collect school taxes. How-
of them were ever, he s a i d, "The school
ary "B" com- board's employes will be em-
consider them ploves of the Legislature " -Photo by The Times Picalune

urday. The re- Lelunann said: "We are the URGING THAT SCHOOLS BE KEPT OPEN, women from New Orleans and Baton Rouge
appropriating first state that is going to try in- carry signs in front of the state Capitol building in Baton Rouge as the Louisiana Legisla-

y the cost 'of terposition to keep our schools ture met in special session.
, was referred segregated. I feel that it is high
tions commit- time that the supreme court of plies to schools which operate in leans schools stipulate specifi- unconstitutional by the federal
mann is chair- the United States stops being a a manner contrary to state law. cally as follows. courts would repeal the follow-
rted out favor- legislative body and leaves leg- Denying accreditation to any "Sec. 1. All powers, duties, ing acts:

ittee immedi- Islation to the United States Con- public school which operates in and functions of all parish Act 319 of the 1956 regular
friday's House gress and the legislative bodies a manner contrary to state law. school boards in parishes over session of the Legislature rela-of the various states. Authorizing state police to en- 300,000 population granted by tive to the classification ofrs apparently Asked if the proposal to have force peace and good order any- this Legislature are hereby schools.pace for pas. the Legislature take over New where in the state and to serve withdrawn, reclaimed, and/or Act 542 of the 1960 regular

ough the Leg- Ores scholal oolsoin warrants or other processes. suspended, except such powers, session, relative to the closing
bills reported parishes with population of more Repealing an act designating duties and functions relative to of schools by the governor in
re scheduled than 300,000) might not be con- superintendents of schools as the levying and collecting of the event of disorder, riots or
second read. strued as a violation of the prin- treasurers of school boards. taxes, the disposition of the pro- violence or for the protection

session Saturd ciples of home rule as applied to Creating a board of trustees ceeds thereof, and incurring of tee e pamet o nr

up I th e"Education and segregation of to take into custody and admin- debt and the issuing of bonds to and the protection of rightsn a I passage "dcto an serginofister funds of a school board and other evidences of debt au- ad privileges of school person-
goes back in schools is important to the whole whenever such a board "ceases thorized by the constitution and and affee by school closone,
m. Sunday, state of Louisiana, which includes legally to exist." laws of this state. reopeing by school closure,

this legislative body. This is no Atri the state reopemng of schools and the
etbrelyFr-invasion of home rule. Keeping Authorizing the state board "See. 2. The employes of all recognition in attendance andet briefly rm our schools segregated would pi of education to refuse accredi- parish school boards in par- promotion of school children."dntxlecte to no violation of home rule any- tation to public schools which ishes of over 300,000 population

is expected to where in the South or the na- operate contrary to state law or selected in accordance with Act 496 of the 1960 regularreading those tion." or policy of the state board Sec. 54 and 84 of Title 17 and session, relative to the classi-
i ahe House. Included in bills introduced of education. any section of said title, or fiction of schools and the as-
ation and seg- were seven repealing state laws Providing that no school other titles of the Louisiana gumption of control of schools
made it plain declared unconstitutional by fed- board, or member thereof, revised statutes of 1950 shall by the go ernor*

heir plans rest eral court. Gov. Davis explained shall exercise their functions be employes of the Legisla. Act 495 of the 1160 regular
11 invoking the in his statement that the purpose when any school under their ture subject to the exclusive session, relative to the clo3ng
ctrmne of inter- of repealing these laws is "So as jurisdiction has been ordered control of said Legislature and of schools by the governor, the

not to recognize those court deci- to carry on a program con. shall perform such duties in. protection of property of closed
ESORT' sonss" trary to state law. cumbent upon them as may schools, the payment of salaries

is the last re- The other bills introduced were: Authorizing school boards to be immune from any required ad protection of rights and
Garrett, chair- A school classification bill to protect the public interest in by the i'slature. Such em- privileges of personnel of closed

legislative com- maintain the status quo and closed schools and authorizing ploys shall be immune from
,ation. "I don't present school operations In ac- the sale of abandoned school any liability for acts arising
iy question but cordance with state law. properties. out of the performance of any
i will work in Authorizing the governor to Authorizing the board of edu- duty imposed by the Legisla-
ically when in- close schools In case of violence cation or the state superinten- ture.
been used the and disorder. dent of education to revoke cer- "Sec 3, All powers and duties

Authorizing the governor to tificates of teachers who in- withdrawn in compliance with -
Davis will face close schools directed by federal struct classes in violation of Sec. 1 hereof are reserved by
a result of pas- courts to operate In a manner state law or policy. the Legislature to itself and are
rposition 1 a w, contrary to state law or policy Authorizing denial of promo- passed on to the employes as

of the state board of education. tion or graduation credit to the Legislature may direct.
on of how far Authorizing the governor to pupils who attend schools op- "Sec. 4. All laws, or parts of
ernment wish- protect school prophet in the rated contrary to state law and laws in conflict herewith be
s fight. Under event of closing of sch Is and policy. and the same are hereby re-
le Legislature to reopen schools. The bill providing for the Leg- pealed."
king body and Prohibit furnishing of - lature to take ov r New Or-1 1ills repealing acts declared j
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schools, the recognition in at-
endance and promotion of
school children and the disposi-I
tion of property used in connec-
tion with schools.

Act 256 of the 1958 regularI
sefsion, relative to closing byI
the governor, of schools racial-I
ly mixed or under court orderI
to admit both Negro and white:
races, the closing of certain oth-1
er schools to prevent frictionI
and disorder, the protection and
disposition of school property,
reopening of schools, payment
of salaries to and the protec-
tion of rights and privileges of
school personnel affected by
closure, and recognition of at-
tendance and promotion of
school children.

Act 333 of the 1960 regular
session, prohibiting the furnish-
ing of books, supplies, funds or
assistance to or the recognition
of schools which are integrated
or in which both white and Ne-
gro children a r e taught, and
penalized for violation.

Act 555 of the 1954 regular
session, relative to separate op-
eration of schools for white and
Negro under t he state police
power, non-approval of and non-
recognition of graduation from
schools which violate the act,
prohibition against furnishing of
b o o k s, supplies or funds to
schools which violate t h e act
and penalties for violation of the
act.

The statement regarding the
legislation which Gov. Davis is-
sued to the press about half an
hour before the opening of the
special session follows:

"This special session of the
Legislature was called at the
urgent request of the state sov-
ereignty commission, the Louisi-
ana joint legislative committee
on segregation and the state su-
perintendent of education, be-
sides various members of the
Legislature a n d petitions and
letters from thousands of people
throughout the state.

"Whatever bills will be in-
troduced were drawn as a re-
sult of group discussions be-
tween those committees and
the superintendent of educa-
tion and their legal counsels.

"One of the principal bills will
be to interpose the sovereignty
of the state of Louisiana against
unlawful encroachment by the
federal courts in the manage-

ment of our state public schools,
which will be based upon solid
precedent, and s e v e r a 1 in-
stances of interposition going
back to the time of Toomas Jef-
ferson and James Madison used
by various other states within
the last no years. in view or i
this interposition of the state c
sovereignty, seven (7) of the
bills will repeal state laws which I
the federal courts undertook to
declare unconstitutional so as
not to recognize those court de-
cisions.

"There are six (6) or seven
(7) more bills to enact laws to
preserve the right of the state
to operate its public schools in
its traditional manner as our
state Legislature had previously
directed from time to time

"Other bills will be presented
for the purpose of providing
whatever authority m a y be
needed by the state and itsl
agencies to conduct its system
of public education in the man-
ner in which you might consider t
in the best interests of the peo-
ple of our state

Soviets Invited
to View Voting

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
State Department Is prepared 3
to waive travel restrictions to

allow Soviet diplomats to ob-
serve Tuesday's voting.

All foreign embassies were
Invited by President Eisen-
hower Wednesday to send rep-
resentatives to watch the
American election process in
action anywhere they choose
to go.

The State Department re-
ported Friday that some em-
bassies have expressed inter-
est but that Communist
diplomats have not replied to
the offer.

Normally, Iron Curtain
diplomats are allowed to
travel only to areas near the
capital and need special per-
mission to go beyond. These
restrictions are maintained in
retaliation for similar travel i
bans Imposed by Eastern
European Communist regimes
on American diplomats.
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Bills' Passage Will Keep
Pupils Separate-- Wagner

Package Will Be Ruled
Invalid, Shepard View

School board member Emile
A. Wagner Jr. said that if leg-
islation introduced Friday in the
Legislature is enacted It will
mean that on Nov. 14 schools
here will be open and segregat-
ed.

That is the date five Negro
children are due to enter two
white schools under a federal
court order.

"It is to be regretted that the
school board did not have more
confidence in the governor,"
Wagner said. "If it had it
would nat have walked hat in
hand to a federal court and ca-
pitulated so that now it is
bound by its word to the court
to integrate.

"What the governor is doing
now is what he would have
done on the very day the school
board sought a conference with
Judge (J. Skelly) Wright. The
governor, at that time, was pre-
pared to postpone the opening
of schools so that his plan might
be put into effect to prevent
integration.

WAGNER CONFIDENT
"I might say that if the Leg-

Islature and the people remain
determined, public education
will be preserved in the city of
New Orleans."

Meanwhile, three other mem-
bers of the school board indi-
cated they would be pleased if
the governor can keep schools
open and segregated.

Board president Lloyd J. Rit

tiner pledged his full co-opera-
tion if the governor succeeds.

"The only thing I am against
is closing of schools," he said.
"As an elected official I feel
it is my duty to provide public
education, if possible on a seg-
regated basis but, if not, on an
integrated basis."

Board member Theodore H.
Shepard said it seemed to him
that some of the bills introduced
Friday "are ones being used to
take the place of those laws de-
clared unconstitutional."

'LOCAL OPTION'
"I hope that the Legislature

will rise up and not buy this
package knowing that these laws
will certainly be declared un-
constitutional," he said. "Legis-
lators must realize that this is
a matter of local option, that we
have home rule and that the
matter can best be handled by
local school boards

"I'm sure that if these bills
are made law, they will be de-
clared unconstitutional by the
federal court as circumventing
the supreme court decision, just
like similar moves since 1956.
I hope the Legislature will re-
alize that the best course we
can follow is pupil placement."

Board member Matthew R.
Sutherland, who is a candidate
for re-election next Tuesday,
said: "I oppose any law which
would close the public schools,
but I would favor anything the
Legislature can do to keep the
schools open and segregated."

Board member Louis J. Riecke
could not be reached immediate-
ly for comment on the bills.

-AP WIREPHOTO.
MITCHELL STRUCINSKI,

38, of Menlo Park, Calif., w as
being sought by the FBI in
connection with the theft of
valuable historical documents
from Stanford university. A
warrant charges him with
sending a stolen volume of let-
ters by American presidents
across Interstate lines. The
volume, one of 43 reported
missing, contains autographs
or letters written by every
president from George Wash-
ington to Herbert Hoover.

WINNERS IN GARDEN
EVENT ARE NAMED

Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Cassidy
3601 Green Acres road, first place
winners for November in the
Acres of Green Garden Club's
garden of the month contest, ac-
cording to Mrs. J. William Con
kin, publicity chairman. Other
winners are: Mr. and Mrs F. E
Selby, 4101 Green Acres rd , sec
ond; Mr. and Mrs. F. R. Young,
3501 Green Acres rd , third, and
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Campoy, 4317
Green Acres rd., honorable men-
tion.

LegislativeDigest
BATON ROUGE, La. (AP) - rize governor to close public

The Louisiana legislative digest schools to prevent disorder to
for Friday: violence, providing teachers be

HOUSE paid and students be given
Bills introduced: credit for attendance during
H1 (Fields et al) - Appro- time of closure.

priate $168,000 to defray expen- H11 (Fields et al) - Authorize
ses of the special session of the governor to close public schools
legislature. directed by federal courts to in-

H2 (Fields et al) - Interpo- tegrate.
sition of state's power against 112 (Fields et al) - Authorize
any federal authority or enforce- governor to protect school prop-
ment of federal court orders. erty in the event ofclosing and113 (Fields et al) - Repeal a reopening of schools.
statelaw declared unconstitu- H(Fieldsea Phibittional to provide for classifica- 1113i(igoeld extb-ohibitn
tion according to race of school furnisointofretextbcoos.an
students in cities of 300,000 or supplies to integrated schools.
over 114 (Fields et al) - Deny ac-

creditation by state board of ed-H4 (Fields et al) - Repeal ucation to any public school
state law declared unconstitu- which operates contrary to state
tional by federal courts which law.
would give governor authority
to close public schools. 1115e(Fieletyac) mssAuto

H5 (Fields et al) -- Repeal
state law declared 'unconstitu- employ legal counsel.
tional giving governor authority 1H16 (Fields et al) - Authorize
to assume control of schools state police to enforce peace
which has been declared uncon- and good order anywhere in the
stitutional by federal courts. state and to perform any duties

H6 (Fields et al) - Repealimposed upon them by the legis-
Reellature.

state law declared unconstitu- 117 - Bill carrying this num-
tional giHing governor authority 5 (- A i
to close schools.

17 (Fields et al) -- Repeal
state law declared unconstitu-
tional giving governor authority
to close any racially integrated
school.

H8 (Fields et al) - Repeal
state law declared unconstitu-
tional which would prohibit fur-
nishing books and supplies to
integrated schools.

H9 (Fields et al) - Repeal
state law declared uniconstitu-
tional which would require seg-
regated schools under police
power of the state

110 (Fields et al) - Autho-

ber was withdrawn before in-
troduction.

118 (Fields et al) - Authorize
legislature to operate public
schools in parishes of more than
300,000 population.

119 (Fields et al) - Create
board of trustees to handle pub-
lie school revenues in cities of
over 300,000 population.

H20 (Fields et al) - Repeal
law designating superintendents
of schools as treasurers of school
boards

H21 (Fields et al) - Authorize
state board of education to re-
fuse to accredit public schools

operating contrary to state law
or policy of state board. LIVT

H22 (Fields et al) - Provide
no school board or member
thereof shall exercise their func-
tions when any school under
their jurisdiction has been or- ("lP
dered to carry on any program
contrary to state law, and make St
any act by a member in viola-
tion grounds for removal. C.

H23 (Fields et al) - Authorize recto
school boards to protect public Assoc
interest in closed schools and charg
authorize s a 1 e of abandoned posed
school properties. impal

H24 (Fields et al) - Authorize Lew,
state board of education or state award
superintendent of education to for c(
revoke certificates of teachers the sa
who instruct classes in violation contra
of state law or policy. survey

H25 (Fields et al) - Authorize "Ag,
denial of promotion or gradu- ferene
ation credit to pupils who at- Lewis
tend schools operating contrary feasibi
to state law and policy. its fir

H26 (Fields et al) - Repeals questic
state law providing for nomina- "The
tion and election of members of feasibi
Orleans parish school board. survey

H27 (Fields et al) - Adds new ly to
section to pupil placement law best w
prohibiting transfer after 21st 'if' so
calendar of school year of any termin
pupil from one public elementa- should
ry or secondary school to an- "Tol
other or from a private school vey a,
to a public school unless par- from
ents or guardian move into new fact t
district. borne

H28 (Fields et al) - Repeal betwei
compulsory school attendance conch
law in both public and private engine
schools. ing ti

1129 (Fields et al) - Author. feasib)
ize revoking certificate of any Lew
vocational or technical school night
teacher who instructs classes in consti
violation of state law or policy. which

H30 (Fields et al) - Authorize loan ,
closing of vocation or technical The
school which operates in viola- repor
tion of state law or policy. said
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THE WHITE HOUSE OFFICE

ROUTE SLIP
(To Remain With Correspondence)

TO The~ Attonrey Cntral
PROMPT HANDLING IS ESSENTIAL.
WHEN DRAFT REPLY IS REQUESTED
THE BASIC CORRESPONDENCE MUST
BE RETURNED. IF ANY DELAY IN
SUBMISSION OF DRAFT REPLY IS
ENCOUNTERED, PLEASE TELEPHONE
OFFICE OF THE STAFF SECRETARY.

Da6te Novoa-riber

FROM THE STAFF SECRETARY

ACTION: Comment

Draft reply

For direct reply

For your information

For necessary action -

For appropriate handling X

See below

Remarks:

CPo 16-71264-1

Telegrams to the P from the following re the
school situation in La.:

By direction of the President:

Joan English. 6213 S. Tonti, New Orleans, La., 11/14 A.J. GOODPASTER

Jack Clay, 1219 Pine St., New Orleans, 11/14 Staf crery

Rowland A. Nelson, New Orleans, La., 1,4 (urging dismissal of Judge Wright)

,~ ~ ~4

f
/

15, 1960

elb over



John Q.Rogerp, and others, Center, Texas, 11/14

Carl Keigh, Jr., Chicago, Ill., 11/14

Mrs. James 0.. Rogers, Lone Tree Farm Road, New Canaan, Conn., 11/14



4'

wA)007 NL PD

NEWORLEANS LA NOV 14

THE PRESIDENT

THE WHITE HOUSE

DEAR MISTER PRESIDENT IM A HIGH SCHOOL SENIOR STOP THE SCHOOL

SITUATION IN LOUISIANA IS TERRIBLE STOP WE NEED YOUR HELP

JOAN ENGLISH 6213 SOUTH TONTI NEW ORLEANS LA



A009 NL PD 0 6

NEWORLEANS LA NOV 14

THE PRESIDENT

THE WHITE HOUSE

I AM SORRY THAT THE INTEGRATION SITUATION IN LOUISIANA HAS

TURNED OUT AS IT HAS THE MAJORITY OF THE PEOPLE IN SOUTH LOUISIANA

AND NEW ORLEANS PROPER WANTED TO START INTEGRATION I THINK

YOUR GOOD FRIEND EX GOVERNOR BOE KENNON WOULD HAVE WANTED IT

THAT WAY I HOPE THINGS WILL LE MUCH BETTER IN THE STATE BEFORE LONG

JACK CLAY 1219 PINE STREET
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WA003 NL PD

FR NEWORLEANS LA 14

THE PRESIDENT

THE WHITE HOUSE

IF YOU ARE SINCERE ABOUT CURBING FEDERAL POWER, YOU WILL FIND

THE ACTION OF FEDERAL JUDGE J SKELLY WRIGHT ENJOINING THE

LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF LOUISIANA INTOLERABLE. PLEASE

UNDERSTAND I HAVE CALMLY ACCEPTED FEDERAL COURT ACTION WHEN

CONFINED TO ITS CONSTITUTIONAL POWERS. IF WE SUBMIT, HOWEVER,

TO JUDGE WRIGHT'S ENJOINING THE ACTION OF OUR STATE LEGISLATURE,



DEMOCRACY IS A SHAM AND DICTATORSHIP INEVITABLE. TO

DECLARE THE ACTION OF OUR LEGISLATURE UNCONSTITUTIONAL IS JUDGE

VIRIGHT'S PREROGATIVE. TO ENJOIN THE LEGISLATURE FROM ACTING IS

ALSO UNCONSTITUTIONAL. THE FEDERAL JUDICIARY DOES NOT TOLERATE OR

RESORT TO UNCONSTITUTIONAL PROCEDURE TO COMBAT THE ACTIONS OF

COMMUNISTS. WHY SHOULD AMERICANS TOLERATE THE FEDERAL JUDICIARY

RESORTING TO UNCONSTITUTIONAL PROCEDURES TO ENJOIN THE ACTIONS OF A

STATE LEGISLATURE. YOU HAVE BEEN A GREAT LEADER. PLEASE CONTINUE

TO BE ONE. YOU APPOINTED JUDGE WRIGHT, PLEASE DISMISS HIM

ROWLAND A NELSON.
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A053 PD

CENTER TEX 14 412P CST

THE PRESIDENT

THE WHITE HOUSE

PLEASE ACT AT ONCE TO HAVE THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT RETURN SOUTHERN

SCHOOLS TO THE PEOPLE OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICTS, OUR COUNTY IS

ON THE VERGE OF CIVIL WAR AND YOU ARE THE ONLY PERSON IN THE

NATION WHO CAN ACT TO END THE PRESENT AND APPROACHING STRIFE.

YOU CAN DO THIS QUICKLY AND EASILY BY MOVING THAT THE FEDERAL

COURTS AND DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE LEAVE THE MANAGEMENT OF NEW



ORLEANS AND OTHER SCHOOLS TO THE STATES AND SCHOOL DISTRICTS

JAMES SINGLETARY, MERVIL ADAMS, C A PARKER, BENNIE NIX,

MARTIN WEAVER, K H NICHALSON, JOHN W HENRY, EDITH JONES,

EVA PERSONS, J E JONES, GILES SINGLETARY, A G HAYES,

JOHN 0 ROGERS.

I



CT 08002 PD CHICAGO ILL NOV 14 1960 817A CST

PRESIDENT EISENHOWER

AUGUSTA GA

YOUR STATEMENT REGARDING NEW ORLEANS SCHOOL CRISIS MIGHT

EASE TENSION THERE. LETS REMIND RACIAL BIGOTS THEY DID

NOT CHOOSE COLOR OF THEIR SKIN WHEN BORN.

CARL KEITH JR.



B NCA004 PD

NEW CANAAN CONN NOV 14 1960 830A EST

PRESIDENT DWIGHT D EISENHOWER

AUGUSTA GA

ERNESTLY AND RESPECTFULLY URGE THAT YOU INTERRUPT VACATION FOR TlI lP

TO NEW ORLEANS TODAY TO HELP RESOLVE TRAGIC CIVIL RIGHTS CRISIS STOP

YOUR PRESENCE WILL BE MOST EFFECTIVE POSSIBLE INSTRUMENT TOWARDS

JUSTICE AND AN IMPRESSIVE EXPRESSION OF YOUR GREAT CAPACITY FOR

MORAL LEADERSHIP

MRS JAMES G ROGERS

LONE TREE FARM ROAD NEW CANAAN CONN



THE WHITE HOUSE OFFICE ECVED
NOVI 3~

ROUTE SLIP
(To Remain With Correspondence)

TO The Attorney Oeaeral

FROM THE STAFF SECRETARY

ACTION:

PROMPT HANDLING IS ESSENTIAL.
WHEN DRAFT REPLY IS REQUESTED
THE BASIC CORRESPONDENCE MUST
BE RETURNED. IF ANY DELAY IN
SUBMISSION OF DRAFT REPLY IS
ENCOUNTERED, PLEASE TELEPHONE
OFFICE OF THE STAFF SECRETARY.

Date N november 17, 1460

Comment

Draft reply

For direct reply

For your information

For necessary action

For appropriate handling _

See below

Remarks:

GPO 16-71264-1

Telegrams to the P fm the following, re
school situation in Louisiana-.,

By direction of the President:

i ,*-<
Mrs. Marie Kesten, -Jackson Heights, N.Y., 11/15 A.J. GOODPAST
Veda Mayo, 639 E. 3rd, Homer, La. , 11/15 Staff Sec

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Fox, 18 Manor Ave., Roslyn Heights, N. Y., 11/15
M. D. Speizman, 6440 S. Claiborne Ave., New Orleans, La., 11/12
Lillian Walters, 6801 N. 27th Ave., Phoenix, Ariz., 11/14

'ER
retary

over



Tel of 11/14 fm Joe Smith. NYC; re ordering the A. G. into immediate
action against all vote fraud before the meeting of the electoral college



'WAn25 NL PD

TDAS JACKSON HEIGHTS NY 15

THE PRESIDENT

THE WHITE HOUSE

HONORABLE SIR: VIOLENCE AGAINST LITTLE CHILDREN IN LOUISIANA

DISGRACE OUR NATION AND PEOPLE IN THE NAME OF DECENCY AND

PATRIOTISM I BEG YOU TO SPEAK AGAINST THIS VIOLENCE

MRS MARIE KESTEN.



WA024 NL PD

HOMER LA NOV 15

THE PRESIDENT

THE WHITE HOUSE

OUR GOVERNOR AND STATE LEGISLATURE HAVE BEEN TAKEN OVER BY

FEDERAL POWERS. FREE PEOPLE ARE SUPPRESSED, FORCED, RIDICULED

AND DAMNED. SOUTHERN MEN WHO DIED FIGHTING HITLER AND GESTAPO

DID SO IN VAIN. IS THERE AN AUSCHWITZ CAMP SOME WHERE

FOR SOUTHERN WHITE? FEAR IS DOMINANT, TENSION IS HIGH.

CAN BE PUSHED JUST SO FAR



VEDA MAYO 6,59 EAST 3RD.



Ann6 1NL PD
5) ,P 1A. 6 1

TDHE ROSLYN HEIGHTS NY 15

THE PRESIDENT

THE WHITE HOUSE

IT IS OUR OPINION, THAT YOU AS PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES

SHOULD HONOR YOUR OATH OF OFFICE TO UPHOLD THE CONSTITUTION.

YOUR PERSONAL PRESTIGE WOULD BE MOST EFFECTIVE IN STOPPING

SEGREGATIONIST RABELE ROUSERS IN NEW ORLEANS AND WOULD AVOID

GIVING COMMUNIST PROPAGANDISTS OPPORTUNITY TO MOCK THE UNITED

STATES OF AMERICA



MR AND MRS ROBERT FOX I MANOR AVE ROSLYN HEIGHTS NY.



NS LLB196 NL PD

NEW ORLEANS LA NOV

PRESIDENT DWIGHT DEISENHOWER

AUGUSTA GA

URGE IMMEDIATE ACTION RE DEFIANCE OF CONSTITUTION BY LOUIS IANA

12 1960

LEGISLATURE AND GOVERNOR STOP US GOVERNMENT IS A MOCKERY UNLESS

DECISIVE ACTION IS TAKEN NOW

MD PSPEIZMAN

6440 SOUTH CLAIBORNE AVE



WA029 PD

PHOENIX ARIZ NOV 14 E46A MST

THE PRESIDENT

THE WHITE HOUSE

REFERENCE GOVERNOR JIMMY DAVIS* SEARCH THE SCRIPTURES.

EVERYTHING OF A SEED OF ITS OWN, IF MIXED WHEN

YOUNG SOME WILL MARRY.

OUR GENERATION IS RESPONSIBLE. BUILD

SCHOOLS IN COLORED AND MEXICAN NEIGHEORHOODS. THEY

SHOULD BE HAPPIER. COST NO MORE.

HAPPINESS WOULD BE GREATER

LILLIAN WALTERS 6901 NORTH 27TH AVE PHOENIX ARIZONA.



SY ND150 NL PD

NEW YORK NY NOV 14 1960

HON DWIGHT DAVID EISENHOWER

THE LONE RANGER MAMIES CABIN AUGUSTA GA

RE LYLE C WILSONS' UPI COLUMN OF NOVEMBER 14TH "HOW VOTE

FRAUDS HAVE SWUNG ELECTIONS" WILSON SAYS: "NMR REPORTED FOUR

YEARS AGO AN HONEST BALLOT ASSOCIATION ESTIMATE THAT AT LEAST

ONE MILLION VOTES WERE STOLEN IN THE 1952 ELECTION."

ALTHOUGH JACK KENNEDY HAS TRIED TO BEAT YOU TO THE DRAW

BY COMPROMISING J EDGAR HOOVER WELL IN ADVANCE OF ANY POSSIBLE

VOTE FRAUD INVESTIGATION BY THE GOP, UNLESS YOU HAVE TURNED A



2

DEAF EAR TO LAW AND ORDER, SUGGEST YOU ORDER YOUR ATTORNEY

GENERAL INTO IMMEDIATE ACTION AGAINST ALL VOTE FRAUD BEFORE THE

MEETING OF THE ELECTORAL COLLEGE.

THIS ELECTION ISNT LOST, IT IS MERELY BEING HELD UP IN

ANOTHER "FAMOUS SLOW COUNT" WHICH ACCORDING TO THE HBA ENABLED

FDR TO BEAT REPUBLICAN ALBERT OTTINGER.

HI HO SILVER, IKE TO THE RESCUE

YOUR OLD FRIEND "JOE SMITH"



THE WHITE HOUSE OFFICE

ROUTE SLIP
(To Remain With Correspondence)

PROMPT HANDLING IS ESSENTIAL.
WHEN DRAFT REPLY iS REQUESTED
THE BASIC CORRESPONDENCE MUST
BE RETURNED. IF ANY DELAY IN
SUBMISSION OF DRAFT REPLY IS
ENCOUNTERED, PLEASE TELEPHONE
OFFICE OF THE STAFF SECRETARY.

Date ,ve er 14. Ib6

FROM THE STAFF SECRETARY

ACTION: Comment - -

Draft reply

For direct reply

For your information

For necessary action

For appropriate handling

See below

Remarks:

CPO 16- 71204 1

1-1 , following,
rc the school situation in Louisiana:

Mr. and Mr s. C. b. Rollins, 159 Lister,
Sireveport, La., 11/13

Franaklinl133. Diggs,

By direction of the President:

A. J. GOORPASTER
Staff Secroary
- t.

513 Bainbridge St., iBrooklyn, N. Y., 11/13

cib over

TO

T e leg rcarns to t IIe an.

elb ove r



Alvin A. Geyer, L3-ate, a. 11/13

Rynyan Cannon, 2212 Cable St., Baton Rouge, La., 11/13

Doris, Gerard, John and Christopher Bell, 475 -Fairway Drive,
New Orleans;' 24, 11/13

Richard Maudin, Haley F. Thomaas and William S. Wood, New Orleans,
La., 11/13

William B. Wendel, New Orleans, La., 11/11

Mrs. Leonard Rosenson, 7822 Belfast, New Orleans, La., 11/12



WA004 NL PD

SHREVEPORT LA 13

THE PRESIDENT

THE WHITE HOUSE WASHDC

YOU WHO HOLD YOUR HIGH OFFICE DY THE MAJORITY LOTE OF THE PEOPLE

CONSIDER THE MAJORITY VOTE FOR SEGREGATED SCHOOLS OF THE PEOPLE

OF NEW ORLEANS AND CALL OFF YOUR ATTORNEY GENERAL* HOW CAN YOU

PROMOTE PEACE FOR THE WORLD IF YOU WILL NOT SECURE PEACE HARMONY AND

GOOD WILL IN YOUR OWN COUNTRY

MR AND MRS C H ROLLINS 159 LISTER.



/A001 NL PD

BROOKLYN NY 13

THE PRESIDENT

THE WHITE HOUSE WASHDC

THE OFFICIAL ACTS OF THE GOVERNOR AND OF THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE

OF LOUISIANA CLEARLY PLACE THEM IN REBELLION AGAINST THE AUTHORITY

OF THE UNITED STATES I AM A LOYAL AND LAW ABIDING CITIZEN IN URGING

YOU TO TAKE ALL NECESSARY STEPS TO HALT THIS REBELLION AND TO RESTORE

LAWFUL GOVERNMENT TO THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF LOUISIANA

FRANKLIN B DIGGS 513 BAINERIDGE ST PROOKLYN NY.



WA010 PD

LAFAYETTE LA 13 905A CST

THE PRESIDENT

THE WHITE HOUSE

REQUEST YOU USE FORCE IF NECESSARY TO PUT DOWN THE SCHOOL HOLIDAY

REBELLION IN LOUISIANA. KEEP OUR SCHOOLS OPEN

ALVIN A GEYER.



UA005 NL PD / .1 AM !2

BATON ROUGE LA 13

THE PRESIDENT

THE WHITE HOUSE WASHDC

SINCE THE NEGROES HAVE SO THOROUGHLY REPUDIATED THE WORK YOUR

ADMINISTRATION HAS DONE FOR THEM HOW AlOUT GIVING THE SOUTHERN

WHITE PEOPLE AN EVEN BREAK THE REMAINING MONTHS OF YOUR

ADMINISTRATION, RESPECTFULLY

RYNYAN CANNON 2212 CABLE ST BATON ROUGE LA.



WAM,10 NL PD 6
i%0 CV MAM 6 1,7

NEWORLEANS LA 13

THE PRESIDENT

THW WHITE HOUSE WASHDC

AS CITIZENS OF LOUISIANA WE RESPECTFULLY DIRECT YOUR ATTENTION TO

ARTICLE 10 U S CONSTITUTION WHICH YOU ARE SWORN TO UPHOLD

DORIS BELL, GERARD BELL, JOHN BELL, CHRISTOPHER BELL,

475 FAIRWAY DRIVE NEW ORLEANS 24.



196CNV : "I ~
A011 NL PD

NEW ORLEANS LA 13

THE PRESIDENT

THE WHITE HOUSE WASHDC

AS WHITE CITIZENS OF THE UNITED STATES AS WELL AS OF LOUISIANA

WE INSIST UPON FULL EFFECTIVE AND IMMEDIATE ENFORCEMENT OF COURT

ORDERS RELATIVE TO NEW ORLEANS SCHOOLS WITH TROOPS IF NECESSARY

RICHARD MAUDIN HALEY F THOMAS AND WILLIAM S WOOD.

I



03 NL PD

NEWORLEANS LA NOV 11

THE PRESIDENT

THE WHITE HOUSE

DEAR MR PRESIDENT:

I EARNESTLY PRAY THAT YOU ARE TAKING ALL NECESSARY STEPS

TO MEET THE CHALLENGE OF THE RECENTLY ENACTED SCHOOL LEGISLATION

IN LOUISIANA. I DO NOT FULLY AGREE WITH THE SUPREME COURT DECISION

OF 1954, BPUT AM PREPARED TO ACCEPT THE ORDER OF JUDGE WRIGHT

AS A REASONABLE APPROACH TO THE DIFFICULT INTEGRATION PROELEM



OF MY CITY YOURS VERY TRULY

WILLIAM FWENDEL.



A ? f&38
MA067 DL PD

NEW ORLEANS LA NOV 12 l960 902A CST

THE PRESIDENT

THE WHITE HOUSE

YOUR AID DESPERATELY NEEDED TO SAVE NEW ORLEANS SCHOOLS GOVERNOR

RUSHED INTO CALLING LEGISLATIVE SESSION FOR SUNDAY WILL ADDRESS

LOCALLY ELECTED SCHOOL 8OARD MEMBERS OUT OF OFFICE MAJORITY

OF LEGISLATORS DO NOT WANT TO CLOSE LOUISIANA SCHOOLS BUT NEED

WAY TO SAVE FACE THE WEIGHT OF YOUR PERSONALITY BEFORE THEY

COMMIT THEMSELVES WOULD MAKE THE DIFFERENCE



MRS LEONARD ROSENSON 7F22 BELFAST.
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TO

THE WHITE HOUSE OFFICE

ROUTE SLIP
(To Remain With Correspondence)

Atorney(General

IITALFILE,.

PROMPT HANDLING IS ESSENTIAL.
WHEN DRAFT REPLY IS REQUESTED
THE BASIC CORRESPONDENCE MUST
BE RETURNED. IF ANY DELAY IN
SUBMISSION OF DRAFT REPLY IS
ENCOUNTERED, PLEASE TELEPHONE
OFFICE OF THE STAFF SECRETARY.

Date ovemberI S, I )60

FROM THE STAFF SECRETARY

ACTION: Comment

Draft reply

For direct reply

For your information

For necessary action

For appropriate handling

See below - - --------

Remarks:

GPO 16-71264-1

Telegrams to the P fin the following,
school-situation in Louisiana:

Samuel Tyler, Jr., 11 Bird Hill Ave.

re the By direction of the President:

Wellesley, Mass., 11 j7J. GOODPASTER
StLLL ffS .A i t

Mr. and Mrs. William P. Albrecht, Lawrence, Kans., 11/16
Leslie Callaway, -Baton Rouge, La., 11/16
Mrs. John Drake, Richmond, Cal., 11/16

elb over

at oecrerary

elb ove r



Ken and Barbara Thollaug, El Cerrito, Cal., 11/16
Wesley G. Spencer, Cambridge, Mass., 11/16
Barbara. Kranzder, and others, San Francisco, Cal., 11/16
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh F. McClements, 3524 Shelton Road, Shaker Heights, 20,

Ohio, 11/16
Edith Smith, 18 Mockingbird Lane, Tyler, Texas, 11/17
Robert Rose, 91 3 West St., Oakland, Cal., 11/17
Mrs. Roy N. Sellers, 836 State St., New Orleans, La., 11/17



WA017 PD

BOSTON MASS 17 229P EST

THE PRESIDENT

THE WHITE HOUSE

GOVERNOR, LEGISLATURE AND OTHER SEGREGATIONALISTS IN LOUISIANA

ARE THUMBING THEIR NOSES AT THE SUPREME COURT AND YOUR OFFICE.

IT IS MOST IMPORTANT THAT YOU SHOW TEENAGES AS WELL AS THE

ELECTORATE THAT DISRESPECT FOR LEGALLY CONSTITUTED AUTHORITY

IS INTOLERABLE AND THAT NEITHER STATES RIGHTS OR INDIVIDUAL

RIGHTS CAN ALRIDGE FEDERAL RESPONSIBILITY



SAMUEL TYLER JR 11 DIRD HILL AVE WELLESSLEY MASS.



A
0

30 NL PD

LAURENCE KANS NOV 16

THE PRESIDENT

THE WHITE HOUSE

THE PRAYERS OF EVERY THOUGHTFUL AMERICAN ARE WITH YOU OUR PRESIDENT

AS YOU ACT TO MEET THE CRISIS IN NE4 ORLEANS

MR AND MRS WILLIAM P ALERECHT.



~1 t5

WA2' PD

EATON ROUGE LA NOV 16 41)P CST

THE PRESIDENT

THE WHITE HOUSE

WE DO NOT WANT INTEGRATION

LESLIE CALLAWAY.



U

WA034 PD K !0 56

TDO RICHMOND CALIF NOV 16 643P PST

THE PRESIDENT

THE WHITE HOUSE

PLEASE INTERVENE IN NEW ORLEANS

MRS JOHN DRAKE RICHMOND CALIF.



WA002 NL PD

TDRM ELCERRITO CALIF 16

THE PRESIDENT

THE WHITE HOUSE

PLEASE INTERVENE IN NEW ORLEANS SCHOOL SITUATION. USE YOUR

ENORMOUS PRESTIGE AS A PARTING GESTURE OF LEADERSHIP AND PRINCIPLE.

THE WORLD IS WATCHING YOU. SHOW THEM THAT OUR CHIEF EXECUTIVE

REQUIRES ADHERANCE TO THE LAWS OF OUR COUNTRY AND RESPECT FOR

THE DIGNITY OF ALL OUR CITIZENS. SINCERELY

KEN AND BARbARA THOLLAUG.



WA001 NL PD

CAMEIRIDGE MASS 16

THE PRESIDENT

THE WHITE HOUSE

THE GOVERNOR LEGISLATURE AND OTHER SEGREGATIONISTS IN LOUISIANA

ARE THUMBING THEIR NOSES AT THE SUPREME COURT AND AT YOU THEIR

THUMES AND NOSES ARE UNIMPORTANT IT IS MOST IMPORTANT THAT

lY YOUR ACTS YOU SHOW THE TEENAGERS AS WELL AS THE ELECTORATE

THAT DISRESPECT FOR LEGALLY CONSTITUTED AUTHORITY IS INTOLERABLE



THAT NEITHER STATES RIGHTS NOR INDIVIDUAL RIGHTS CAN ABRIDGE

FEDERAL RESPONSIBILITY

WESLEY G SPENCER.



WA003 NL PD

SAN FRANCISCO CALIF 16

THE PRESIDENT

THE WHITE HOUSE

WE URCE YOU TO MAKE A STATEMENT SUPPORTING SCHOOL INTEGRATION

IN LOUISIANA

BARBARA KRANZLER JANE BROOKS PETER ROSENbAUM KAY POCHMAN

HARRY WEINSTEIN NANETTE HEIMAN JEAN MOORE 1F16 ROADWAY SAN

FRANCISCO CALIF.



A09 PD

TYLER TEX NOV 17 942A CST

THE PRESIDENT

THE WHITE HOUSE

LETS HAVE A REPUBLIC THAT LOUISIANA SETTLE KER OWN AFFAIRS

EDITH SMITH I FMOCKINGBIRD LANE TYLER



WA011 PD

OAKLAND CALIF 17 904A PST

THE PRESIDENT

THE WHITE HOUSE

SINCE THE GOVERNMENT AND PEOPLE OF LOUISIANA ARE WILFULLY EVADING

IHE RULING OF A FEDERAL COURT IT APPEARS TO ME THAT YOU. AS

OUR GOVERNMENTS LEADER AND OUR NATIONS MOST RESPECTED ADVOCATE.

MUST SPEAK OUT AND CONDEMN THEIR ACTIONS. WHATEVER A MANS PERSONAL

PREJUDICE MAY BE, THE LAW IS SUPREME AND MUST BE OBEYED. THE

FOLLY OF ATTEMPTING TO FIGHT THE INEVITABLE MUST BE DEMONSTRATED.



I PERSONALLY BELIEVE THAT YOUR FAILURE TO ACT WEAKENS BOTH

YOUR OFFICE AND IMAGE IN THE MIND OF MOST AMERICANS AS WELL

AS THE WORLD

ROBERT ROSE 913 WEST ST OAKLAND.



WAn05 NL PD 9

CLEVELAND OHIO 16

THE PRESIDENT

THE WHITE HOUSE

DEAR SIR I AM AN ORDINARY CITIZEN WHO WAS THIEVED IN PRIVATE

MANY MANY TIMES BUT HAS NEVER WRITTEN A LETTER " TO THE EDITOR"

NEVERTHELESS I MUST MAKE MY FEELINGS KNOWN AT THIS TIME IN

VIEW OF THE SITUATION IN NEW ORLEANS I THINK A VERY POSITIVE

ACTION THAT WOULD MAKE THE GOOD PEOPLE OF NEW ORLEANS AND

LOUISIANA SEE THE LIGHT WOULD BE FOR YOU RICHARD NIXON PRESIDENT



ELECT KENNEDY AND VICE PRESIDENT ELECT JOHNSON GO TO NEW

ORLEANS AND EACH IN TURN TELL THE PEOPLE OF LOUISIANA THAT EACH

SHOULD EXAMINE HIS OWN CONSCIENCE AND KNOW THAT GOD RECOGNIZES

NO COLOR THAT THE U.S. IS ON TRIAL BEFORE THE WORLD AND THAT

KINDERGARTEN AND FIRST YEAR CHILDREN ARE NO THREAT TO SO CALLED

WHITE SUPREMACY AND THEIR PRESENT ACTIONS ARE TEACHING DISRESPECT

TO THE LAW AND DISRESPECT TO THE MEMORY OF ALL THE AMERICANS WHO

HAVE DIED TRYING TO KEEP THIS A NATION TO BE PROUD OF

MR AND MRS HUGH F MCCLEMENTS 3524 SHELTON ROAD SHAKER HTS

2n OHIO.



WAOO DL PD

NEWORLEANS LA 17 635A CST

THE PRESIDENT

THE WHITE HOUSE

BELOVED PRESIDENT EISENHOWER YOU CANNOT WAIT ANOTHER MOMENT

TO GIVE THIS PUBLIC SCHOOL INTEGRATION MATTER YOUR PERSONAL

ATTENTION FEDERAL JUDGE J SKELLY WRIGHT IS OVEREXERTING HIS

AUTHORITY OUR WONDERFUL GOVERNOR DAVIS AND LOUISIANA LEGISLATORS

MEAN NOTHING TO WRIGHT TO PREVENT FURTHER BLOODSHED AND VIOLENCE

PLEASE AUTHORIZE GOVERNOR DAVIS WHO REPRESENTS THE REAL AMERICANS



OF LOUISIANA TO DISCONTINUE INTEGRATION NEGROES ARE GOING WILD

HERE OUR PERSONAL SAFETY IN THE STREETS AND IN OUR HOMES GROWS

MORE SERIOUS BY THE HOUR MY SINCERE PLEA IS INDORSED BY ALL

PARENTS WHO ARE GENUINELY CONCERNED FOR OUR CHILDREN WITH DEEPEST

PERSONAL RESPECT AND ADMIRATION FOR YOU AS ONE OF YOUR STRONG

SUPPORTERS PLEASE HELP US YOU ALONE HAVE THIS POWER ABOVE ALL

GO IFE WITH YOU

MRS ROY N SELLERS F36 STATE ST.
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President Dwight D. Wisenhower
The White House
Washington, D. C.

Deer sir:

This is my first and only request of you
since you have been in office. I ask you
to give some sort of verbal, moral support
to the integration attempt being mace in
New Orleans. The segre a-aion problem is a
blight on our country which we can ill
afford to carry much longer. The communists
roll with glee when these white suoremists
riots occur. They are sure to score a pro'a-
franda victory whenever these outblrcaks occur.
I somewhat realize the views of these sick
people in the South, and the .immense problems
facing them. But this change is absolutely
necessary and I would hope you would use
some of your huge store of good will for
this humane purpose. I thank you for your
time.

Respectfully yours,

W. Bradley Smith
513 Furnald
Columbia Univ.
NY 27, Ny

LI k



Nove neer 11, 1960

Dear r. angranda:

The S resident has asked ne to acknowledge
your letter to him of Novenber fourteenth.
ie wishes you to know that your interest in

writing is appreciated and your co-n.nents
have been noted.

The President fully recognizes his duty to
preserve, protect and defend the Oonstitu-
tion. You perhaps do not fully appreciate
the fact that Federal Judge ' right is properly
representing the I federal &overnrrtent in the
;'ew DrLeans situation.

Sincerely,

b. rrederic borrow
A administrative Officer
Special Projects Group

Sr. *. I. Zangranda
6,136 Karchwood Avenue

hiladeiphia 43,-A ennsytvania 1r s
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:oveqmber itt, 1963 C

and Ir. Ukski:

he V resident has asked <e to respond to
Your letter to hin of recent datc. He vrishes

uu to know that your interest in wvritin is
appreciated and your co. rN rtent& hbave bee-
ttoted.

SYou know fro.:, the nes neia, o 3 . -

day: Nove ber fourteenth, integration betar
;a the public school cyste; ii New Orlean
1y federal aourt order. he Suprcne .aourt

or. our oConstitution In . y of 1954 that
d aittance to a public school cannot be dtuie<

an <t.erican citizen because of race, color o
creed n bust e obeyed.

Oinlcerely,

S.>rederic "orrow
? d.aniuatrative officerr
Special t rejects CGroup

r. an. r:,s Conarn Pkuski
41 I rest ill' vnue

irs
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avem 1) ber 12, 960G

>ear t. tardy:

The recentt has asked ne to respond to
1Tour letter to hi of November seventeenth.
tc -Ashes you to 3aemre that your interest in
writirg is appreciated and you co seints
have been noted.

You -ay be ure the Fresideat stands firdnxly
behind the efforts of federal Judge J. Skelly

r iSht to carry out the Supre -no &ourt ruinA:
T: ts publiC. schools of Nevw'rlcans.

8Aicreiy.

r4

I. rederic Orrow

administrative Cfficer
Special Projects Group

±r. Gordon urdy
91 'est Vine street
Stckton 3, .anifornia ir s



17 November 1960

The President
The White House
washington, D. C.

Dear President Eisenhower:

Do you want to be remembered as a great President in the
eyes of the American neople and the world?

Do you want to set an example of right that all of us can
follow and which will be remembered as one of the dramatic ac-
tions of history?

Do you want to shame the American people into proner be-
havior and attitudes?

Do you want to be the champion of the American Negro and
for oppressed peonles everywhere?

May I humbly suggest that yoi take a short period of time
from yrnir busy schedule, fly to New Orleans, walk to school with
three six-year-old Negro children, and attend classes with them

.or one, two, or three da rys--whatever time it takes to show The
mistaken people of' New Orleans and the South that th4i r attitude
and behavior IS wrong, wrone in the eyes of the majloritv of the
American people, wrons in the eyes of the world citizens, and
wrong in the' eyes of one of the -ost popular Presidents in
American history. Porularity is fleeting--action such as the
above would NEVER be forgotten

Mr. President, are you on your way? I am going to bed to-
night ashamed of the United States of Akneica and ashamed of my
connections with the Christian Ch'rch--will you return my faith
to me and to a2l the oonles of the world?

Mr. President, is your pLane warming un?

Hopefully and respectfully yours,

Gord on Purdy

012 West Vine Street
Stockton 3, California
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November 22, 1960

Dear Mr. Tibbette:

The President has asked n to respo to
your letter to him of November seventeenth.
He wishes you to know that your interest in
writing is appreciated and your coneate
have been noted.

You may be sure the Presiden stands firmly
behind the efforts of Federal Judge J Seklly

ri to carry out iSprae Court ruling
in the public schools of New Orleans.

Sincerely,

E. Frederic Morrow
Administrative Officer
Special Projects Group

Mr. Norris L. .Tibbetts, Jr.
5716 Arbor Vttac.
Madison S, Wisconsin

I-

/ 9,

irs



5716 Arbor Vitae Place
adison 5, Wisconsin

Nov. 17, 1903

The President of the United States
The Wxhite House,
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. President:

I am writing with regard to the distressing situation
which exists today in the effort to carry out federal policy
in the schools of the south in general and in New Orleans in
particular.

The law in this respect has been clarified by the Supreme
Court. It remains the duty of each citizen to abide by the law,
in spirit and in fact. The place of Negro citizens in this
country was established in a bloody war which was won by the
Union forces almost 100 years ago. I am white and I have lived
in the south* There can be no moral justification for a "lost
cause" based on the supremacy of one color of human being over
another human of different complexion.

Wlhat is it doing to us as a nation when five six-year old
girls must be provided with armed escorts to permit them to attend
the school which they are legally required to attend? From a
purely practical standpoint, the white race is a minority in a world
in which we are seeking approval of our way of life; as long as
such occurrences as are now underway are permitted to continue,
we have no right to preach to any nation on the globe. As you know
far better than do I, international tensions could precipitate war
of either the korean nature or on a broader scale. I joined with
you in the effort of 1941-hS; I would prefer to avoid involvement
in another war, or the involvement of my sonq where one of the
issues is the country's performance in relation to citizens of a
color different eelow than your's or mine.

With all respect and humility, I would like to suggest an
approach to this problem. Could you not, with your great personal
popularity and the majebty of your office, intervene personally in
thesc local school disturbances? Here is how it could work.



The scene is New Orleans. The crowd is gathering for its
morning hate session - teen agers, mothers, fathers and the usual
drifters, The police are moving about uneasily, distressed at the
prospect of pushing their neighbors around and at the accusations
which are shrieked at them0 A car drives up. From it steps the
President of the United States. He mingles with the crowd. "What
seems to be the trouble hereT My name is Dwight Eisenhower and I
understand you have some grievance against the United States."
Few people could stand up to this. Were you to be insulted, this
would be an insult to this country and your office; not too many
people in this nation would stand for that, nobth or south. Were
you to be subject to eggs or tomatos, the target is not just you
but every citizen in the land. Were you to be physically assaulted,
the impact of this attack on our chief executive would resound
through the country. Were you to take the hand of a six-year old
Negro girl and lead her through the nob, you would be personifying
the greatness, and the morality, and the principles of the United
States, (It may be that the hazards to your person would be so
viewed as to cause your security advisors to veto such an adventure.
This certainly had merit in relation to the proposed visit to Japan.
T believe that it has less merit in relation to a visit to New Orleans.
However, I would never question your courage in such a situation.)

If in your judgment, Mr. Nixon and Mr. Kennedy and Nr. Johnson
should be involved in the suggested enterprise, I would be pleased.
This would help dramatize the non-partisan natu-re of the issue and
it would leave the dissidents with no place to go. In this country,
under the law, they HAVE no place to go. This should be brought
firmly to their attention.

Dear sir, I implore your action in this matter, This is not
an off-the-cuff proposal. I wish that you and Mr. Stephenson had been
able to intervene personally at Little Rock, and so wished at the time.
The parachute infantry is fine and should it be needed again, by all
means employ it. But in my view, nothing could take the place of
your presence at any and all of these disturbed areas

Respectfully yours,

Norris L. Tibbettss Jr.
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ROUTE SLIP

To The Attorney General November 22, 1960

For appropriate handling:

Telegrams to the President re the school situation in Louisiana:

Mr. and Mrs. Felix Van Cleef, 1765 E. 55, Chicago, Ill. 11/20

Ed Pfund, Newtown, Conn., 11/20

Jerome Wyckocc, and others, NYC 11/i7

Robert Cohen, 1065 Gordon St., Atlanta, Ga., 11/18

Dr. Thomas S. Gardner and Dr. E. Bundy, Upsala College, East Orange, N. J. 11/18

Mrs. Joe Frankel, Jr., Danville, Ky., 11/16

Mrs. B. Lee '/1 Lifshutz, 780 Terrell Road, San Antonio, Texas, 11/17

Paul Burg, Highland Park, Ill. 1/ 17

Kenneth Marthey, Cappaqua, N. Y 11/ 17

Jeanne Hale, 31 W. 10th St., NYC 11/17

Annie Florence Cook, 813 56th St., Oakland 8, C lif. '11/17

Dr. and Mrs. Frank Herman, Province Line Road, Princeton, N. J., 11/19

Peggy Runkle, 'Stetson University, Deland, Fla. , 11/21

HermanFurlough, and others, Marshall, Texas, 11/21

Mrs. William McInerney, §t. Petersburg, Fla., 11/21

Harry Stein, Pres., Students for Integration, University of Minnesota, Box 13870, Coffman
Union, Minneapolis, Minn., 11/21



vJ011 NL PD

CHICAGO ILL 21

THE PRESIDENT

THE WHITE HOUSE WASHDC

YOUR EXCELLENCY YOU DID SOMETHING ABOUT LITTLE ROCK NOW PLEASE DO

SOMETHING ABOUT NEW ORLEANS OR OUR PRESTIGE WILL REALLY BE IN

JEOPARDY WE ARE THE KINDS OF WHITES WHO BELIEVE IN FAIR PLAY THE

CONSTITUTION MUST BE OBEYED AND THE EDICTS OF THE SUPREME COURT

MUST BE ENFORCED

MR AND MRS FELIX VANCLEEF 1765 EAST 55.



WA 005 NL PD (17

TDFP NEWTOWN CONN 20

THE PRESIDENT

THE WHITE HOUSE WASHDC

LET US SEE AT LEAST A TINY FLICKER OF LEADERSHIP LEiORE YOUR WEAK

KNEED ADMINISTRATION IS TERMINATED INTEGRATE LOUISIANA AND THE

ENTIRE CONFEDERACY WITH THE FORCE AND STRENGTH THAT IS REQUIRED

TO ESTABLISH FREEDOM IN THE USA MEET YOUR OBLIGATIONS TRY EEING A

LEADER

ED PFUND.



A SHA384 PD

RI NEWYORK NY VIA SAVANNAH GA NOV 17 1960

HON DWIGHT D EISENHOWER

AUGUSTA GA

WE URGE THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES TO GIVE MORAL

LEADERSHIP BY A STATEMENT ON DESEGREGATION IN OUR SCHOOLS

JEROME WYCKOC RHODA J GLUCK ERIC GLUCKMAN SUSAN

ROM JOAN POWELL CHARLOTTE THEIL PATRICIA VOLCOTT

PETER A BORDEN LIONEL MCCLEAN HAZEL J PACKARD PETER

R LIMBURG DENA UCHIM SUE TONKONOGY ANN MYERS JACQUES

CHAZAUD CAHOLE TRAGER RICHARD HARKINS ROGER MENGES

SAM WOHL ELLEN MURPHY NAOMI CAPLAN LEONOR VADI ANN



2

L WEINGARDEN PIERRE M MARTINOT CHARLES VERRAL IRWIN

SHAPIRO J H JONES JONATHAN BARTLETT.



A LLX102 PD

FAX ATLANTA GA NOV 18 1960 1107A EST

DWIGHT DEISENHOWER

AUGUSTA GA

CONGRATULATIONS ON FORTHRIGHT STAND WHICH YOU HAVE TAKEN IN

SUPPORT OF FEDERAL COURT ORDER AND THOSE SUPPORTING IT IN

NEW ORLEANS CRISIS

ROBERT COHEN ATTORNEY AT LAW

1065 GORDON ST ATLANTA GA



P PEA230 NL PD

PASSAIC NJER NOV 18 1960

PRESIDENT DWIGHT D EISENHOWER

AUGUSTA GA

,AY WE SUGGEST YOU USE YOUR GREAT STATURE TO CALM THE SITUATION

IN NEW ORLEANS BY AN APPEAL THAT INTEGRATION BEING THE ETHICAL

LAW OF THE LAND PROCEED IN PEACE

DR THOMAS S GARDNER DR E BUNDY

UPSALA COLLEGE E ORANGE NJER



CT DNA011

PD DANVILLE KY NOV 16 1960 238P EST 1960

PRESIDENT DWIGHT D EISENHOWER

AUGUSTA GA

JUDGE SKELLEY WRIGHT NEEDS YOUR ENCOURAGEMENT AND MORAL

AUPPORT AT ONCE AS AN ADMIRER OF YOURS A CITIZEN OF THE UNITED

STATES, AS A HUMAN BEIN( , I URGE YOU TO GIVE THIS SUPPORT.

MRS JOE FRANKEL, JUNIOR.



D SAA889 NL PD

SAN ANTONIO TEX NOV 17 1960

PRESIDENT DWIGHT D EISENHOWER

AUGUSTA GA

MAY I RESPECTFULLY URGE YOU TO USE YOUR TREMENDOUS POPULARITY

IN THE CASE OF JUSTICE. WERE YOU TO ACCOMPANY THE NEGRO CHILDREN

TO SCHOOL IN NEW ORLEANS I FEEL CERTAIN THAT YOU COULD STEM THE

TIDE OF THIS SHAMEFUL AND DEGRADING EPISODE. SINCERELY

MRS B LEE LIFSHUTZ 780 TERRELL ROAD



S HPAO67 NL PD

HIGHLAND PARK ILL NOV 17 1960

PRES DENT EISENHOWER

AUGUSTA GA

PLEASE PERSONALLY LEAD US IN SOLVING THE NEV ORLEANS

SCHOOL SITUATION

PAUL BURG.



SY 1KA195 PD TDMK C(HAPPAQUA NY NOV 17 1960 930P EST

PRESIl'ENT EISENAHfWER

AUGUSTA NATIONAL GOLF CLUB AUGUSTA GA

AS A FORMER SOLDIER WHO SERVED AND RECEIVED A CITATION UNDER

YOUR COMfAN'D AD AS AN OBSERVER OF WHAT YOUR APPEARANCE

MEANT IN CRITICAL SITUATIONS I WOULD LIKE TO SUGGEST THAT YOU

ES, ORT THE FOUP LITTLE CHILDREN OF NEW ORLEAAS TO SCHOOL

KENJETH MARTHEY.



SY NB149 NL PD

NEW YORK NY NOV 17 1960

PRES DWIGHT EISENHOWER

AUGUSTA GA

AS A GREAT PRESIDENT, YOU CAN DO MORE IN THESE LAST MONTHS OF

YOUR TENURE TO STORE MORAL FIBRE AND BACKBONE AND SHOW THE REST

OF THE WORLD WE BELIEVE IN THE CONSTITUTION WHICH YOU WERE THE

ONLY PRESIDENT TO UPHOLD. THE U S SUFFERED AT HOME AND ABROAD

BECAUSE OF THE TRAGEDY OF LITTLE ROCK. BLAZE A TRAIL FOR LIBERTY

IN NEW ORLEANS WHICH THE DEMOCRATS ' !ILL BE FORCED TO FOLLOW OR

FOREVER BE DAMNED, OUR PARTY HAS DONE MORE FOR CIVIL RIGHTS THAN



2

THEY COULD EVER CLAIM OR LIVE UP TO. THIS IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY TO

PROVE FOR ALL OF US THAT HUMAN EQUALITY AND DECENCY ARE OUR PLEDGE

TO THE WORLD, AND THUS MAKE OUR CHILDREN PROUD OF THEIP HERITAGE

JEANNE HALE

31 WEST 10TH ST NYC.



A LLD234 DL PD

OAKLAND CALIF 17 118P PST

PRESIDENT DWIGHT D EISENHOWER

MAMIES CABIN LITTLE WHITEHOUSE AUGUSTA GA

DEAR MR. PRESIDENT: IT PAINS ME THAT NEW ORLEANS HAS BECOME A

DEFINITE BREEDING PLACE FOR HATRED, VIOLENCE AND MASSIVE DEFIANCE

OF THE LAW WITH SO MUCH INFLUENCE POSITION AND PERSONALITY WISE

YOUR SLIGHTEST EXPRESSION WOULD BE HEARD PLEASE SPEAK AGAINST THE

CONTINUAL INJUSTICES NEGROES ARE SUFFERING WE MUST UPHOLD DEMOCRATIC

PRINCIPLES

ANNIE FLORENCE COOK 813 56 ST OAKLAND 8 CALIF.



WUA012 PD

PRINCETON NJER NOV 19 947A EST

THE PRESIDENT

THE WHITE HOUSE

NEWORLEANS PRESENTS AN OPPORTUNITY FOR MORAL LEADERSHIP

PLEASE MAKE A STRONG PUBLIC STATEMENT NOW--FOR INTEGRATION

DR AND MRS FRANK HERMAN PROVINCE LINE RD PRINCETON NJ.



WAOI1 PD

DELAND FLO NOV 21 159P EST

THE PRESIDENT

THE WHITE HOUSE

AS A PARTICIPANT IN STUDENT NOW-VIOLENT ACTION FOR RACIAL EQUALITY

I URGE YOU TO USE YOUR LEADERSHIP AND MORAL FORCE TO APPEAL TO THE

PEOPLE OF NEW ORLEANS AND OF THE ENTIRE NATION TO ACCEPT WITH

CHRISTIAN LOVE THIS NECESSARY SOCIAL CHANGE

PEGGY RUNKLE STETSON UNIVERSITY DELAND FLA.

I m - m m m m



WA015 NL PD

MARSHALL TEX NOV 21

THE PRESIDENT

THE WHITE HOUSE

ONCE BEFORE, A HUNDRED YEARS AGO, OUR NATION LAY DIVIDED BECAUSE

OF LACK OF, OR RELUCTANT LEADERSHIP WE

AS AMERICAN CITIZENS WOULD NOT LIKE TO SEE THIS HAPPEN AGAIN

ESPECIALLY WITH SUCH A GREAT LEADER AS YOURSELF AT THE HELM

WE ASK YOU AS PRESIDENT OF THIS UNITED STATES TO USE YOUR

LEADERSHIP AND MORAL SUPPORT TO REUNITE A DIVIDED NATION. WE



CALL UPON YOU PERSONALLY OR APPOINT THE ATTORNEY GENERAL TO

LEAD THE FOUR NEGRO SCHOOL CHILDREN IN NEW

ORLEANS TO THEIR CLASSES

HERMAN FURLOUGH WILEY COLLEGE SHIRLEY FAYE GEORGE RETHA

ANN TYLER JERRY WILHITE ROPERT MCCULLOUGH

WALTER J SAPP ROY J ROBERTS CELESTA SMITH

MARGARET WASHINGTON, GWENDOLYN JACKSON, CALVIN 0 HENRY,

WARREN A SCOTT, OCELL MILLER JR, BILLY R BROWN

WILEY COLLEGE VETERANS CLUE KATIE R FOSTER*



WAnot NL PD 21

STPETERSBURG FLO 21

THE PRESIDENT

THE WHITE HOUSE

MY DEAR MR PRESIDENT FOR A SIMPLIFIED AND WORKABLE SOLUTION

AND METHOD FOR FULL INTEGRATION OF SCHOOLS IN ALL STATES FROM

KINDERGARTEN THROUGH HIGH SCHOOL TO STOP MEN WOMEN AND CHILDREN

SCREAMING WITH RACIAL HATREDS IN THE UNITED STATES MAY I SUGGEST

MR PRESIDENT AN IDEA STOP SEPARATION OF THE SEXES OR THE ABOLITION

OF CO-EDUCATION IN ALL PUBLIC SCHOOLS THROUGHOUT THE NATION



STOP WE THE UNITED STATES CANNOT AFFORD TO LET ANY MINORITY

GROUP RISE UP AND COMPLETELY RUIN THE REPUTATION OF AMERICAN

IN THIS TROUBLED WORLD OF TODAY. CHILDREN ARE BEING DENIED

THE BASIC THINGS OF LIFE AND ARE SUFFERING ALL OVER THE WORLD

BECAUSE OF THE ACTION OF ADULTS. BOTH THE KAUCASIAN AND NEGRO

CHILDREN ARE BEING ABUSED DENIED AND MADE TO SUFFER IN THIS

OUR COUNTRY DO WE REALLY WANT GOD TO HAVE TO CONDEMN AMERICA

BECAUSE WE HAVE HURT HIS CHILDREN AFTER ALL THE GOOD CHARITABLE

AND SACRIFICAL WORK THE UNITED STATES HAS DONE ALL OVER THE

WORLD THESE PAST EIGHT YEARS. MOST RESPECTFULLY YOURS

MRS WILLIAM MCINERNEY.



WAO20 NL PD

MINNEAPOLIS MINN NOV 21

THE PRESIDENT

THE WHITE HOUSE

DEAR PRESIDENT EISENHOWER, WE ARE AN ORGANIZATION OF UNIVERSITY

OF MINNESOTA STUDENTS CONCERNED WITH SECURING EQUAL RIGHTS

FOR ALL AMERICANS. IN NEW ORLEANS MOB RULE THREATENS TO ROB



FOUR SMALL NEGRO CHILDREN OF PART OF THEIR RIGHTS AS AMERICAN

CITIZENS. WHAT HAPPENS IN NEWd ORLEANS WHEN THE SCHOOLS

RE-OPEN MONDAY MAY PROVE FATEFUL FOR THE

ENTIRE NATION. THE TIME CRIES OUT FOR DECISIVE

NATIONAL LEADERSHIP. THEREFORE, WE URGE YOU TO APPEAL IN PERSON

TO THE PEOPLE OF NEW ORLEANS AND LOUISIANA 1OR DIGNIFIED

ACCEPTANCE OF SCHOOL INTEGRATION. RESPECTFULLY

HARRY STEIN PRESIDENT STUDENTS FOR INTEGRATION UNIVERSITY

OF MINNESOTA EOX 13871 COFFMAN UNION MPLS.
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November Z, 1960

Dear Mr. Boylan:

The Prodet has aked me to acknowledge
yarI leter to him Of Moverabor seVeateath
in repec to the Akeot crieto in Le is.

tea my be a"e the Prettent stands fitmly
betted JVudgeJ. Sheiy Wright.,

Yortakeret in writing is appreciated.

Sikcerely,

E. Fredrtc Morrow
A rstaaeve Ottleer
Speia Prooets Group

Mr. John Boylan
434 Pueble Way
ScottSdale. Artmna

I

JtJ "P l I 1''"
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JOHN BOYLAN
434 PUEBLO WAY

SCOTTSDALE, ARIZONA

November 17, 1960

Honorable DuTiQjht D. Eisonhower
President Of The United States
White House
WYashington, District of Columbia

Deer Mr. President:

I urge you to use the full )owers of the
United States Government to enforce the
decision to interrate the public schools
of New Orleans, Louisiana.

I believe this limited integration is fair
to those that orotest immediate and complete
integration, but I do not believe that
terror should ;revail and those that so object
should be made to realize t4That we will
uphold our Constitution in all parts of the
NTat ion,

I am confident that the role you olay in this
crisis will be based on your desire to make
our Coasbitution york.

Reotf ully,

on Boylan



K 9 12

WA027 PD

TYLER TEX NOV 19 527P CST

THE PRESIDENT

THE WHITE HOUSE

DUE TO UNCERTAINTY OF ELECTION RETURNS PLEASE DO NOT INVOLVE

OUR PARTY IN SEGREGATION ISSUE IN LOUISIANA

VAN ZANDT COUNTY REPUBLICAN PARTY.



November ta,1960

The President has asked =as to respeed to year

leter to mam at Nevexr eO*ghateaoth14Hewishas
yea to know"on your snowest in wastesis appae.
-eeed Iand year co"mak havebeen voted.

Yeea nwy be aerethe Predst redy regress
as eo " stMOO swhih rsety acentto
Now Orteens. me sadrrsybhe ug
wrigs itothe apingof tihe Cer

agagteaut to dentat an Anaerican citen on
0he beat of ram. msetr or weed. Theedslae
of the att4LtiesTare appreelated, heto the long an
teheashit ad of ang iategrated togethr in ea
ason "anmanag lon seetadaagnetA# te"e"a"
will mkeeaou t eoya&better am in which to live,

or, as yeu pa At t a stronger America.

N. Fredeste Meesw

AdministratheOffi4e

SpecialProte*0Ct ro

M**. Alrm&
4Z Santth treet
Amwtyvt~ex Long Island
New FTerkk Ir s
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November ZZ, l460

Deaw Mrs. Fordhaum:

The President has asked mse to acknowledge
and thank you for your leter to him of Noven-
her seventeenth.- He wishes yeu to haew that
your interest in writing is appreciatMdad
your coraments have been noted.

You may be sre the Preetdent depose the
demoastratlene which have recently occurred
in New Orleans and stas firmly behind Judge
WrliT1'jinlSupreme Court ruling of May4
1954. that admtr i iwiZbiahl cens
not be denied an American citison on the basia
of race, color or greed must be obeyed in
spite of the difficulties lavelved in areas of
our cantry where there is a large diverse
papalation.

Sincerely,

E. Frederic Morrow
Admdisttative Offceir
Special Projects Group

Mrs. HarryFordhar
306 North Frankl& Z3treet
Watkins Glea, New York irs
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THE WHITE HOUSE OFFICE

ROUTE SLIP
(To Remain With Correspondence)

The Attorney General

NOV21,196
~tRFILES

FROM THE STAFF SECRETARY

ACTION: comment

Draft reply

For direct reply

For your information

For necessary action

For appropriate handling -

See below

Remarks:

GPO 16-71264-1

Telegrams to the P frorn the following, re
school situation in Louisiana:

F. Monroe Labouisse, 1211 Philip St., New
Bland Bruns, New Orleans, 11/16
Ervin Miller, 205 St. Marks Sq., Phila., F

By direction of the President:

Orleans,11/16 A.J.GOO PASTER
St fSe tary

a., 11/16
George-H. Wolfson, Pres., Board of Education, Allendale, N. J., 11/16

over

TO-
PROMPT HANDLING IS ESSENTIAL.
WHEN DRAFT REPLY IS REQUESTED
THE BASIC CORRESPONDENCE MUST
BE RETURNED. IF ANY DELAY IN
SUBMISSION OF DRAFT REPLY IS
ENCOUNTERED, PLEASE TELEPHONE
OFFICE OF THE STAFF SECRETARY.

Date November 19, 1960

elb



Howard Lee Vanaradale, 1600 S. 3rd, Louisville, Ky., 11/16
W. C., Parnell, Anniston, Ala.. 11/16
Mrs. Reva,Lay, 3603 Laurel St., New Orleans, 11/16
JohnRandolph, and others, NYC, 11/17
Chaplain Harry M., Tattelbaum, Parris Island, S. C., 11/17
Barbara and Oliver, Chase, 21 Abbot St., Dorchester, Mass., 11/17
Sidney. &acklti. 13Z4 Hillman St., Youngstown, Ohio, 11/18

Dr. Warren FSpencer, Evanston, Ill., 11/18
The(NAACP, 16 State St., Rochester, N. Y., 11/18
The Student7Bdy, Browne and Nichols School, Cambridge, Mass., 11/18
Henry J. Dempsey, 511 Clairmont P1., Cranford, N. J., 11/18
Bishop Luther Stewart and Bishop B. JulianA$mith, College of Bishops of

the Christian Methodist Episcopal Church, 664 Vance
Ave., Memphis, Tenn., 11/18

Charles Duarte, Pres., andRichard Lynden, Sec. -Treas., Warehouse
Union Local 6 ILWU, 255 9th St., San Francisco,
Cal., 11/18

J. W. Schadwell, 1411 St. Roch Ave., New Orleans, 11/18



NS LLJ217 DL PD

NEW ORLEANS LA NOV 16 1960 410P CST

PRESIDENT DWIGHT D EISENHOWER

AUGUSTA GA

AS AN INDIVIDUAL WHO IS A CITIZEN OF THE UNITED STATES AND OF

THE STATE OF LOUISIANA AND WHO IS AWARE OF YOUR OATH AND INTENSE

DESIRE TO DEFEND THE CONSTITUTION AND TO PRESERVE THE UNION AND

ALSO OF THE VERY GREAT RESPECT IN WHICH YOU ARE HELD BY AMERICAN

CITIZENS EVERYWHERE INCLUDING THE STATE OF LOUISIANA, I URGENTLY

REQUEST YOU TO ISSUE A WORD OF COUNSEL TO THE CITIZENS OF LOUISIANA,

MANY OF WHOM HAVE BECOME INFLAMED TO THE POINT OF INCIPIENT RIOT



2

BY OUR OWN CONSTITUTIONAL LEADERS AND BY LOCAL PRESSURE GROUPS

IN THE NAME OF PRESERVING SCHOOL SEGREGATION AT ANY COST. I AM

CONVINCED THAT SUCH COUNSEL, COMING FROM YOU NOW BEFORE FUTURE

IRREPARABLE HARM IS DONE WOULD HAVE AN IMMEDIATE EFFECT ON

RESTORING A GREATER DEGREE OF REASON AND PERSPECTIVE TO OUR

CITIZENS AS WELL AS TO OUR LEADERSa

F MONROE LABOUISSE

1211 PHILIP ST NEW ORLEANS LA



NS LLB127 NL PD

NEW ORLEANS LA NOV 16 1960

PRES DWIGHT D EISENHOWER

AUGUSTA GA

I BELIEVE THAT THOUSANDS OF CITIZENS OF NEW ORLEANS WHO

LIKE MYSELF WOULD URGE YOU TO USE YOUR GREAT INFLUENCE

AND YOUR PRESTIGE IN THIS TIME OF CRISES IN OUR CITY

AND STATE

BLAND BRUNS.



P TDA629 NL PD

PHILADELPHIA PENN NOV 16 1960

PRESIDENT DWIGHT D EISENHOWER

AUGUSTA GA

URGENTLY REQUEST YOUR ACTIVE MORAL LEADERSHIP TO SUPPORT

FEDERAL COURTS IN NEW ORLEANS SCHOOL CRISIS

ERVIN MILLER 205 STMARKS SQUARE PHILADELPHIA



P RJA169 PD

ALLENDALE NJER 16 732P EST

PRESIDENT EISENHOWER

AUGUSTA GA

URGE YOU TO EXERT YOUR GREAT POWERS OF LEADERSHIP TO BRING

ORDER INTO THE SCHOOL SITUATION IN LOUISIANA. FAILURE TO

DO THIS CAN DO US GREAT DAMAGE THROUGHOUT THE WORLD.

GEORGE H. WOLFSON, PRESIDENT ALLENDALE BOARD OF

EDUCATION, ALLENDALE N. J.



CT LVA686 NL PD

LOUISVILLE KY NOV 16 1960

PRESIDENT DWIGHT D EISENHOWER

AUGUSTA GA

DEAR MR PRESIDENT; AS PERESIDENT WHY DONT YOU GIVE YOUR

BEST MORAL SUPPORT IN ASKING THE PEOPLE OF NEW ORLEANS

AND LOUISIANA TO RESPECT THE LAW OF THE LAND AND ACT

WrITH HUMANE DIGNITY TOWARDS THEIR FELLOW NEIGHBORS AND

CITIZENS IN A FREE COUNTRY. IT IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY AND

DUTY. PLEASE DO YOUR BEST IMMEDIATELY RESPECTFULLY



2

ATTORNEY HOWARD LEE VANARSDALE

1600 SOUTH THIRD LOUISVILLE KY



NS ANA124 NL PD

ANNISTON ALA NOV 16 1960

DWIGHT DEISENHOWER

AUGUSTA GA

HAVE JUST WATCHED TNE NEWS CAST ON DE-SEGREGATION IN NEW

ORLEANS THIS IS A DISGRACE TO OUR NATION. I URGE THAT YOU

TAKE STEPS TO END ALL ATTEMPTS TO INTERGRATE SCHOOLS IN THE

SOUTH 0 YOU ARE DOING MORE HARM THAN GOOD FOR THIS NATION.

I DONT SEE HOW YOUR CONSCIENCE WOULD LET THIS THING GO ANY

FURTHER

W C PARNELL



NS LLBO96 NL PD

NEWORLEANS LA NOV 16 1960

PRES EISENHOWER

AUGUSTA GA

PLEASE ALL WE WANT IS TO HAVE OUR DAY IN COURT WHICH HAS

BEEN DENIED AS BY A FEDERAL JUDGE BLOODSHED AND RIOTING

ARE GOING ON WE DONT WANT THAT ALL WE ASK IS OUR DAY IN

COURT PLEASE HELP THIS STATE

MRS REVA LAY

3603 LAUREL ST



A032 NL PD I
huA17 Pi9 4 5

NEW YORK NY NOV 17

THE PRESIDENT

THE WHITE HOUSE

SHOCKED AT DISGRACEFUL BEHAVIOR OF LOUISIANA STATE LEGISLATURE

TO CIRCUMVENT DESEGREGATION IN NEW ORLEANS PUBLIC SCHOOL URGE

YOU USE FULL OFFICE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT TO DEFEND RIGHTS OF

ALL CHILDREN NEGRO AND WHITE TO ATTEND SCHOOL WITHOUT INTIMIDATION

JOHN RANDOLPH SARAH CUNNINGHAM THOMAS WILLIAMS NAN MCFARLAND

THEODORE BIKEL RENE GUERIN RADDY BROOKS SHEPPARD KERMAN



BRIAN DAVIES WILLIAM GOODE WILLIAM ERANCHO PETER ZEISLER

ANNA SMITH KIRBY SMITH LUCE ENNIS ZOYA LEPORSKA MIM VONDRA

CONNIE WEBBER TATIANA TROYANOS MARILYN ROGERS MARY SUSAN LOCKE

JOSEPH STEWART GINA VIGLIONE KATHY MILLER ARTHUR WARREN EVANNA LIEN

KATHY DUNN.



WAC!25 NL PD

PARRIS ISLAND SOCAR NOV 17

THE PRESIDENT

THE WHITE HOUSE

DEAR SIR:

IN VIEW OF PUBLIC DISORDER - NEW ORLEANS- CAUSE OF

INTEGRATION AND UPHOLDING OF CONSTITUTION COULD BE IMMEASUREABLY

ADVANCED BY DIRECT STATEMENT FROM YOU TO CITIZENS OF COMMUNITY

RE MORAL - LEGAL RESPONSIBILITY - OR POSSIBLE VISIT WITH

NO POLITICAL LOSS AT THIS TIME. SINCERELY



CHAPLAIN HARRY M TATTELEAUM DEPOT CHAPLAINS OFFICE MCRD.



AO2F NL PD

TDb DORCHESTER MASS NOV 17

THE PRESIDENT

THE WHITE HOUSE

SUGGEST S S FLEET NOW IN CARRIEEAN WOULD BE BETTER EMPLOYED

IN NEWORLEANS

BARBARA AND OLIVER CHASE 21 ALBOT ST DORCHESTER MASS.



A01

WA013 PD

YOUNGSTOWN OHIO 955A EST

THE PRESIDENT

THE WHITE HOUSE

NEGRO CHILDRENS RIGHTS IN NEW ORLEANS MORE PRECIOUS THAN CENTRAL

AMERICAN ACT NOW

SIDNEY RACKOFF 1324 HILLMAN ST.



DK0 M PM 9 ! 4

WAO29 PD

EVANSTON ILL NOV 1F 655P CST

THE PRESIDENT

THE WHITE HOUSE

MR PRESIDENT, ACT NOW DONT LET RACIAL BIGOTS IN NEW ORLEANS

LYNCH THE RIGHTS OF NEGROES WHO ARE CONSTITUTIONALLY ENTITLED TO AN

EDUCATION YOU HAVE SWORN TO SUPPORT THE CONSTITUTION THEREFORE YOU HAVE

A POSITIVE DUTY TO SUPPORT THE FEDERAL JUDICIARY. EXPEDIENT THAT

YOU MAKE A PUBLIC STATEMENT NOW SUPPORTING INTEGRATION

WARREN F SPENCER MD.



WA032 NL PD

ROCHESTER NY NOV 19

THE PRESIDENT

THE WHITE HOUSE

WE URGE YOU TO USE THE WEIGHT OF YOUR POSITION AS A LEADER

OF THE PEOPLE TO SPEAK OUT AGAINST THE LAWLESSNESS OF THE RIOTERS

IN NEW ORLEANS AND TO CALL UPON THE PEOPLE AND LEADERS OF LOUISIANA

TO VIGOROUSLY SUPPORT THE SUPREME COURT IN ITS DECISION TO

GUARANTEE TO ALL CITIZENS EQUAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

THE NAACP 16 STATE ST.



WA034 NL PD

WELLESLEY MASS NOV 18

THE PRESIDENT

THE WHITE HOUSE

AS FUTURE LEADERS OF THIS COUNTRY WE VIEW THE CRISIS IN NEW

ORLEANS WITH MUCH INTEREST WE URGE YOU TO SUPPORT WITH THE

WEIGHT OF YOUR OFFICE ALL THOSE WHO ARE MAKING A SINCERE ATTEMPT

TO SOLVE THIS PROELEM WE ARE SURE THAT YOUR LEADERSHIP WILL

BRING AEOUT AN EFFECTIVE SOLUTION

THE STUDENT BODY BROWNE AND NICHOLS SCHOOL CAMBRIDGE MASS.



WA040 NL PD

CRANFORD NJER NOV 1F

THE PRESIDENT

THE WHITE HOUSE

THE LOUISIANA SITUATIONS IS A INTERNATIONAL DISGRACE. INSTEAD

OF YAPPING IDLY ABOUT COMMUNISM WHY DON'T YOU AND SOME OF

YOUR POLITICAL CO-BOARDS GET ON THE BALL AND SEE THAT THE CONSTITUTION

ALL RIGHTS OF AMERICAN CITIZENS ARE PRESERVED

HENRY J DEMPSEY 511 CLAIRMONT PL CRANFORD NJER.



WA005 NL PD

MEMPHIS TENN NOV 19

THE PRESIDENT

THE WHITE HOUSE

MR PRESIDENT WE THE MEMBERS OF THE COLLEGE OF BISHOPS OF THE

CHRISTIAN METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH URGENTLY APPEAL TO YOU

TO USE THE POWER OF YOUR GOOD OFFICES TO BRING TO BEAR MORAL

INFLUENCE UPON THE LEGISLATIVE BODY AND UPON THE LAW ENFORCEMENT

OFFICERS OF LOUISIANA TO SUPPORT THE FEDERAL COURT IN CARRYING

OUT ITS DECISION IN THE SCHOOL INTEGRATION CRISIS IN NEW ORLEANS



WE FEEL THAT SUCH ACTION ON YOUR PART MAY DE THE DECIDING FACTOR

FOR LAW AND ORDER IN THE PRESENT UPHEAVAL

BISHOP LUTHER STEWART SECTY OF THE COLLEGE BISHOP B JULIAN

SMITH CHAIRMAN OF THE COLLEGE 664 VANCE AVE



WA007 NL PD

FAX SANFRANCISCO CALIF NOV 1 Y LF AM 6 35

THE PRESIDENT

THE WHITE HOUSE

CONDONING THE NEW ORLEANS VIOLENCE AGAINST SCHOOL INTEGRATION

THROUGH LACK OF ACTION ON THE PART OF THE U S GOVERNMENT

IS A COMPLETE CONTRADICTION OF OUR MEMEERSHIP IN THE UNITED

NATIONS MUCH LESS OUR STATEMENTS PROFESSING bELIEF IN DEMOCRACY

NOTHING CAN HARM OUR POSITION MORE INTERNATIONALLY THAN SUCH

LAWLESSNESS AGAINST CHILDREN WHO DESIRE NOTHING MORE THAN A



DECENT EDUCATION IS YOUR OFFICE GOING TO REMAIN SILENT ON

THIS ISSUE

CHARLES DUARTE PRESIDENT RICHARD LYNDEN SECRETARY TREASURER

WAREHOUSE UNION LOCAL 6 ILWU 255 NINTH ST SAN FRANCISCO CALIF



A0 10 NL PD 9 6 42

NEWORLEANS LA NOV 18

THE PRESIDENT

THE WHITE HOUSE

DEAR MR PRESIDENT HOW CAN YOU PLAY GOLF IN AUGUSTA OR ANY

OTHER PLACE WHILE THE CIVIL RIGHTS OF THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE

OF LOUISIANA ARE BEING JEOPARDIZED BY THE FEDERAL COURTS STOP

HOW CAN YOU SANCTION SUCH ACTION BY THE SUPREME COURT IN INSTIGATING

THE WILL OF THE SUPREME COURT AGAINST THE PEOPLE OF OUR STATE

STOP WE ARE NOT IN FAVOR OF INTEGRATION AND NEVER WILL ABIDE



FEY ANY RULES OF A SUPREME COURT DOMINATED BY NORTHERN AND WESTERN

PEOPLE WHO HAD NEVER LIVED AND WHO ARE JEALOUS OF THE PEOPLE

WHO LIVE IN THE SOUTH STOP I FULLY REALIZE THAT THE SOUTH DOES

NOT HAVE THE NECESSARY CONGRESSIONAL OR SENATORIAL VOTES TO

IMPEACH THE SUPREME COURT OR ANY OF ITS DISTRICT COURTS EUT

IT AMOUNTS TO VIRTUAL DICTATORSHIP r.Y THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

WHEN THEY TRY TO CHANGE THE RIGHTS AND ATTITUDES OF THE PEOPLE

OF THE SOUTH STOP FOR NINETY YEARS THE SUPREME COURT OF THE

UNITED STATES DID NOTHING TO CHANGE THE ESTABLISHED PRACTICE

OF EQUAL BUT SEGREGATED FACILITIES THE SCHOOL CHILDREN OF THE



SOUTH STOP IN 1954 THE SUPREME COURT UNDER THE DIRECTION OF

EARL WARREN AS CHIEF JUSTICE SAW FIT THAT ALL PREVIOUS SUPREME

COURT JUSTICES WERE WRONG IN THEIR OPINION EY LETTING THE CONTINUED

POLICY OF SEGREGATION IN THE SOUTH STOP I COULD GO ON IN ALL

MY CONTEMPT FOR SUCH RULINGS AGAINST MYSELF AND ALL PEOPLE

OF THE SOUTHERN STATES BUT TO CONTINUE WITH ONLY THE ADDING

FUEL TO A FIRE STARTED EY THE NAACP WHICH CONTINUED TO BRING

PRESSURE UPON THE SUPREME COURT UNTIL IT HAD FINANCED BY NORTHERN

MONEY RENDER SUCH A DECISION AGAINST THE FIFTY MILLION PEOPLE

LIVING AND IM PROUD TO SAY IM ONE IN THE DEEP SOUTH YOURS



TRULY

J W SCHADWELL 1411 ST ROCH AVE NEW ORLEANS LA



THE WHITE HOUSE OFFICE

ROUTE SLIP
(To Remain With Correspondence)

TO rho Attorney General

FROM THE STAFF SECRETARY

ACTION: Comment

Draft reply

For direct reply

For your information

For necessary action

For appropriate handling a

See below

Remarks:

NOV231 4

9ItAt 1

Gpo 16-71264-1

Telegrams to the P from the following, re
the school situation in Louisiana:

Marsha Pearl, 288 Lexington Ave., NYC,
Frank C. Lyons, Cleveland 4, Ohio, 11/19

By direction of the President:

11/19 A. J. GOODPASTER
Staff Secretary

Robert and Mary Heineman, 94 Lakeview Ave., Cambridge, Mass., 11/19
James F. Dodd, 1117 Kerlerec St., New Orleans, La., 11/20

over

PROMPT HANDLING IS ESSENTIAL.
WHEN DRAFT REPLY IS REQUESTED
THE BASIC CORRESPONDENCE MUST
BE RETURNED. IF ANY DELAY IN
SUBMISSION OF DRAFT REPLY IS
ENCOUNTERED, PLEASE TELEPHONE
OFFICE OF THE STAFF SECRETARY.

Date Noveimber 22, 1460

elb



Mr. and Mrs. f elix VanCleef, 1765 E. 55, Chicago, Ill., 11/20
Ed Pfund, Newtown, Conn., 11/20
Jerome Wyckocc, and others, NYC, 11/17
Robert Cohen, 1065 Gordon St., Atlanta, Ga., 11/18
Dr. Thomas S. Gardner and Dr. E. Bundy, Upsala College, East Orange,

N. J., 11/18
Mrs. Joe Frankel, Jr., Danville, Ky., 11/16
Mrs. B. Lee Lifshutz, 780 Terrell Road, San Antonio, Texas, 11/17
Paul Burg, Highland Park, Ill., 11/17
Kenneth Marthey, Chappaqua, N.Y., 11/17
Jeanne Hale, 31 W. 10th St., NYC, 11/17
Annie Florence Cook, 813 56th St., Oakland 8, Cal., 11/17
Dr. and Mrs. Frank Herman, Province Line Road, Princeton, N. J., 11/19
Peggy Runkle, Stetson University, DeLand, Fla., 11/21
Herman Furlough, and others, Marshall, Texas, 11/21
Mrs. William McInerney, St. Petersburg, Fla., 11/21
Harry Stein, Pres., Students for Integration, University of Minnesota,

Box 13871, Coffmnan Union, Minneapolis, Minn., 7 11/21



WA023 NL PD 0 N 9 1 01

NEW YORK NY 19

THE PRESIDENT

THE WHITE HOUSE

IN SATURDAY NOVEMBER 19 NY TIMES LETTERS TO EDITOR THERE IS

ONE ON INTERGRATION WHICH SPEAKS TO YOU FROM SO MANY PEOPLE

SICK AND WORRIED BY THE LEHAVIOR OF AMERICANS IN LOUISIANA

PLEASE PLEASE GO TO NEW ORLEANS

MARSHA PEARL CITIZEN 2FE LEXINGTON AVE NYC.



WA024 NL PD

CLEVELAND OHIO 19

THE PRESIDENT

THE WHITE HOUSE

FOUR LITTLE GIRLS IN NEW ORLEANS LOUISIANA ARE WITHSTANDING

SLURS INSULTS MOB~ VIOLENCE, THREATS OF BODILY INJURY AND DEATH

TO CREATE RESPECT FOR LAW AND ORDER AND MAKE AMERICA FREE IN

DEED* I KNOW THE AMERICAN PEOPLE WOULD APPRECIATE GREATLY

IF YOU WOULD MAKE SOME UTTERANCE IN SUPPORT OF THIS FIGHT FOR

LAW AND ORDER AND RESPECT FOR THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED



STATES. RESPECTFULLY

FRANK C LYONS ROOM 213 WOODLAND 55 ST MARKET BLDG CLEVELAND

4 OHIO.



A025 NL PD

CAMBRIDGE MASS NOV 19

THE PRESIDENT

THE WHITE HOUSE

ALONG WITH SATURDAYS NEW YORK TIMES EDITORIAL WE URGE YOU AND

PRESIDENT ELECT KENNEDY TO INSIST THAT THE LOUISIANA LEGISLATURE SUPPORT

THE CONSTITUTION AND ASSIST THE ORLEANS PARISH SCHOOL BOARD

IN THE CARRYING OUT THE FEDERAL COURT ORDER FOR INTERGRATED

SCHOOLS. ESPECIALLY WE HOPE YOU WILL HELP THE NEGRO FATHER

CITED IN THE EDITORIAL REGAIN HIS JOb



ROBERT AND MARY HEINEMAN q4 LAKEVIEW AVE CAMBRIDGE MASS.



WA004 PD

NEWORLEANS LA 20 904A CST

THE PRESENT

THE WHITE HOUSE

AMERICA HAS TAKEN THIS COUNTRY FROM THE INDIANS THEY DIDNT

GIVE THEM A CHANCE TO VOTE WE WANT TO GIVE IT TO THE NEGROES

I DONT THINK IT WAS RIGHT TO MAKE THE NEGROES SLAVES TO GIVE

EQUAL RIGHTS BUT SEPARATE RIGHTS MR EISENHOWER WOULD YOU LIKE

YOUR WIFE TO LIVE WITH A NEGRO IF YOU DO DONT FORCE OTHER

PEOPLE TO DO SO DONT BE RIDICULOUS YOURS TRULY

JAMES F DODD 1117 KERLEREC ST.



THE WHITE HOUSE OFFICE

ROUTE SLIP
(To Remain With Correspondence)

Mr. Morrow PROMPT HANDLING IS ESSENTIAL.
WHEN DRAFT REPLY IS REQUESTED
THE BASIC CORRESPONDENCE MUST
BE RETURNED. IF ANY DELAY IN
SUBMISSION OF DRAFT REPLY IS
ENCOUNTERED, PLEASE TELEPHONE
OFFICE OF THE STAFF SECRETARY.

Date November Z6, 1960

FROM THE STAFF SECRETARY

ACTION: Comment

Draft reply

For direct reply

For your information

For necessary action

For appropriate handling-

See below __-

GPo 10-71264-1

Telegrams to the P from the following/ By direction of the President:
re school situation in Louisiana:

Chaies Dirbac, 540 E. 84th St., NYC, 11/25 A. J. GOO PASTER
Dr. Manuel W. Butler, ,277 Brooklyn Rd., St Secret ry

Asheville, N. C., 11/18
Shirley Crays, and others, Seattle, Wash., 11/18

I -

TO-

Remarks:

elb over



Telegrams:

Rev. James J. Furlong, 2428 Governor Nicholls, New Orleans, 11/25

Jerry McDougall, Elyria, Ohio, 11/23

Petition sent in by students of Oberlin College - Terry MacDougall,
344 Morgan St., Oberlin, Ohio



WAO( 9 NL PD

HB NEWYORK NY 25r620

THE PRESIDENT

THE WHITE HOUSE

JOINING WIDESPREAD PUBLIC SENTIMENT AND SUCH NEWSPAPERS AS

THE N.Y. TIMES WE EARNESTLY URGE YOU TO SPEAK OUT FORCEFULLY

AND TAKE ALL NECESSARY STEPS TO ENFORCE SCHOOL DESEGREGATION

IN LOUISIANA IMMEDIATELY. THE PEOPLE OF LOUISIANA MUST BE

PROTECTED FROM RACIST MOBS INSPIRED EY LEGISLATIVE AND EXECUTIVE

AUTHORITIES AND THE LATTER MUST BE COMPELLED TO RESPECT THE



CONSTITUTION AND THE COURTS BY ALL MEANS, THIS RESOLUTION

WAS UNANIMOUSLY PASSED AT UPPER EAST SIDE FREEDOM OF PRESS

RALLY OF APPROXIMATELY 50 PEOPLE

CHARLES DIRBAC CHAIRMAN OF THE RALLY 540 EAST F4TH ST NYC.



A04 1 NL PD

ASHEVILLE NCAR 1F

THE PRESIDENT

THE WHITE HOUSE

DEAR SIR: WHY WOULD YOU SPEND MILLIONS OF DOLLARS OF THE TAX

PAYERS MONEY TO SEND PART OF OUR FLEET TO GUATEMALA AND NICARAGUA

FOR THEIR PROTECTION WHEN YOU REFUSED TO RAISE YOUR VOICE FOR

THE DEFENSE OF FIVE 6 YEAR OLD AMERICAN CHILDREN WHOSE LIVES

ARE DEING THREATENED BY HOODLUMS IN NEW ORLEANS LOUISIANA IN

OUR HOMELAND THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.



DR MANUEL W BUTLER :277 BROOKLYN RD ASHEVILLE NCAR.



iL'18' PM I 1cn

WAnE 16PD

SEATTLE WASH 19 927A PST

THE PRESIDENT

THE WHITE HOUSE

MR PRESIDENT, WE URGENTLY RECOMMEND THAT YOU USE THE RESERVOIR

OF YOUR PUBLIC GOOD WILL IN THE REMAINING DAYS OF YOUR PRESIDENCY

BY APPEARING IN THE NEW ORLEANS AREA TO ASSIST IN BRINGING A

RESOLUTION TO THE HEARTACHE THERE

SHIRLEY CRAYS KATHERINE SMITH FLORENCE SCHNEIDER MARGARET

HULL DIXIE JONES PAULINE LYON ELEANOR HURKA HELEN THOMPSON



FLORENCE EYRES LINDA ALLISON LUCILE CARROLL KAREN OTTERHOLT

NANCY STOGSDILL MARGIE SEELEY JOSEPHINE BROADED ALL OF SEATTLE

WASHINGTON.



VWAOII PD

NEW ORLEANS LA 25 113P CST

THE PRESIDENT

THE WHITE HOUSE

I AM A CATHOLIC PRIEST I DID NOT SUPPORT MR KENNEDY NOT BECAUSE

HE WAS A CATHOLIC SURELY BUT I BELIEVED IN THE REPUBLICAN PRINCIPLES

O' A SOUND DOLLAR AND PEACE NOT WAR LUT TODAY I AM ASHAMED

OF DEMOCRATIC LOUISIANA LECAUSE I BELIEVE IT IS NOT WORTHY

OF RESPECT AND ONE REASON FOR THAT IS BECAUSE THE LEGISLATURE

UNDER THE GOVERNOR SAW FIT TO CASTIGATE YOU AS A COMMUNIST



HOW IN THE NAME OF GOD COULD INTELLIGENT PEOPLE WHICH EVIDENTLY

THEY ARE NOT DO SUCH A THING WHEN YOU AND YOUR BOARD OF STRATEGY

SENT ONE MILLION AMERICAN BOYS TO DIE TO DEFEAT COMMUNISM MR

PRESIDENT AS A MAN OF LOUISIANA I APOLOGIZE TO YOU FOR LOUISIANA'S

UNAMERICAN GOVERNOR AND STUPID LEGISLATURE

REV JAMES J FURLONG 242F GOVERNOR NICHOLLS.



WJA(n1 DL PDj2) :' 32

ELYRIA OHIO 23 237P EST

THE PRESIDENT

THE WHITE HOUSE WASHDC

A PETITION SIGNED BY OVER 30 OLERLIN COLLEGE STUDENTS URGING

YOU TO EXERT DECISIVE EFFECTIVE PERSONAL LEADERSHIP IN THE

PRESENT CRISIS ON SCHOOL INTEGRATION IN NEW ORLEANS WILL EE

FORWARDED TO YOU SHORTLY

JERRY MCDOUGALL PETITION COORDINATOR.



THE WHITE HOUSE OFFICE

ROUTE SLIP
(To Remain With Correspondence)
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TO- PROMPT HANDLING IS ESSENTIAL.
WHEN DRAFT REPLY IS REQUESTED
THE BASIC CORRESPONDENCE MUST
BE RETURNED. IF ANY DELAY IN
SUBMISSION OF DRAFT REPLY IS
ENCOUNTERED, PLEASE TELEPHONE
OFFICE OF THE STAFF SECRETARY.

Date November 28, 160

FROM THE STAFF SECRETARY

ACTION: Comment

Draft reply

For direct reply

For your information

For necessary action

For appropriate handling -

See below

Remarks:

GPo 16-71264-1

Telegrams to the P fn the following, re
school situation in Louisiana: By direction of the President:

Executive Council, Oberlin College YMCA-YWCA,
Oberlin, Ohio, 11/23 A. J. GOODgASTER
Joseph Richardson, and others, Amherst, Mass., 11/23 Sta ry

Lawrence S. Pratt, and others, New Haven, Conn., 11/22

elb

W. J * qk- %P A 0 w wv



WAO23 NL PD

TDEY BERLIN OHIO 23

THE PRESIDENT

THE WHITE HOUSE

dE CANNOT EXPECT THE EMERGING NON WHIIE NATIONS OF

THE WORLD TO LOOK TO US AS CHAMPIONS OF LIlbERTY

AND JUSTICE OR CHRISTIAN VALUES WHILE THE PRESENT SITUATION

IN NEW ORLEANS CONTINUES. WE PRAY THAT YOU WILL HAVE THE STRENGTH

AND COURAGE TO LEAD THESE AMERICANS IN NEW PATHS OF

UNDERSTANDING. YOUR PERSONAL ESCORT FOR NEW ORLEANS SCHOOL

K



CHILDREN WILL SYMBOLIZE TO THE WORLL THE LELIEF OF

OUR NATION IN FREEDOM AND DIGNITY OF ALL MEN

EXECUTIVE COUNCIL OBERLIN COLLEGE YMCA YWCA.



WA013 DL PD

AMHERST MASS VIA AUGUSTA GA 23

THE PRESIDENT

THE WHITE HOUSE

FOUR YEARS AGO THE WORLD AND NATION WITNESSED THE DISASTROUS EPISODE

OF LITTLE ROCK THE EFFECTS OF THIS EPISODE ARE STILL PRESENT IN ARKANSAS

AS STUDENTS OF AMHERST COLLEGE WE CALL UPON YOU AS PRESIDENT

OF THE UNITED STATES TO USE YOUR LEADERSHIP AND MORAL

FORCE IN LOUISIANA TO PREVENT ANOTHER SUCH EPISODE AND TO UNITE

A DIVIDED NATION



JOSEPH RICHARDSON JERALD ROTHSTEIN STEVE ATKINS JOHN KNELSELY

TAE WI PARK YOUNGHO LEE JOHN SIMOSEON EDWARD HIGHES ROBERT

DOOLITTLE JOHN PARSONS STEVE SHEPLEY TIMOTHY WHEELER WILLIAM

FREEMAN DAVID BUCHANA JOSEPH FOSTINO.



dA005 NL PDAN I 6I

NEW HAVEN CONN 22

THE PRESIDENT

THE WHITE HOUSE WASHDC

WE ASK YOU AS PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES TO USE YOUR LEADERSHIP

AND MORAL FORCE IN A DIFFICULT SITUATION. WE CALL UPON YOU PERSONALLY

TO LEAD THE FOUR NEW ORLEANS SCHOOL CHILDREN TO THEIR CLASSES

LAWRENCE S PRATT ROBERT ROLERT KAISER JOHN WILBUR RICHARD GOODYEAR

WILLIAM MEYERS NATHANIEL JESSUP TERRY KREMENTZ CRAIG JENSEN PETER



WALLACE MICHAEL SHERWOOD RICHARD CUSSLER ANTHONY LAVELY

GEOFFREY DEST WILLIAM SCHAFFER ARTHUR REAGIN JOHN CIbSON L

KNOELAUCH GARY LULENSKI MARTIN MUNN S CALLOWAY JR ANTHONY

MORRIS STEWART SHARP JOSEPH LIELERMAN THEODORE BREWER BILL

CHANDLER NICHOLAS DANFORTH 0 O'DONNELL R REICHEART C ANDERSON

J MORRISKI DOUGLAS GRANDGEORGE DAVID MACERYDE RODERT POST.



DAVID SANDOR RICHARD HOWE JOHN WEIDNER KENT VANDENEERG

BILL BERTUSI RICHARD SHIFFRIN ROBERT BULKELY W JOHNSTON

KEITH HUFFMAN JOHN CHASE RICHARD SALOON WILLIAM MOELLER

STEPHEN WALKER JR PAUL KREUTZJAMES MANDEL JERRY BARR CLIFFORD

BADEN PAUL LAMOREE MARSHALL ZORIN JR J OSTRICH RICHARD

ROSENKRANTZ WALTER BUCK ANDREW FABENS JACK RODNICK KEN

NEBEL JOHN CONLEY ROGER WEIL JOHN KISSICK LEEDUMONT JOHN

WILBUR LARRY LAWRENCE THOMAS TROWERIDGE III DANIEL LOWENSTEIN

RICHARD KOSSOW TY OLSEN JOHN DOLKIN JOHN CIRIE WILLIAM

FINK PETER COOK LARRY JOHNSTON J R MELLON WILLIAM MAILLARD



JR FRESHMEN

PETER SCHMIDT DAVID CARR CHARLES HIKEIL PETER GEHRET

GEORGE EVANS JR ROBERT BAILEY FRED PROFETH JR RICHARDRUDSIT

ANTHONY SCOVILLE LEON CLARK ROBERT MARVIN WILLIAM SHARP

JOHN WISNER ALBERT CHAMBERS ROBERT AINSWORTH MICHAEL LIENERT

JERRY STARK JOSEPH LESTOWKA JR LEIF LOHRBAUER ROBERT LETOURE

DANIEL SCHAEFER REES SHEPPARD KEITH THOMPSON DAVID WILLIS

PETER JESSUP MICHAEL LUTZ DAVID JOHNSON MICHAEL BRODSKY

VICTOR IVONSHECK WILLIAM KRANTZ II JAMES LITTLE JR MORRIS

NICKEL GEORGE RUSSELL JR GUY BUTTERWORTH CHIP WRIGHT STEPHEN



WOODHURN M DE HAVENON FREDERICK APPEL JAMES JOHNSON 4TH

WARREN CLARKE DAVID EMMONS MIKE BARNETT PHILLIP DELOUE

WRIGHT NEELY NASH GULCHMAN HUBERT HARTMAN JONATHAN FARNUM

WILLIAM WEEDEN IVAN BERGER DANIEL HUNT JOHN LAGELE THOMAS

CAMP FREDERICK HEMPHILL JR BARRY LOUCKE JAMES RILEY JAMES

STALEY ROBERT DAGGY HENRY DESHART HERMAN GILLIAM JR FRED

WOODBRIDGE B POMROY HAROLD BALDWIN ROLERT LAUE KEVIN BUCKLEY

SANFORD MOSS HENRY SCHWAB PAUL OLIVER JR WILLIAM MACARTHUR

STEPHEN B MACKINNON ROBERT HILL PETER SARGENT JOHN LOMANN

A WILLOWS THOMAS BARRY EDWARD NOLKE JR BERKELEY COLLEGE



MARK ZACHER EV AIKENHEAD TOM ARCHBALD JOHN BENTON

FURUS DAY LOWELL DODGE ALEXANDER GARWIN PETER EIDDON SHERWIN

BODLMAN PAUL HAMADA RICHARD HARRA THOMAS HOLAHAN PAUL

KENNY G LONGSTREET CHRISTOPHER LYDON RICHARDNICHOLSON

RICHARD REWIS MARK SHELDON CHARLES SWARTZ EVAN WILSON JOHN

HITZ RICHARD PORTES KIM MANN MAL KAMIN DOUGLAS ROSENTHAL

ERANFORD COLLEGE

TATLAN STARR RICHARD BLAND J COOK WHIT GRAVES JAMES

TRIPP KENT RAVENSCROFT CHARLES MICHENER LYNN JOHNSON DAVID

MCCARR JERRY STOVER DAVID PARKER RICHARD CHASE SANDY CARR



RICHARD FOND NATHANEL GREENE LANCE LIEBMAN CALHOUN

COLLEGE

VICTOR WEBER JOHN EVANS LOUIS MECKALE PETER GARLOCK

THOMAS TUCKER JACK TEMPLETON DAVID LOVING PETER STANS ROFERT

BAKER DERRICK JACKSON FRANK SAMPONARO THOMAS WELCH RICHARD

MUNN DONALD COOKE MICHAEL LAFOND RICHARD LLAKE JUDITH LEVOWITY

JOSEPH ZALIBATRIO MINOR MATHEWS MICHAEL KOENIG DAVID HOLTZMAN

BALDWIN TERRY JAMES ABBARD MICHAEL HOUGAN ALBERT HOBART

LEONARD GRAB FREDERICK HOWOWITZ JOSEPH CARTER WILLIAM HUTCHINSON

EDWARD CAGAN ISAIAH BAKER ALLAN TUTTLE RAY GOLDSMITH DAVID



TREUND DOUGLAS PARSONS JON DERGE S JOHNSONS P WALSH RICHARD

HAUSER JOSEPH SCOTT RObERT PROJANSKZI NELSON KASFIR SHERMAN

CLARK THOMAS TERRY PAUL GORMAN CHRISTOPHER CORY ELLIOTT

LITCHTUNG JOHN BRANDT ROFERT OSSORIO PETER-HEMINGSON NEINZ

MEIER DOUGLAS FITZPATRICK JON WEEE GARY EURGETT NICHOLAS

FRANK DOUGLAS CONDIE ANDREW NAYLOR F GRANFORD JONATHAN

EDWARDS COLLEGE

STEVE ROSE JOSEPH SCHAEFER NATHANIEL JOHNSON ROBERT

SCHWARTZ JERRY FUCHS HERPERT ROTH SHELDON RENAN PIERSON

COLLEGE



MARK BOILING R ALESSIO RICHARD MIOORE JOHN GILLESPIE

BENNETT DAVIES T HAGERTY R THORNE STEPHEN KASS STEPHEN

MCREYNOLDS JOHN STEPHANSON ANN MANSON J WAGNER KAMDREN

EDWARD MCCONNELL DAVID COONEY JOHN WAMLAND JOHN BURKE

SILLIMAN COLLEGE

STEPHEN ADOYELEUS DAVID BARRY FREDERICK FINKELSTEIN

TOM GILMORE JOHN HAVENS ROE ERT MIAUNODERG DANIEL MERMIN

ANDREW MICHENER AL MOUNS PHILIP PROCTOR DAVID RYAN DAVID

SAUWSTER DAVID SCHUMANN MICHAEL SKOL ROPERT DE YOURSELF

TRUMBULL COLLEGE



BURTON AHRENS RICHARD BROOKS NORWOOD ERYAN JOEL FLEISHMAN

AMY HERZ RHODA LAKRITZ MICHAEL MALE PAUL NEJELSKI LINDA

ROSENBURG ROBERT SCHUCHMAN INEZ SMITH JAMES TURNER

LAW SCHOOL

KEN WILLING JAY KEYSER ELLEN KROKOSKY MICHEL DE CHERLERT ORTL

AND CULL CODMAN MARGERY FISCHER MARILYN DlJBIN C CATTON

ETHEL EFLAND E B PALMORE NORA LEAKE MARY MORRELL DON SMITH

NORMAN GRAF JOHN COLER JOHN ADAMS JOHN DWYER HAROLD KAPLAN

HENRY SNEE STEPHEN KNIGHT IRVIN CHILD WHITFIELD BELL JOSEPH

P ANNUNZIATA SR FACULTY AND EMPLOYEES OF YALE UNIVERSITY



Noe b-er ?5, 1960

fear Iob

The 'resident has asked iae to respond to
your teleigran of Nove maber twenty-first.
H e is plad to know of your interest in school
integration.

-!nclosei you will f.ind material for use in
-onncction with your school debate.

::incerely,

.rederic orrow
dim-3istrative Officer
special projectss Grou

inknej y-igh Ochool
c Iichi -ran irs

Enclosures: Statement by Pres. 5/6/60 when signed Civil Rights Act
of 1960.

Excerpt from Pres. 's State of Union Msg. to Cong. 1/9/59
Press Release 9/25/58, Exchange of ltrs between Pres.

and J. Albert Rolston, Chairman Comm. for Pub. Education,
Charlottesville, Va.

Text of Address by Pres. from White House office 9/24/57,
re Little Rock.



1960 NOv 21 PM 1 49
5WA009 PD

PINCKNEY MICH 21 106P EST

THE PRESIDENT

THE WHITE HOUSE WASHDC

DEAR MR PRESIDENT: PLEASE SEND YOUR OPINION ON SCHOOL INTEGRATION

FOR SCHOOL DEBATE THANK YOU

BOB WILLIAMS PINCKNEY HIGH SCHOOL.



Diecetnber 5, I4)

:or :. Isey:

I hope you will assure %,r.iurg, respecting your
t1ecerber Z letter and his suggestion that the 'resi-
Ucnt publicly comment on the New )rleans problem,
that the President is watching this developing sit-
nation very closely and will not hesitate to comment
or to act whenever and however conditions indicate
that such statements or actions would be helpful and
not har:nful. He greatly appreciates having Mr.
turg's suggestion and we likewise appreciate your
making it available to us.

W:Eit kind regard,

Sincerely,

Bryce N. harlow
Deputy Assistant
to the Tresident

r c Alice V. Isley
Secretary to
The Jonorable Marguerite stitt Church

iouse of Representatives
Saslington, D.G. bkc



MARGUERITE STITT CHURCH COMMITTEE:

13TH DISTRICT, ILLINOIS 
FOREIGN AFFAIRS

ouse of 3Lepresentatitaed
Miadtfngton, 'JS. (.

December 2. 1960

Mvr. Bryce N. Harlow
The W1hite House
Washington 25, D. C.

Dear lir. Harlow:

As you may know, Ers. Church is currently abroad on
a brief trip. In her absence,, we are in receipt of
the following telegram from 11r. Paul Buarr of our district:

"Would you convey to the President our desire

,I- - I 11 1 1 1 . -
thathe prsoallyappel t thepeope o

Louiianafor ome ommo sene .

I hae aknoleded tis eleramto M . urgandhav

advied im hatit hs ben orwrdedto he hit
House .

MARGUERRTUERITErSCIUTCHHURCH, M.C.

AVI/bhl



December 5, 1960

Pear Barbara:

The President has asked me to acknowledge your
letter to him. He wishes you to know that your
interest in writing is appreciated and your corn-

rients have been noted.

You nay be sure we also regret the difficulty
in New Orleans in connection with the integration
of the public schools. Social nores of lon
standing are not easily broken down, but the
Suprewie Qourt ruling of ay, 1954, that adoxit-
tance to a public school cannot be denied ax

aIerican citizen on the basis of race, color or
creed ust be obeyed. In a nation such as ours
prejudice nust give way to fair play. The con-
bination of education together and the necessary
social adjustments will eventually -ake Arerica
stronger.

Since rely,

. rederic Iorrow
nniistrative Officer

racial i project Group

ias iBarbara Downe
18077 f airville Avenue
Cleveland 35, Ohio Ir a
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Deceam r 8, 1960

RECEIVED
110- 9 1960
S-Mut FItES

Dear Mr. Sawyer:

Receipt is acknowledged of your letter
of November thirtieth conveying the
expression of the Board of Trustees
of the Valley Unitarian-Univeralist
Church in respect to the integration
of public schools in New Orleans.

Sincerely,

E. Frederic Morrow
Administrative Officer
Special Projects Group

The Reverend Paul W.SAwYe.---
Valley Unitarian-Universalist Church

Van Nuys, California

-4
-A >

irs

-e4
r's.ro
N
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-VALLEY UNITARIAN-UNIVERSALIST CHURCH

14933 VICTORY BOULEVARD * VAN NUYS, CALIFORNIA * STATE 2-2260

PAUL W. SAWYER, minister

November 30, 1960

President Dwight D. Eisenhower
White House
Y'ashington, D. C.

Dear ?resident Eisenhower:

I would like to convey to you the expression
of opinion by our Board of Trustees concerning the
integration of the public schools in New Orleans. Our
Board unanimously adopted the following resolution in
accordance with our deep concern for human brotherhood
and social justice:

"The Board of Trustees of the Valley Unitarian-
Jniversalist Church resolves to support the desegregation
of public schools in New Orleans and other Southern
cities and calls upon the president of the United States
and the President-Elect to take firm and unequivocal
action in carrying out the directives of the Federal
courts to this end."

We pray that you will have the courage to lead
with understanding and firmness in this matter.

Very sincerely,

KL

Paul W. Sawyer
PWS:fy



ecernber 8, 19(,L60

ear 4tts I emamf::

tie --residtnt has asked ne to acknowl&dgC your
±ctter to hit of recent date. He wishes you to
sexow that yor interest !- writie is appreciated
and yorur comn nents have beia noted.

You .ay Ie xure we regret the tensions hich
arise in areas of our country where there is a
iarge diverse popunatton folloxIXng the upro ne
court ruling of 1951 that adcnittance to a public

School cannot be dernae arn A --erican citizen be-
cause of race, color, creed or nations oriinl.

howeverr, in a nation such as ours, prejudice
:ust Zive way to fair play. in the tong rauz, the

co& nation of education together and the neces-
eary social adjustm-nents uill :make erica
stron gor.

Zflacerely,.

. rederic orrow
. 'matnarative officer
;'ecial f-rejec"ts Crovu

±zn >ry c on Weu :a1
it2 Classer 2' veniuc

ac orne, Idahs Ir s



Fir.

Iary LouITeumann

123 Closser Avenue

LaPorte, Indiana

Mr. President,

77ould you please give me some information about the

segragation problem in the south. I have been given some

information about the schools there dnd I believe'it is

wrong, please set me straight-if I am. The colored children

have been given a school but they have ruined it in a short

time so now they want to go to the white children's school.

Is this true" If so , what is being done? If not why not

build them a school'e I am from the north and here in the

school that I go to we have discussed the problem. I am

a *tr. at La~'orte High and my History teacher seems to be

a little puzzled by the problem downthere also. Wie listen

to the radio and television, but really they don't say much.

"e know that the white people don't want the negros in their

school, but why? Aren't the negro people good enough for

these ones who are still living in the civil war days

I do hope you have an answer to my question, I would

appreciate it very much. Thank you,

Since rely,

Miss LEary Lou 1heumann



\ \<

THE WHITE HOUSE OFFICE

ROUTE SLIP
(To Remain With Correspondence)

TO The AttorneyGeneral

DepartmentoJustice

PROMPT HANDLING IS ESSENTIAL.
WHEN DRAFT REPLY IS REQUESTED
THE BASIC CORRESPONDENCE MUST
BE RETURNED. IF ANY DELAY IN
SUBMISSION OF DRAFT REPLY IS
ENCOUNTERED, PLEASE TELEPHONE
OFFICE OF THE STAFF SECRETARY.

Date June 12', 1958

FROM THE STAFF SECRETARY

ACTION: Comment

Draft reply for signature of I. Jack Martin

For direct reply

For your information

For necessary action_----

For appropriate handling

See below

GPO 16-71261 1

By direction of the President:

Staff S tr

Remarks:



June* 12,958

Dar ar. -Joossevelt:

Lai be,,alf of te Parestdent t an pleased
to acknowledge your June Uth letter re-
specting tih eliminaltiosn -f segregation mo
the schools. I can assure you that a fur-
tner re/y wL be torttcmi-xng at an earty

its hard regards.

£ Inc erelsy".

1. Jack Martin
dneinistrative s.asistant

to the Vreardent

ce ionorable Ja .ezsoosevlt
d-ushAue Af iepresentatives
a ashington, D. C.

bkn



JAMES ROOSEVELT ED LYBECK

26TH DISTRICT, CALIFORNIA FIELD REPRESENTATIVE

WASHINGTON OFFICE Los ANGELES OFFICE

325 HOUSE OFFICE BUILDING g O t o 5308 WEST ADAMS BOULEVARD

CAPITOL 4-312 1, EXT. 525 m ~ W. Unarto ofthe Muttb 6tatoWEBSTER 4-0144

COMMITTEES OtiA. Of Ret elitatiber
EDUCATION AND LABOR4r

SELECT COMMITTEE ON SMALL BUSINESS

June 11, 1958

The President Ju1 9C)
The White House
Washington, D. C.

My dear Mr. President:

As the public schools of the country approach the closing
days of the school year, I am impelled by a sense of urgency to ask
what positive steps are being taken by the Federal Government and the
Executive Branch to prepare the way for more widespread compliance
with the Supreme Court's decisions on desegregation when the schools
reopen next fall.

Is the Federal Government preparing a program for the inter-
vening months aimed at preventing a recurrence of the situation at
Little Rock which discredited and dishonored us before the world?

Because of the international implications of such a travesty,
Mr. President, are you prepared to lend the strength of your leader-
ship and the full prestige and resources of your office to community
efforts to comply with the law?

This is the time for realistic support of the law. Education
and enforcement of the law must go hand in hand if we are to do the
job of abolishing segregation in the schools within the meaning of
the Supreme Court's admonition: "with all deliberate speed."

Thoughtful men who are concerned about the total welfare of
the nation appreciate the dimensions of the problem that we face now.
They know the way will not be easy, or devoid of pain on either side.
But they also know the real nature of justice, and that the function
of the law is to support it. Unless this is true, we stand to lose
more than continued denial of the Negro's rights. We open the door
to the greatest threat that a democracy can know--that of abandonment
of the safeguards of the law. The rights that are guaranteed by the
Constitution cannot be selectively applied or selectively enforced.
They must apply to us all--or they will soon apply to no one.

I call upon you, Mr. President, to begin to plan now for
obedience to the laws of our country and through that obedience to



The President - 2 - June 11, 1958

make provision for the protection of the rights of every American
no matter where he may live or who he may be in this, our free
country.

And finally, Mr. President, I ask specifically whetner
it -Is possible for you to give me at this time--that I may relay
it to my constituents--a well defined, specific program which you
and the Administration may have in mind.

Respectfully

JAMES ROOSEVELT

JR: sb



AUGi
4ABAL

August 7, 1958

Dear Mr4 Roosevelt

In tArther reply to yar Jne 411th and Jely Z3r4 Letters, I am
pleased to quote from the Presidet# latest prose seratmee
In whith he answered a question stmdar to youe. The Prest-
teat said:

"Wella I haven't pleased at tisd meant ay parcular
Speeches, as you poiat est.

"NW I have consiatently tried eoer five ada half years
to show. . . that more law will never solve this problem.
I believe we have gt to look inside ourselves sa&* this
meas not nOdyas ladvituats, this means as groups It
means coasty sutborttes, sate a ithoridi ad federal
nuthoi*tie.

"Now are we goag to solve this problem? It s a 4tim*
,cau tone ad I keep preaching that there meet be some
wisdom, some sense of civi daty in aordance with
the printiples which have been laid eot for a citisen in
this country, and that I think we must conttue to 4o*

"Now I cannot possibly tell you in what aptet any aute
situatne may arts, indeed, whether there ever will
he (adphing) of that ktAn4



"I Just say it Is something alt of as have to work (at)
and .. . if I could think of anything I thought would be
effective in August or in the few weeks before, the
two or three weeks before, the schools start, why I
certainly shouldn't hesitate to do it."

I hope that this quotation will serve your purpose.

With kind regards,

Sincerely,

1. Jack Martin
Administrative Assistant
to the President

The Honorable James kAoosevelt
House of Representatives
Washington, D. C.

IJM/bkn



Aegust 7. 1358

Dear Mr. Roosevelt

in uather reply to year June th and Sly 23rdW letters. I #m
pleased to quote fro time Prosident's ltest pross cnforene
in wbich be answered a qastion simar to yours. The Prest-
teat said:

"We1,, I haven't planed at this moment any pautletltr
speeches, as you point out.

"Now I have consistently tried over five and a bail years
to show. .that mere law will eVr solve this problem.
I believe we have got to took tiside ourselves, sad this
meas not only as divIduase, tiehisheas s groups. It
means ouety authorities, state authorities and federal
atithortitles.

"How are we going to solve this problem? It is a diff.
cuft one, avd I keep preaching that there must be sae
wisdoM, some sense of civic duty in accordance with
the principles which have been laid oat for a citisea in
this country, and that I think we meet cantine to do.

1"Now I cannot possibly tell you io what aspect ay acute
sitation may arise, indeed, whether there ever will
be (agthing) of that kind4



I just say it is something alt of us have to wcrk (at)
and . . . if I could think of anything 1 thought would be
effective in August or in tie few weeks before, the
two or three weeks before, the scxools start, why 1
certainLy shouldn't hesitate to do it,

I htope that this quotation w i serve your purpose.

ii ith kind regards,

Lincerely,

1. Jack Martin
Admninistrative Assistant
to the President

TLe kionorable James koosevelt
House of representatives
Ilasaington, D. G.

IJM /bkn



JAMES ROOSEVELT ED LYBECK

26TH DISTRICT, CALIFORNIA FIELD REPRESENTATIVE

WASHINGTON OFFICE LOS ANGELES OFFICE

325 HousE OFFICE BUILDING ( O 4i RItch o 5308 WEST ADAMS BOULEVARD

CAPITOL 4-3 12 1, EXT. 52 5 Co n'v t~JIVI 4~J WEBSTER 4-0144

COMMITTEES
EDUCATION AND LABOR Jouoe of

SELECT COMMITTEE ON SMALL BUSINESS

July, 23, 1958

Hon. Jack Martin
Administrative !sEistant to the President
The Vhite House
Washington, D.C.

,)ear Mr. Martin:

This is in reference to my letter to the President dated
June 11, 1958, and your acknowledgment of June 12 in which you assured
me that a further reply would be forthcoming at an early date

You will remember that I asked whether it might be
possible for you to give me a specific, well defined program uhich
the President and the Administration might have in mind to prepare
the way for compliance with the Supreme 2ourt decision and to pre-
vent a recurrence of the Little Rock tragedy.

While T realize that the middle -ast crisis has imposed
great additional burdens on the Thite House staff as well as on the
President, I cannot believe that tnis can or should act as an excuse
for delay in the solution of our most crucial domestic problem. On the
contrary, our capacity for leadership in the eyes of the world is so
often assessed in direct connection with the manner in which we con-
duct our domestic affairs thet speedy, clear-cut action in this area
on the part of the Adinistration is now more important than ever,

I shall continue to await your promised rely most
anxiously.

Sincerely yours,

JAMES R2 S7LT

JP:jn



AS STANt A. ..JRNEY GENERAL

Fepartment of ?ustice
Pas ngton

July 29, 1958

MEMORANDUM FOR

Honorable A. J. Goodpaster
Staff Secretary
The White House

FROM

W. Wilson White
Assistant Attorney General
Civil Rights Division

Attached is an amended draft reply to Congressman
James Roosevelt's letter of June 11.



Honorable James Roosevelt
House of Representatives
Washington 25, D. C.

Dear Congressman Roosevelt:

I acknowledge your letter of June 11, 1958,

to the President inquiring as to the part the Federal

Government may play in assisting in the orderly compliance

with orders for desegregation of public schools.

I am sure you will understand that the President

cannot be expected to answer individual inquiries as to

the policies of the administration. He has publicly

commented on the school desegregation problem on a

number of occasions

Sincerely yours,



Notes on the legal principles that have guided the President

1. The Executive Branch of the Federal Government does not
participate in the formulation of plans effecting desertion.

This function is left to the community where maximum under-
standing of local problems exists so that proper and effective solutions
may be devised, This was clearly recognized by the United States
Supreme Court when it said:

"To that end, the courts may consider problems related
to administration, arising from the physical condition of
the school plant, the school transportation system, personnel,
revision of school districts and attendance areas into compact
units to achieve a system of determining admission to the
public school s on a nonracial basis, and revision of local laws
and regulatuns a :.ch may be necessary in solving the fore-
going problems. They will also consider the adequacy of any
plans the defendants may propose to meet these problems and
to effectuate a transition to a racially nondiscriminatory school
system."

Although the Federal Government has no responsibility to initiate
action to desegregate public schools or to formulate any plans for
desegregation, the Courts have made it clear that the Department of
Justice, at the invitation of the Court, must partic-pate in litigation
involving public school desegregation for the purpose of assisting the
Court.

2. The period of time within which any such plan should be put
into effect likewise must be prc.posed by the local authorities and
approved by the Courts.

The Supreme Court held that admission of children to public schools
on a nonracial basis should go forward with all deliberate speed. In
requiring a "prompt and reasonable start to full compliance, " the
Court also made it clear that insincere or dilatory tactics could not be
used to defeat Constitutional protections and rights.

The Executive Branch of the Government does not play a part in
these local deliberations or under existing law in the Court proceedings
when such plans are considered.
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3. A final order of a Federal Court giving effect to a desegre.

i public school plan must be obeyed by State authorities and all
citizens as the law of the land.

The action of the Supreme Court has conclusively settled the
principle that public school desegregation is, under existing Con.
stitutional provisions, the law of the land. Final orders of the Federal
Courts carrying out this principle must be observed.

It Is the duty of the State authorities to give full aid to the
enforcement of a desegregation public school plan once it is finally
ordered by the Court. This obligation is not open to any doubt. It is
also a required responsibility of good citizenship that every person
in the community respect the law and its processes. Such observance
of law is fundamental to our existence as a nation of free people under
Constitutional government. /7

4. Powers of a State Governor may not be used to defeat a
valid order of a Federal Court.

The Governors of the respective States have the primary
responsibility for maintaining domestic order. However, under a
pretext of maintaining order a Governor may not interpose military
force or permit mob violence to occur so as to prevent the final
order of a Federal Court from being carried out.

When an obstruction of justice has been irterposed or mob
violence is permitted to exist so that it is impracticable to enforce
the laws by the ordinary course of judicial proceedings, the obligation
of the President under the Constitution and laws is inescapable, He is
obliged to use whatever means may be required by the particular
situation.



October 2, 1957

Notes on the legal principles that have guided thePresident

1. The Executive Branch of the Federal Government
does not participate in the formulation of plans effecting
desegregation.

This function is left to the community where maximum
understanding of local problems exists so that proper and
effective solutions may be devised, This was clearly
recognized by the United States Supreme Court when it said:

"To that end, the courts may consider problems
related to administration, arising from the physical
condition of the school plant, the school trans-
portation system, personnel, revision of school
districts and attendance areas into compact units
to achieve a system of determining admission to the
public schools on a nonracial basis, and revision
of local laws and regulations which may be necessary
in solving the foregoing problems. They will also
consider the adequacy of any plans the defendants may
propose to meet these problems and to effectuate a
transition to a racially nondiscriminatory school
system."

Although the Federal Government has no responsibility
to initiate action to desegregate public schools or to
formulate any plans for desegregation, the Courts have
made it clear that the Department of Justice, at the
invitation of the Court, must participate in litigation
involving public school desegregation for the purpose of
assisting the Court.

2. The period of time within which any such plan should
be put into effect likewise must be proposed by the local
authorities and approved by theCourts.

The Supreme Court held that admission of children to
public schools on a nonracial basis should go forward with
all deliberate speed. In requiring a "prompt and reason-
able start to full compliance," the Court also made it
clear that insincere or dilatory tactics could not be
used to defeat Constitutional protections and rights.

The Executive Branch of the Government does not play
a part in these local deliberations or under existing law in
the Court proceedings when such plans are considered.
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3. A final order of a Federal Court giving effect
to a desegregation publicschool plan must be obeyed by
State authorities and all citizens as the law of the land.

The action of the Supreme Court has conclusively
settled the principle that public school desegregation is,
under existing Constitutional provisions, the law of the
land. Final orders of the Federal Courts carrying out
this principle must be observed.

It is the duty of the State authorities to give full
aid to the enforcement of a desegregation public school
plan once it is finally ordered by the Court. This obli-
gation is not open to any doubt. It is also a required
responsibility of good citizenship that every person in
the community respect the law and its processes, Such
observance of law is fundamental to our existence as a
nation of free people under Constitutional government.

4. Powers of a State Governor may not be used to
defeat a valid order of a Federal Court.

The Governors of the respective States have the
primary responsibility for maintaining domestic order.
However, under a pretext of maintaining order a Governor
may not interpose military force or permit mob violence
to occur so as to prevent the final order of a Federal
Court from being carried out.

When an obstruction of justice has been interposed
or mob violence is permitted to exist so that it is
impracticable to enforce the laws by the ordinary course
of judicial proceedings, the obligation of the President
under the Constitution and laws is inescapable, He is
obliged to use whatever means may be required by the
particular situation.



FOR RELEASE AT 9:00 P.M., EDT, SEPTEMBER 24, 1957

James C. Hagerty, Press Secretary to the President

THE WHIT] HOUSE

TEXT OF THE ADDRESS BY THE PRESIDENT
02 T1HE UNITED STATES, DELIVERED -ROM
HIS OFFICE AT THE WHITE HOUSE, TUESDAY,
SEPTEMBER 24, 1957, AT 9:00 P.M., EDT

AS ACTUALLY DELIVERED

Good Evening, lM"y Fellow Citizens:

'For a few minutes this evening I want to speak to you about the
serious situation that has arisen in Little Rock. To make this talk I
have come to the President's office in the White House. I could have
spoken from Rhode Island, where I have been staying recently, but I
felt that, in. speaking from the house of Lincoln, of Jackson and of
Wilson, my words would better convey both the sadness I feel in the
action I was compelled today to take and the firmness with which I intend
to pursue this course until the orders of the Federal Court at Little Rock
can be executed without unlawful interference.

In that city, under the leadership of demagogic extremists,
disorderly mobs have deliberately prevented the carrying out of proper
orders from a Federal Court. Local authorities have not eliminated
that violent opposition and, under the law, I ye sterday issued a
Proclamation calling upon the mob to disperse.

This morning the mob again gathered in front of the Central Nligh
School of Little Rock, obviously for the purpose of again preventing the
carrying out of the Court's order relating to the admission of Negro
children to that school.

Whenever normal agencies prove inadequate to the task and it
becomes necessary for the Executive E ranch of the Federal Government
to use its powers and authority to uphold Federal Courts, the President's
responsibility is inescapable.

In accordance with that responsibility, I have today issued an
Executive Order directing the use of troops under Federal authority
to aid in the execution of Federal law at Little Rock, Arkansas.
This became necessary when my Proclamation of yesterday was not
observed, and the obstruction of justice still continues.

It is important that the reasons for my action be understood
by all our citizens.

As you know, the Supreme Court of the United States has
decided that separate public educational facilities for the races are
inherently unequal and therefore compulsory school segregation laws
are unconstitutional.

rnore
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Our personal opinions about the decision haveno beating on the
matter of enforcement; the responsibility and authority of the Supreme
Court to interpret the Constitution are very clear. Local edeial
Courts were instructed by the Supreme Court to issue such orders and
decrees as might be necessary to achieve admission to public schools
without regard to race -- and with all deliberate speed.

During the past several years, many communities in our
Southern States have instituted public school plans for gradual progress
in the enrollment and attendance of school children of all races in order
to bring themselves into compliance with the law of the and.

They thus demonstrated to the world that we are a nation in
which laws, not men, are supreme.

I regret to say that this truth -- the cornerstone of our
liberties -- was not observed in this instance.

It was my hope that this localized situation would be brought
under control by city and State authorities. If the use of local police
powers had been sufficient, our traditional method of leaving the
problem in those hands would have been pursued. But when large
gatherings of obstructionists made it impossible for the decrees of
the Court to be carried out, both the law and the national interest
demanded that the President take action.

Here is the sequence of events in the development of the Little
Rock school case.

In May of 1955, the Little iock School Board approved a
moderate plan for the gradual desegregation of the public schools in
that city. It provided that a start toward integration would be made
at the present term in the high school, and that the plan would be in
full operation by 1963. Here I might say that in a number of
communities in Arkansas integration in the schools has already started
and without violence of any kind. Now this Little Rock plan was
challenged in the courts by some who believed that the period of time
as proposed in the plan was too long.

The United States :ourt at Little Rock, which has supervisory
responsibility under the law for the plan of desegregation in the public
schools, dismissed the challenge, thus approving a gradual rather than
an abrupt change from the existing system. The court found that the
school board had acted in good faith in planning for a public school
system free from racial discrimination.

Since that time, the court has on three separate occasions
issued orders directing that the plan be carried out. All persons were
instructed to refrain from interfering with the efforts of the school
board to comply with the law.

Proper and sensible observance of the law then demanded the
respectful obedience which the nation has a right to expect from all its
people. This, unfortunately, has not been the case at Little Rock.
Certain misguided persons, many of them imported into Little Rock by
agitators, have insisted upon defying the law 'and have sought to bring
it into disrepute. The orders of the court have thus been frustrated1 ..

mrcore
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The very basis of our individual rights and freedoms rests upon
the certainty that the President and the Executive Branch of Goveinmeit
will support and insure the crying ,out of tae decisions of the Federal
Courts, even, when necessary with all the means at the President's
command.

Unless the President did so, anarchy would result.

There would be no security for any except that which each one
of us could provide for himself.

The interest of the nation in the proper fulfillment of the law's
requirements cannot yield to opposition and demonstrations by some
few persons.

.Mob rule cannot be allowed to override the decisions of our
courts.

Now, let me make it very clear that Federal troops are not
being used to relieve local and state authorities of their primary duty
to preserve the peace and order of the community. Nor are the troops
there for the purpose of taking over the responsibility of the School
Board and the other responsible local officials in running Central High
School. The running of our school system and the maintenance of
peace and order in each of our states are strictly local affairs and the
Federal Government does not interfere except in a very few special
cases and when requested by one of the several states. In the present
case the troops are there, pursuant to law, solely for the purpose of
preventing interference with the orders of the Court.

The proper use of the powers of the Executive Branch to enforce
the orders of a Federal Court is limited to extraordinary and compelling
circumstances. Manifestly, such an extreme situation has been created
in Little Rock. This challenge must be met with such measures as
will preserve to the people as a whole their lawfully-protected rights
in a climate permitting their free and fair exercise.

The overwhelming majority of our people in every section of
the country are united in their respect for observance of the law -- even
in those cases where they may disagree with that law.

They deplore the call of extremists to violence.

The decision of the Supreme Court concerning school integration,
of course, affects the South more seriously than it does other sections
of the country. In that region I have many warm friends, some of them
in the city of Little Rock, I have deemed it a great personal privilege
to spend in our Southland tours of duty while in the military service and
enjoyable recreational pe riods since that time.

So from intimate personal knowledge, I know that the
overwhelming majority of the people in the South -- including those of
Arkansas and of Little Rock -- are of good will, united in their efforts
to preserve and respect the law even when they disagree with it.

They do not sympathize with mob rule. They, like the rest
of our nation, have proved in two great wars their readiness to
sacrifice for America.

more
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A foundation of our American way of life is our national respect
for law.

In the South, as elsewhere, citizens are keenly aware of the
tremendous disservice that has been done to the people of Arkansas in
the eyes of the nation, and that has been done to the nation in the eyes
of the world.

At a time when we face grave situations abroad because of the
hatred that Corimunism bears toward a system of government based
on human rights, it would be difficult to exaggerate the harm that is
being done to the prestige and influence, and indeed to the safety, of
our nation and the world.

Our enemies are gloating over this incident and using it
everywhere to misrepresent our whole nation. We are portrayed as a
violator of those standards of conduct which the peoples of the world
united to proclaim in the Charter of the United Nations. There they
affirmed "faith in fundamental human rights" and "in the dignity and
worth of the human person" and they did so "without distinction as to
race, sex, language or religion."

And so, with deep confidence, I call upon the citizens of the
State of Arkansas to assist in bringing to an immediate end all
interference with the law and its processes. If resistance to the
Federal Court orders ceases at once, the further presence of Federal
troops will be unnecessary and the City of Little Rock will return to its
normal habits of peace and order and a blot upon the fair name and
high honor of our nation in the world will be removed.

Thus will be restored the image of America and of all its parts
as one nation, indivisible, with liberty and justice for all.

Good night, and thank you very much.

L



ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL

June 17, 1958

MEMORANDUM FOR

Honorable A. J. Goodpaster
Staff Secretary'
The White H"se

FROM

\W. Wilson White

JkNAssistant Attorney General
Civil Rights Division

Attached is a draft reply to Congress-
man James Roosevelt's letter of June 11.
I am returning the basic correspondence as
requested.



DRAFT REPLY

Honorable James Roosevelt
House of Representatives
Washington 25, D. C.

Dear Congressman Roosevelt:

I acknowledge your letter of June 11, 1958, to

the President inquiring as to the p art the Federal Govern-

ment may play in assisting in the orderly compliance with

orders for desegregation of public schools.

I enclose herewith a statement of principles which

the President made public on October3 2, 1957. It would

not be appropriate to comment on an-y specific situation

at this time.

Sincer4ely yours,



THE WHITE HOUSE OFFICE

ROUTE SLIP
(To Remain With Correspondence)

TrO Deparm nt ad Jiltic

JAN 1
cENACCfr b-Et

PROMPT HANDLING IS ESSENTIAL.
WHEN DRAFT REPLY IS REQUESTED
THE BASIC CORRESPONDENCE MUST
BE RETURNED. IF ANY DELAY IN
SUBMISSION OF DRAFT REPLY IS
ENCOUNTERED, PLEASE TELEPHONE
OFFICE OF THE STAFF SECRETARY.

Date-January 14, 1)61

FROM THE STAFF SECRETARY

ACTION: Comment

Draft reply

For direct reply

For your information

For necessary action

For appropriate handling-

See below-

Remarks:

GPO 18-71264-1

Tele to the P, 1/12/61, fm AtlantaU omen'gy direction of the President:
Cl Fernbank PTA Leg Cmte, Ga Council of

Human Relations, Hope, Inc., League of Women Voters

of Athens, League of Women Voters of Ga., Margaret A. J. GOODk

chell, PTA Leg Cmte, United Church Women of Ga. etc..

racial disturbances at Ga. U. and its handling.

'ASTER
kitr crery
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/-,
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ATLANTA CA JAN 12

THE PRESIDENT

TYE WHITE HOUSE.

STATEMENTT OF CONCERN ELEASED JAN 12 1981

IT IS WITH A 3ENSE OF PROFOUND SORROW THAT WE HAVE WITNESSED

THE BREAKDOWN OF LAW AND ORDER IN OUR STATE. THE DISTURBANCES

VHICH HAVE OCCURRED ON THE HISTORIC CAMPUS OF THE UNIVERSITY

OF GEORGIA HAVE DONE IRREPARABLE HARM TO THE REPUTATION OF

THE UNIVERSITY AND TO THE IMAGE OF GEORGIA AS EXPRESSED IN

L



ITS MOTTO* JI3SDOM, JUSTICE AND MODERATION.

THESE EVENTS ARE PARTICULARLY TRAGIC B3ECAU3E THEY NEED

NEVER HAVE HAPPENED. THE DISTURBANCES OF TUESDAY NI(THT GAVE

PROPHETIC WARNING OF THE NEED FOR FIRM, PREVENTIVE ACTION.

TO PERMIT NON- UNIVERSITY PERSONS TO CONRETOATE ON THE CAMPUS

WEDNESDAY NIGHT WAS TO INVITE THE EVENT;5 THAT ENSUED.

A FURTHER LACK OF RESPONSIBLE PLANNING WAS THE FAILURE

TO AUTHORIZE TH4E STATE PATROL TO PROMPTLY COME TO THE AID OF

LOCAL OFFICIALS WHEN RESULTED. LOCAL AUTHORITIES NOTIFIED

THE PATROL AS EARLY A3 5PM1 <DED3DAY, THAT YJCH ASSISTANCE



MIGHT BE R-UIRED* A3SISTANC E JAS URGENTLY REQUEJTE") AT IOPM

BUT THE PATROL DID NOT APPEAR 0m THE 2CENE UNTIL THE DISTURBANCES

WER E ALREADY mUELLED, THIS KIND OF ADMINISTRATIVE INDECISION

THREATENS THE SAFETY OF EVERY CITIZEN OF GEORGIA,

THE SUSPENSION OF THE TWO NEGO STUDENTS SOLVED NOTHING.

IT CAN BE INTERPRETED ONLY AS THE ABDICTION OF CONSTITUTIONAL

GOVERNMENT IN THE FACE OF MOB VIOLENCE. THIS DANGER IS INCREASED

BY THE IRRESPONSIBLE AND INFLAMMATORY REMARKS MADE BY THE GOVERNOR'

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY.



UNDER THE CEORGIA CONSTITUTION THE "OVERNOR IS TPE

CON3ERVATOR OF THE PEACL". TH"I3 RiOLE CALLS FOR IRM DIRECTION

DURING THE CRITICAL DAYS AHEAD,

UNIVERSITY AUTHORITIES AND ATHENS CITY OFFICIALS HAVE

FACED THE SITUATION INTELLIGENTLY AND COURAEOUJLY. THEY DESERVE

COMMIENDATIO , THEY ALSO DESERVE THE :TIiONGEST SUPPORT FROM

THE GOVERNOR AND THE LEGISLATURE,

THERE 13 TIME FOR US TO RiETRIEVE THE REPUTATION OF OUR

STATE, TO PRESERVE LAW AND OrDRZ IN THE FUTURE AND TO GUARANTEE

THE PEACEFUL, UNINTERiOUPTED OPERATION OF OUR 3TATE UNIVERSITY.

THE TW'O NE(RO STUDENTS SHOULD BE IMMEDIATELY REINSTATED



AT THE UNIVERSITY OF O<CIA

IN THE FUTURE, ALL PERSONS COINTRIBUTINC TO BREACHS OF

THE PEACE SHOULD 3 HANDLED JITH THE FULL AUTHOHlTY OF THE

LA t.

ALL PERSON, NOT HAVING LEGITIMATE BUSINESS ON THY CAMPUS

OF THE UNIVERSITY S-HOULD BE DENIED ACCE3 TO THE CAMPS.

THE LEGILATURE SHOULDD FOIRTH{ITH REPEAL ALL LAtB JEOPARDIZING

THE CONTINUED OPERATION OF THE UNIVERSITY YSTEM.

WE CALL ON ALL PARENTS AND ALUMNI OF THE UNIVERSITY OF

GEORGIA AND ON ALL OTHER CITIZEN OF GEORCIA TO SUPPORT THE



UNIVERSITY OFFICIALS AND TO ENCOUIAE THE STUDENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY

TO MAINTAIN THE HIGH STANDARDS OF COURTESY AND CONDUCT THAT

HAVE BEEN DEMONSTRATED BY THE GREAT MAJORITY OF STUDENTS.

ACTIVE VOTERS ATLANTA UNIVERSITY UOMEN'S CLUB, FERNBANK P

TA LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE fTOFUIA COUNCIL OF HUMAN RELATIONS

HOPE INC, LEAGUE OF UOMEN VOTER OF THEN, LEAGUE OF WOMEN

VOTERS OF GEORCIA, MARGAR"T MITCHELL P T A LECILATIVE COMMITTEE,

UNITED CHURCH WOMN OF %EORCIA CHRI3TIAN CITIZENSHIP COMMITTEE,

WOMENS INTERNATIONAL LEAGUE FOR PEACE AND FREEDOM ATLANTA



jI
-epte:aber 30, 053

eIr..r. iKirkpatrick:

president has as&eC mie to acknowledge
and thank you for "vor letter to him.

1 oUz observations regarding the sensitive
issue of school integration have been note,
ana I assure you that the K resident greatly
ppreciates having theat. In these difficult

tixsmes it is must helpful to obtain La cross
section of the thinking of corscicitious citi-
£enl like yourself.

Sincerel},

It . i roderic /orrow

r. rahra irx -atricR
160i zouth ColleIe venuc
Tuisz 4

<dAcho nC
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THE UNIVERSITY OF TULSA
TULSA 4. OKLAHOMA

September 23,1958.
SCHOOL OF LAW

Hon.Dwight Eisenhower,President,
The United States of America,
Washington,D.C.

Dear Mr.President:
Never before in the 57 years of my lifehave I undertaken

to express my views to a public official.I hope you will not consider
me presumptious for doing so in this instance.I assure you that I do so
only for the reason that we face a grave national problem,and I sincerely
believe that I may at this time be able to make a suggestionwhich if not
already considered by you,and eliminatedmay offPer a possible solution to
the problem which may be acceptable to both those who advocate immediate
integration in the nations schools,and those who oppose the move.

First,in order that you may see that I have no personal
stake in the matter,let me introduce myself.I was born in Selma,Alabama,
on July 26,1901.1 lived there until July,1921,when I entered the U.S.Military
Academy,West Point,1.Y.,from which I was graduated on June 12,1925.After
graduation,I served some time as an Infantry Officer,and then resigned to
accept a position in civil life.After this resignation,and prior to World
War 11,I attained high executive position.As World War 11 loomed upon the
horizonI returned to duty with the armed forces,and served throughout the
war,beth in this country,and in Europe.During the fighting in FranceI was
wounded in action,while serving with the 4th Armered Division.In July,
1945,due to disibilities incurred during the war,I was placed on the
retired list in the grade of Lieutenant-Celenel,which grade I now hold on
the retired list of the army.

You will see from the above brief sketch that,both from
my early training (similar to yours),and much of my actual experience in
later life,my primary interest and loyalties lie with the United States,
and not with any particular section,or so called way of life.I am far more
interested in preserving the unity of the United Statesthan in the merits
or the demerits of the integration versus the segregation question. I go so
far as to say that if the unity of the United states can best be preserved by
integration in our public schools,then lets have it.If on the other hand
such unity can be maintained only by segregation in the schools,then by all
means let us have segregation in those communities desiring it.

After retirement from the armed forcesat the end of
World War 11,I entered the School of Law of the University of Alabama,
and was graduated therefrom with an LLB ddgree.Thereafter I engaged in the
active practice of Law in Selma,Alabamauntil September,1957,when I was
ofTered a position on the faculty of the School of Law of the University
of TulsaTulsa,Oklahoma,which I accepted.I am now serving as a professor of
Law here in TUsa.Therefore,you will see that such remarks as I may make
concerning the law,are not the remarks of one entirely unacquainted with
the law,and legal procedures.You will also see from the fact that negroes
are admitted to the law school in which I teachand are in my daily classes
here,I alseam not a die hard segregationist.I do howeverknew the people of
the deep Southand how they may be expected to reactboth from my early
years there,and recent residence there,before moving to Oklahoma.

1.



THE UNIVERSITY OF TULSA
TULSA 3, OKLAHOMA

SCHOOL OF LAW

As a result of this knowledgeI do know that whatever may be the
outcome of the controversy in such border States as Arkansas and Virginia,
the people of the deep Southern States will never under any circumstances
accept the present Supreme Court rulings,even if it means that they must as
a final resort engage in open armed rebellion.Therefore in reaching a
decision as to what methods to follow in dealing with the people in these
Statesyour decision is not merely one of enforcing a Court decision,but
also whether on not in the final analysis there will be civil war.

I assure you that you will never influence these deep Southerners
by issuing proclamations and appealing to them to obey the law of the land
as good citizensbecause they sincerely believe that all recent decisions
of our Supreme Court are in direct violation of the law of the landand hence
null and void. They consider themselves law abiding citizensand that one
of the duties of P law abiding citizen is to resist to the utmost any
attempt by a supreme Court or anyone else to usurp authority in direct
violation of the law of the land.

C0 UTheir reasons for so believing are two fold,namelythat the 14th
amendment.upon which recent rulings of the Supreme Court are basedwas

v' rfnvfialidly adopted as prescribed by the Constitutionand hence is a
complete nullity,and thereforeany decisions based upon it,are unlawful,
and entitled to respect from noone.T do not claim to be enough of a legal
scholar to know for a certaintybut I do know that the facts are such as
to lead a reasonable man to wonder as to the truth.For example: Let us
assume that at the time Congress was considering submitting the present
Income Tax Amendment to the 3tates for considerationbefore voting on the
matter,the senators and representatives of 12 States had been expelled from
the halls of Congress,before the vote was even taken.Let us further assume
that after voting to submit the amendment without any representative from
these 12 States being present,the amendment reached the Stkth legislatures,
and the duly elected legislatures of these 12 States rejected the Amendment.
Let us further assume that on such rejection,Congress ordered these duly
elected legislatures dissolved,and ordered United States Military Commanders
in each of these States to convene a convention for the purpose of hand
picking a new legislature to reconsider the amendmentsand directed that
three fourths of the qualified white voters in these states be barred from
either the conventions or the new legislature.Let us assume that this new
group of hand picked legislatures met,with the U.S.Military Commanders
sitting on the rostrum with their speakers and ratified the amendment.Let
us further assume that before the Secretary of State of the U.S.published
the Amendment as being adopted,the States of Ohioand New Jersey withdrew
their prior ratification.Let us further assume that thereupon Congress
by resolution declared the amendment as adopted and in full force and
effect? Is there anyone in the United States today,Mr.Presidenton or off
the Supreme Court,who would be so brash as to hold that the amendment was
lawfully adopted,so as to be binding on anyone? Certainly not,yet that
is essentially how the 14th Amendment was in fact adopted.

This leads me to my suggestion.Since there can be reasonabledacht
as to the validity of the 14th Amendment,and also as to whether or not
the question of schools was in fact included in the original amendment,
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why not settle these controversial questions once and for all by removing
all question of doubtZThis can easily be done by you using your influence
to have Congress when it convenes submit to the States for a vote,an
Amendment containing all of the features of the 14th amemdment,but going
one step further and in express words include schools in the document.
Should such an amendment be now adopted by the States,there could be no
question of its validity.Should it be rejected,regardless of whether or
not the recent holdings of the Supreme Court are right or wrong,they would
no longer be the law of the land,and the subject of division and controversy.

The question immediately arises would the deep South accept
such an amendment? I believe it would.In spite of much opinion to the
contrary,they consider themselves law abiding peopleand while they may be
displeased with a lawthey recognize as valid all laws lawfully enacted.
For example: Since the days immediately following the Civil War,there
have been numerous Civil Rights statutes passed by congress,providing
severe penalties for such things as withholding the right to vote from
citizens,etc.Many deep southerners resent these laws,and try to evade them,
nevertheless,no one claims them to be invalid,and whenever one is prosecuted
under such laws,he takes his medicine,and there is no case on record where
the population as a whole has risen in opposition to the imposition of
penalties under these laws,as theyhave on the integration question,which
they consider wholly without foundation in law.

A new amendment such as I have suggested,if ratified by the States
will have been ratified after all the representatives of the deep South in
congress have had an opportunity to bring to bear all means available in
legislative processes to block its submission to the States in the first
instance.Furthermore the duly appointed and elected legislatures or the
people of the Southern States,as the case may bewithout any coercion whatever
from any source will vote for or against the ratification.If thus ratified,
such amendment will unquestionably be accepted as valid everywhere,and will
remove the chief ground on which resistance in the deep South is based.

The second ground upon which the deep South resists is the fact
that they consider the decision of the Supreme Court in 1954,as an invalid
usurpation of the legislative power. They consider that congress plainly
indicated that it never intended schools to be included in the 14th amend-
mendment when it was submitted to the statesby the same congress making
the submission,proceeding to pass laws providing for segregated schools in
Washington,D.C.They further believe that the States ratifyingnever
intended that they were ratifying a document placing schools under the
jurisdiction of the Federal Government,due to the fact that the ratifying
legislatures in States both North and South passed laws setting up
segregated schools and maintained them through the years.They know that
this view was supported by the Supreme Court of the United btites from
the decision in Plessy vs.Ferguson (and before),in 1896,until 1954.It is
difficult for them to accept the premise that our present Supreme Court
cannot be wrong,in the face of the fact that the Court establishing the
original doctrine was composed of imminent juristsand the doctrine has beenconsistently upheld prior to 1954,by C ourts containing among their memberssome men acknowledged to be the leading legal lights of our timesuch asn9
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JusticesCardoza ,Holmes,Hughes,Brandeis,Fuller,WhiteGrayand many others.
They further compare the legal status of Justice Fuller,Chief Justice of
the 1896 Court,which established the original doctrine,who came to the
Court after 32 years of continuous practice as a lawyerand whom Justice
Oliver Wendell Holmes described as the greatest presiding officer of the
Court either before or after his timewith the legal status of Justice
Warren,who came to the Court after only a very few years legal experience
early in life as an elected official,and then complete separation from the
legal profession as such,due to his political career for many yearswhich
for all practical purposes left him a novice as to legal procedures and think
ing at the time of his appointment to the Court.They ask themselves the
questionwhich Court is more apt to correctly interpret the law as it
actually is,the Court in 1896 presided over by a man skilled in the law
from 32 years continuous practice,and acknowledged as one of our greatest
6hief Justices,or the Court in 1954,presided over by a legal novicezwho
had no claim whatever to be heard as a lawyer based upon actual legal
experience,and whose sole claim to an appointment was a reward for political
service rendered his partyMr Warren is respected and admired as an able
public servant,and governor of Califirnijbut few lawyers indeed consider his
opinions as a judge even worth reading,for any sound interpretation of the
law they may contain,since most lawyers do not feel that he knows even
enough law to express an opinion.All of these thoughts pass through the
minds of the deep southerners when they consider the validity of the 1954
decision.Their ideas are further buttressed by the recent resolution of the
association of chief justices of the State Supreme Courts,which with only
11 dissenting votes condemned the present U.S.Supreme Court for a lack of
judicial restraint in their rulings. The deep Southerners well know that
there is apt to be far more inherent judicial ability among the 48 chief
justices of the State Sufreme Courts than is found today in the Supreme Court
if the United States.

The new amendment I have suggested will knock the props out from
under this argument based upon the case of Plessy vs.Ferguson in 1896.The
new amendment if ratified will be the law of the land,regardless of the
1896 decision.

Such a new amendment would in no way represent a compromise of any
kind with forces holding a different view from that espoused by our present
Supreme Court.It would merely be a clean cut delineation of what is in fact
the law of the landto replace what is now justifiable confusion of what is
truly the law of the land.After such clear cut delineation,no one either
South or North could reasonably question any steps taken by the ederal
Government to enforce the law of the land.Until there is such clear cut
delineation,there is a grave doubt in the minds of a large segment of our
populationsupported by the opinion of many of the best legal minds of our
time,t hat our Federal Government is today,not enforcing the true law of
the land,but is instead enforcing the sociological opinions of nine men
in whom the public in large numbers have little confidence.

I realize that this letter may never come to your attention due to
some subordinate either casting it in the waste basket,or shunting it to
some department.I sincerely hope such will not be the case,because I sincerely
believe that the suggestions contained if put into effect will be the answer
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to our present disunity,and will avoid the threat of civil war which will
almost surely erupt in the deep Southshould the question of what is notor
what is in fact the law of the land be placed upon a firmer basis thaq
decisions of our present Supreme Court.

Respectfully yours,

Graham Kirkpt ok.

Graham Kirkpatrick,
1607 South College Avenue,
Tulsa 4,0klahoma.
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